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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report is written in order to obtain a Master of Science degree for Technology and 
Development Sciences. It is based upon research done by the author in Dar es Salaam, 
Tanzania. The survey gave an answer to two basic research questions: 
1. What is an appropriate marketing management methad that supports the building 

materials industrialization in Tanzania?; 
2. What are the opportunities of a gypsum plasterboard Jactory in Tanzania? 
The marketing management method is described in this paper. The pre-feasibility study to 
a gypsum plasterboard factory is presented in the second paper. Por reading on the 
conclusions and recommendations conceming this pre-feasibility study I refer to the second 
report. 

The marketing management method contains nine steps. Each step consists of several 
techniques in order to get hold on several elements of the campany's environment. The 
method is based on the constraints and problems that influence starting and existing 
enterprises in the building material sector in Tanzania. It improves decision-making and 
will finally result in efficient planning. The steps taken are: 
1. Definition of the business philosophy & mission (chapter lil); 
2. Definition of product specifications (chapter IV); 
3. Marketing research into the socio-economie side of a company (chapter V, §1); 
4. Marketing research into the demand side of a company (chapter V, §2); 
5. Marketing research into the competition side of a company (chapter V, §3); 
6. Marketing research into the supply side of a company (chapter V, §4); 
7. Definition of a business strategy (chapter VI); 
8. Business planning & marketing instruments (chapter VII); 
9. Implementation and evaluation of the market effort (chapter VIII). 
Inconveniences of the method are that it is not easy to execute; it is time consuming; it 
depends heavily on the availability, validity, and reliability of input data; and it requires 
know-how to implement it. Advantages of the method are that it covers definition, 
research, strategy formulation, planning, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation; it is a 
systematic, clearly structured, and well ordered method; and it gives a good insight in the 
opportunities and threats of a firm. In order to improve the method it is advised to add a 
commercial & technica! feasibility study, and a product-prescription-hook 

The method is applied for a gypsum plasterboard factory. The main findings conceming 
this casus are: 
1. The target market is diffuse. The sales volume is substantial but differences may 

occur because no insight is gained conceming strategies and objectives of 
competitors; 

2. If the company is able to decrease customer costs availability and price the factory 
has a change to make impact on the target market; 

3. A main problem is that gypsum plasterboards can not stand a high relative humidity. 
Further research on the product should he executed in order to increase humidity 
resistance. The product must he designed, manufactured, tested, and improved; 

4. The availability of raw-materials is questionable. It will he very difficult to obtain 
enough natural gypsum and water for the production process; 
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5. The application of the new product requires a new way of constructing. Partition 
walls are not as often constructed in Tanzania as in developed countries. lt is up to 
this moment cheaper to build concrete walls; 

6. The production process consists mainly of local technologies. Local human resources, 
local raw-materials, and local factory supplies can he used. 

It is advised to do further research to a smali-scale pilot plant that delivers gypsum 
plasterboards and blocks to a few building contractors in the region Dar es Salaam. In this 
way: 
1. less finance capita! for fixed investments is required; 
2. delivery of spare-parts, natura! resources, raw-materials, and factory supplies is more 

secured; 
3. experience can he gained conceming inputs, usage of the product, the production 

process, and the development of the product. 
This, of course under the restrietion of commercial and technica! feasibility. lf the pilot 
plant is successful one can expand it. 

For quick scanning of the method, it is advisable to read in chronical order: 
1. Chapter I, Introduction; 
2. Chapter 11, Theoretical elaboration of the marketing management method; 
3. and Chapter IX, Summary, evaluation, recommendations, and conclusions. This 

last chapter presents a summary of the metbod for quick management 
skimming. 

If some of the steps are not clear, one can read for more details the corresponding 
chapter. 

Go- or no-go decision is presented in Dijk, Jan W., Part IJ, a prejeasibility study of a 
gypsum plasterboard Jactory (Eindhoven: Eindhoven University of Technology, August 
1996). 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 

This report is written in order to obtain a Master of Science degree for Technology & 
Development Sciences at the Eindhoven University of Technology. This writing is based 
upon research done by the author in Dar es Salaam -Tanzania-, from July 1995 to February 
1996. In 1994, Mr. S.I. Kishimbo, rnanaging director of Herkin Builders Ltd. wanted to 
start a gypsum plasterboard factory. In that year, he invited Saskia Rijkenberg to inform 
him on the characteristics of gypsum and the manufacturing of gypsum plasterboard. Based 
on her pre-liminary study, he wanted more detailed research to he carried out. He 
requested the Eindhoven University of Technology to send a student to do a market 
analysis and to make a commercial and technologkal pre-feasibility study: the subjects of 
this report. The outcomes of this study consists of two parts, a scientific and a practical 
part. The first, "scientific", part concerns the development, definition, and application of an 
appropriate marketing management method supporting the building matenals 
industrialization in Tanzania. The outcomes of the practical part is a pre-feasibility to a 
gypsum plasterboard factory. To fulfill the scientific goal, an answer has to he given to the 
following basic research question: 

What is an appropriate marketing management method that supports the 
building materials industrialization in Tanzania? 

The purpose of Chapter I is to give insight in the relevancy of this study. lt will present 
the scientific and practical relevanee of the basic research question. But first, attention will 
he paid to the factors that contribute to the challenge of building materials 
industrialization, in developing countries. Then, the contribution of the Tanzanian building 
materials sector to the national economy will he described. In this way, the 
interdependence between the building materials sector and developments of the national 
income will he indicated. The next step is presenting, the main constraints and problems 
that influence the performance of the building materials sector. These constraints and 
problems form the basis of the conceptual framework. The last paragraph presents an 
'Overview of the Problems' and the overall relevancy .. 

1 
RELEV ANCE OF THE CHOSEN BASIC RESEARCH QUESTION 

That the building materials sector will probably have a high relevanee for the 
industrialization of a country as a whole is obvious. Namely, the building materials 
industry is generally understood to embrace a large range of disparate industrial activities 
for the production of materials that are permanently or temporally incorporated in 
construction. The industrial sectors encompassed include: agriculture-industry (wood, 
fibres); metal industry (iron and steel, non-ferrous metals); non-metallic minerals (cement, 
glass, ceramics, clay products, and gypsum); chemieals (plastics, rubbers, fibres, and 
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paints); and engineering (fittings and engineering)1
• 

1.1 
FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTE 

TO THE CHALLENGE OF BUILDING MATERIALS INDUSTRIALIZATION IN GENERAL 

The building materials sector is an important part of the economie and social structure of a 
country. The challenge to industrialize this sector is enormous. Some challenges are 
presented below. 
• The popu/ation growth is very high and therefore the de mand for housing increases 

annually. Nevertheless, an occurring problem in most developing countries is that the 
population growth is higher than the growth of the Gross Dornestic Product (GDP)2

• 

It puts additional demand on every product of the construction sector, i.e. housing, 
schools, hospitals, infrastructure, etcetera. But less additional resources are available. 
To become successful, the building materials sector has, therefore, to cope with 
accelerating industrialization programmes, increasing urbanisation, less resources, and 
the art of transferring appropriate technology3. 

• In modem economie development, industrialization played a leading role. It is a 
necessary condition for raising productivity and standard of living. The aspiration of 
many developing countries is to develop an industrial basis. The building materials 
sector could he of large importance for this basis. One of the reasous is that the 
global reach of most building materials is small. This is due to the high costs of 
international transport (a low value to a high weight ratio). Besides that, the dornestic 
markets are very large, and still growing4

• 

• Another aspect that heavily influences the demand for building materials is 
urbanisation. It is a powerlul social and economie trend in developing countries. lt 
brings widespread urban poverty and shortage of adequate shelter and infrastructure5

• 

But it also increases demand for cheaper building materials. The people most 
affected are the urban poor, who make up between 40% and 60% of the urban 
population in developing countries. It has been estimated that for most developing 
countries to maintain their present inadequate shelter conditions, they will have to 

1 United Nations Centre for Human Settlements "HABITAT", Strategies and policies for the development 
of the building materials industry developing countries (Athens: November 1991), p. 3. 

2 World Bank/United Nations Development Program (UNDP), African Development Indicators 
(Washington: UNDPfWorldbank, 1992), p. 32. 

3 Kisanga, Aida U., "The Challenge Faced by the Building Materials Industries in the Developing 
Countries: with Special Reference to Tanzania." Habitat inl, Vol. 14, No. 4 (Great Britain: Pergamon Press plc, 
1990), p. 119-121. 

4 United Nations Centre for Human Settlements, "Habitat" News, Vol. 12, No. 1 (April, 1990). 

5 World Bank/UNDP-1992, p. 317. 
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increase the stock of urban infrastructure, services, and shelter by 65% in the 1990's6
• 

1.2 
P ACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTE 

TO THE CHALLENGE OF BUILDING MATERIALS INDUSTRIALIZATION IN TANZANIA 

In paragraph 1.1 was stated that the population growth in developing countnes increases 
the demand for housing and utility buildings. This is also the case for Tanzania. Between 
1976 and 1993, the average annual population growth was 2.8%7

• While in the same 
period, the average annual growth of the GDP at 1976 factory prices was 2,7% 8

• This 
means that the growth of the population is higher than the GDP's. Probiernatie is that more 
people generate less money. The Worldbank illustrated this with the following calculation. 
Por example in 1985, the Gross National Product (GNP) amounted 309 U.S. dollars per 
capita. In 1989, the GNP per capita was only 129 U.S. Dollars9

• Urbanization is also in 
Tanzania one of the most powerlul trends. It bnngs also widespread urban poverty and 
shortage of adequate shelter and infrastructure. Por example between 1986 and 1989, cities 
in Tanzania are growing on an average 8.5% annually 10

• The demand for cheap building 
materials increases. It means that there is a challenge for the building materials sector in 
Tanzania. But, it is almast a condition that enough income is generated. Another challenge 
lies in the fact that 30% of the building matenals are imported. And of the locally 
produced building matenals, 50 upto 90% of the components are also imported11

• 

1.3 
CONTRIBUTION 
OF THE BUILDING MATERIALS INDUSTRIALIZATION TO THE NATIONAL ECONOMY 

This paragraph will deal with the contribution of the building materials sector to the 
Tanzanian economy. It gives an indication of its relative importance. Since Tanzania 
gained its independenee in 1961, it has been trying to establish a building matenals sector, 
using different technologies, scales, and raw matenals. The sector plays a major role in the 
Tanzanian economy, namely: through forward and backward linkages; employment 

6 United Nations Centre for Human Settlements, "Habitat" News, Vol. 12, No. 1 (April, 1990). 

7 Bureau of Statistics President's Office Planning Commission, Statistica[ Abstract: 1993 (Dar es Salaam: 
Bureau of Statistics, February 1995), p. 11. 
These growth figures arebasedon censuses made in 1948, 1957, 1967, 1978, and 1988. 

8 Bureau of Statistics National Accounts Section President's Office, Planning Commission, National 
Accounts of Tanzania (Dar es Salaam: Bureau of Staties, August 1995), p. 33. 

9 Worldbank/UNDP-1992, p. 32. 
These figures are obtained using the Atlas method. 

10 World Bank/UNDP, p. 317. 

11 Kisanga, Aida U., pp. 122-123. 
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creation; and its supplies to the process of capital formation. The assessrnent of the 
building rnaterials industries' contribution to social and economie developrnent is 
essentially sirnilar to that of the construction industry. The building rnaterials sector 
supplies inputs to the construction industry. This industry contributes to economie 
developrnent by producing capital goods for other sectors. Construction provides housing 
which is a social service. And it is sornetirnes a considered part of the national investrnent. 
The construction and building rnatenals sector can create national incorne and durable 
assets. 

~Incornes ~ 
r~-~~---L___,_ ~~ _______ _j 
I I 

I Housing dernand 1 ; Investrnent dernand i 

---- I __ =[=~ =--~ ----~- ___ L ________ L --- --T -~-~~~--~~= =n-~ 
l Ho~~s ~ I. ~oveEil(J Ll~du;i"'. 

~-- Other sectors I 
~--~----~ ~---~J 

------- _[ _______ -, 
Construction industry ! 

---- - ------------ ---- -1 
-- --~- r· -----------

Building rnaterials] 1-______ ___", ______ ---ii Irnported building 
1 industry (70%) 

1 1 

rnaterials (30%) 

, -=-:-=~~r=-=: __ j --------------~-----
Capital, labour, raw rnaterials, and fuell 
(both local and irnported) I 

Figure I.l, Interdependence of Building Materials Industry, Kisanga Aida U, p.J22. 

Figure 1.1 shows the interdependence of the building rnatenals industry. An analysis of the 
contribution of building rnatenals industries in the Tanzanian econorny shows the 
following 12

: 

1. the share of construction output in GNP averages 4% as net construction output and 
10% as gross construction output (calculated frorn economie surveys); 

2. the share of the value of building rnatenals in gross construction output averages 
60%; 

3. by value, 70% of the principal building rnatenals used are purchased frorn Tanzanian 
producers, and 30% are irnported. However, the import content of locally produced 
building rnaterials is very high. Por exarnple, it has been estirnated that 57% of the 
costs of locally produced cernent is cornposed of irnported cornponents, while for 
rnetal products it is more than 90%; 

4. the contribution of building rnaterials industry to the econorny can he rneasured by 

12 Kisanga, Aida U., pp. 122-123. 
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calculating the value added of the four main building materials industries as a 
percentage of GDP. For the period between 1967 and 1981, its contribution grew 
from 0.44% of the GDP to 1.20%. Considering all the investments which have taken 
place since then, one can assume that it has increased continuously. 

The condusion can be drawn that the building materials sector contribute to the national 
economy. lt will become even more important, if the national income increases13

• 

2 
CONSTRAINTS AND PROBLEMS INFLUENCING 

THE BUILDING MA TERlAL SECTOR IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

The development of the building materials is determined by factors like: culture and 
traditions; social and economie policy objectives; the level of effective demand; technica! 
standards and resources; skilis and capita!. Besides these five factors, the entrepreneurlal 
context is of importance. Entrepreneurlal context means the challenge an entrepreneur sees 
in a certain commercial opportunity. lt encompasses situations in which a single individual, 
typically with a clear and distinct vision of purpose, directs an organization that is 
structured to he as responsive as possible to his or her personal wishes. The entrepreneurial 
context influences the entrepreneurlal vision and entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurlal vision 
could cause a high potential pay-off and may indeed he essential when an idea must he 
transferred into commercial success. Entrepreneurship is typically found in young 
organizations, especially ones in new or emerging industries14

• 

In developing countrles, lots of problems find their origin in this entrepreneurial context, 
for example: 
1. The entrepreneurlal vision is not set at the commercialization of ideas. It is important 

that an entrepreneur determines whether his idea will give him sufficient tumover, 
and will eam him a living; 

2. Most entrepreneurs have no insight in actual demand and supply. It results in locally 
produced materials which do not correspond with the actual need. 

3. Another range of entrepreneurlal problems is brought forward by the situation in 
developing countries. It has been that due to social and economie changes in the 
societies, the indigenous technologies have been unable to supply the building 
materials needed 

4. The dependenee on extemal inputs has also grown. Developing countrles have been 
dependent on extemal technologies, know-how, and raw materials. In return they 
have supplied raw materials and agricultural products to the developed countries. 

5. The previous mentioned problem brlngs about a new problem namely a structural 
economie imbalance within the developing country. This is mainly caused by foreign 
exchange dependenee for which the main souree is agrlculture and foreign loans. 

6. Finally, the scarcity of capital is also affecting the development of the building 

13 Kisanga, Aida U., p. 123. 

14 Mintzberg, Henry, Quinn Jarnes B., The strategy process "'concepts, contexts, cases" (Englewood Cliffs 

(N.J.): Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1991), pp. 47ff. 
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materials sector. This results in enormous high interest rates. 

3 
CONSTRAINTS AND PROBLEMS 
INFLUENCING STARTING AND EXISTING ENTERPRISES 
IN THE BUILDING MATERIAL SECTOR IN TANZANIA 

In the previous paragraph the constraints and problems influencing the building materials 
sector in developing countries is worked out. These problems count also for Tanzania. This 
paragraph will deal with specific constraints and problems influencing starting and existing 
enterprises in the building materials sector in Tanzania. They are mentioned one by one 
below. 

PROBLEM ÜNE: A V AILABILITY OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ÜTHER INPUTS 

A lot of Tanzanian companies utilize raw-matenals locally purchased. 47% of the 
companies uses purely locally available matenals. Although most entrepreneurs cannot tell 
which channels have acute problems in the praeurement processof inputs, it is evident that 
locally available raw-materials are scarce. lt is due to transportation problems to production 
eentres and due to the use of inadequate extraction and processing methods. V ast demand 
of raw-materials has also shown its effect on the amount of raw-materials needed. Raw
materials being imported have problems in conneetion with the processing of the import 
licence; timely orders; bureaucracy in the whole affair of import-export documentation; and 
finally the hard core problem of foreign currency15

• Of course, Tanzania should produce 
building matenals for which the natural resources are available and import those materials 
whose substitutes cannot be produced economically within the country. But at this 
moment, lots of resources are imported automatically. Nevertheless, the building materials 
industry, and therefore the construction sector, is suffering from a shortage of raw
materials in Tanzania. lt is also affected by a lack of know-how regarding processes and 
production technology. 

PROBLEM TWO: No INSIGHT IN THE ACTDAL DEMAND AND SUPPLY 
Most entrepreneurs do not have insight in actual demand and supply. lt resulted in a gap 
between de mand and supply. lt is expected that the gap will increase in the future. Other 
reasous that caused the gap are16

: 

1. local plants for the production of building materials fail to make an impact on the 
building matenals market; 

2. the demand of building matenals continue to increase due to high urbanization rates 
requiring new housing, infrastructure facilities as well as accelerated development 
programmes; 

15 National Construction Counsel (NCC-1992), Identification & Promotion of Utilization of Local 
Resources & Locally Produced Materials for the Construction Industry in Tanzania" Final report phase I-DSM" 
(Tanzania: August, 1992), pp. 9-10. 

16 NCC-1992, pp. 9-10. 
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3. the centralization of production centres. The ex1stmg infrastructure, transport, and 
distribution systems are inadequate to support the new production units of building 
materials industry in Tanzania. 

PROBLEM THREE: PRODUCTION FAILURES AND SNAGS 

Problem three has to do with production failures and snags which results in delays. A 
study was done among 64 public and private enterprises in Tanzania. This survey gave an 
indication of the incidence of production snags. These were17

: 

1. as mentioned before, scarcity and availability of raw materials (local or imported) 
43%; 

2. shortage of equipment and lack of spareparts 33%; 
3. power interruptions, because of a shortage of fuel and electricity break-downs 26%; 
4. lack of skilied persennel 14%; 
5. foreign exchange problems to import raw materials 5%; 
6. competition problems regarding substitute products 7%. 

PROBLEM FOUR: BUILDING MATERIALS DOES NOT CORRESPOND WITH THE NEED 

The fourth problem has to do with the fact that lots of building materials produced locally 
or abroad do not correspond with the need. Some of these products are even not fit for use 
at all. This is caused by several factors: 
1. The first one is lack of standardization and quality control by plants which have been 

directly imported from all over the world; 
2. Secondly, due to the fact that the informal sector has not received the proper 

guidance and support to achleve standards and qualities required by the different 
sectors of the building industry. 

If products are produced according to known standards, it will imprave the quality of 
locally produced products, imprave export earnings, and raise the level of technology. 

PROBLEM FIVE: GOVERNMENT CONSTRAINTS AND POLICIES 

The Tanzanian government should establish institutions to support the industry which 
seems to lack proper co-ordination and ability to promate and develop research findings 18

• 

The government policies were not very helpful for the building materials sector. Policies 
like (a) heavy protection, (b) extensive regulations, (c) lack of incentives to raise 
productivity and (d) weak links to dornestic economy, contribute to many problems. The 
government policies resulted mainly in: 
1. wage regulations which raised unit costs and promoted employing unskilled Iabour 

whilst at the same time a worsening shortages of skilied Iabour was created in the 
public sector; 

2. high subsidies passed to users of the output of inefficient and protected public sector 
industries; 

3. unsuccessful implemented import-substitution industrialization strategies that caused 
state-controlled monopolies, inefficient production, and a market situation 
characterized by lack of dornestic competition; 

17 NCC-1992, p. 13. 

18 Kisanga, Aida U., p. 121. 
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4. a development of the building materials industry that was not determined by choices 
based on economie criteria regarding location, management, or national strategy. But 
based on ad-hoc or politica! criteria; 

5. building materials that were produced to substitute imparts using transplanted 
techniques and equipment, without sufficiently adapting the technology and product 
design to local conditions and raw materials19

. 

Many government policies have a negative impact on the construction industry. They cause 
delays in project completion, the rise of unit costs, and the development of a black market 
(parallel market) for building materials. 

PROBLEM SIX: SOME CORRUPTION AND LACK OF CAPITAL 

The last problem is caused by some corruption and lack of capita!. Corruption is caused by 
several factors: 
1. The first is the economie factor, like low wages, inflation, and poor performance of 

the economy; 
2. The second factor is a social one, like the desire to power, the desire to influence, 

and the desire of a young employee to remit money home to support other memhers 
of the family which could force one to involve in corruption albeit unwillingly; 

3. The politica! factor is the third one. Where the politica! system of a country is not 
transparent enough and there is no 'watch dog' in the form of politica! opposition, 
such regimes are prone to corruption. 

4. Presence of Bureaucracy is the fourth factor. Bureaucracy exist in business licensing, 
import and export trade, foreign exchange acquisition, building materials, foreign 
travel, and praeurement of loans20

• 

A pubHeation of Tanzania Audit Corporation states that, in 1991, public-enterprise-losses 
due to corruption amounted 8.8% of the GDP21

• Some entrepreneurs have stated that 
corruption adds 10% to costs of product sold. 

The lack of capita! results in enormous high interest rates. This is emphasised by the 
Business Times22

• It gives weekly the financial rates of commercial banks, Trustbank 
(Tanzania), and Investment Banks. Interest rates for 3-6 month are between 23 to 27% per 
annum (p.a.)23

• Fixed deposits varying between 3 to 12 month varles from 32-38% p.a.24
• 

19 Kisanga, Aida U., p. 128. 

20 Tanzania Chamber of Commerce, Industry, and Agriculture (TCCIA), Corruption and Drug Trafficking 
in Tanzania -a Social-economic Analysis (Dar es Salaam: Popular Publications Limited, 1995), pp. 10-13. 

21 TCCIA-1995, p. 38. 

22 Tanzania's Independent Newspaper Business Times -Economie, Financial Weekly, No. 370, (Dar es 
Salaam: November 24-30, 1995), Markets & Economy, p. 15. 

23 Commercial Banks, Trustbank, Euro-African Bank. 

24 Trust Bank (Tanzania) Limited, Merchant Banks. 
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Long term loans can get up to 45-50% p.a.25
. Besides that a company must he successfully 

in operation for two years befare it is able to obtain a long-term loan. It is very difficult to 
obtain capital in Tanzania. 

4 
OVERVIEW OF THE PROSLEMS 

All over the world, production processes have changed to respond to demand and market 
opportunities. The effective strategy on technology for developing countries in building 
materials industries is a main issue. Due to lack of knowledge, it does not only require 
technica! ad vice on suitability, adaptability, and design of the technology, but it also 
requires serious considerations of high transport cost of building materials (given the low 
value-to-weight ratio of building materials). Scale of operation is a main issue: the small 
size of the market in developing countries, and the high transport and energy costs may 
more than offset any scale plant. These conditions seem to suggest a small plant size, 
located near to raw materials supply and market, and employing labour-intensive 
technologies. This will minimise transport cost on building materials, enhance capital 
productivity and reduce the need for high capita! investment. The poor infrastructure has 
contributed to raising the costs of building materials industries. Policies are required which 
offer subsidies or tax credits for building materials firms investing in infrastructure to open 
up or improve use of natura! resources. The improverneut in infrastructure will contribute 
to the development of all industrial activity. These materials require a well developed 
transport system and services for extraction and processing. There has also been a tendency 
to discourage the development of local supply of spare parts and repair services, on favour 
of cheap imports. It is important to point out that the main reasons why local production of 
spare parts is necessary are the delays associated with imported supplies. 

Lots of problems find their origin in the fact that the Tanzanian economy faces enormous 
structural problems. It has many classic symptoms of an economy that has pursued a 
policy of import substitution industrialization. The negative effects of this policy have been 
compounded by the selection of many investments without much regard to market 
considerations. Until the fundamental structural problems have been resolved, inward 
foreign investment flows are likely to remain modestz6

• The priority for management has, 
of necessity, been to keep production going. Product and process development, marketing 
and financial management skilis are likely to have been neglected in the struggle for 
survival27

• 

RELEV ANCE OF AN APPROPRIATE MARKETING MANAGEMENT METHOD 

If one wants to formulate an appropriate marketing management method for the buildings 
material industrialization one should base it on findings of the previous paragraphs. In this 

25 Term Lending Rates Institutions, City Bank. 

26 Henley, Dr. John, p. viii. 

27 Henley, Dr. John, p. 7. 
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way, it will achieve relevanee for the Tanzanian situation. A method should at least cope 
with the six problems on entrepreneurial level as described in paragraph 3. In this way, 
starting or existing enterprises in the building materials sector are more able to cope with 
the Tanzanian entrepreneurial climate. Nevertheless, the Tanzanian government has to 
formulate polides to assist new entrepreneurs in their struggle to survive. 

RELEVANCE OF A PRE-FEASIBILITY STUDY TO A GYPSUM PLASTERBOARD FACTORY 

The condusion can be drawn that the building materials sector is worthwhile to 
industrialize. lmprovements and new building materials can contribute directly to the 
industrialization of Tanzania. It is a good sector to industrialize. First, it corresponds with 
at least five of the eight priority investment areas identified by the Tanzania Government. 
The priority investment areas are agriculture and livestock development, tourism, natura! 
resources, mining and petroleum development, manufacturing industries, construction, 
transport, and transit trade28

• Second, the building materials industry can fulfill a basic 
need, namely shelter. The relevanee of a pre-feasibility study to a gypsum plasterboard 
factor is therefore proven. 

28 Henley, Dr. John, p. 19. 



CHAPTER 11 
THEORETICAL ELABORATION OF THE 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT METHOD 

This chapter presents the theoretica! basis of the marketing management method. Based on 
constraints and problems influencing starting and existing enterprises in the building 
materials sector, a theoretica! framework and research plan are formulated. Because most 
of these problems are caused by the environment of a company, several authors are quoted 
concerning their view on the interaction of a firm with its environment. This will he done 
in the first paragraphof this chapter. In the second paragraph, the conceptual frameworkof 
the campany's environment will he visualized. The third paragraph contains the basic 
research question; the queries; the research plan; and the definition of the used terms. The 
last paragraph will give a follow-up of conceptual items. 

1 
THE COMPANY AND lTS ENVIRONMENT 

The subject of this paragraph is to give insight in current theories conceming the 
environment of a company. First, the environment on macro-, meso-, and micro-level will 
he elaborated. Second, an overview of current theories regarding the campany's 
environment will he presented. The quoted authors are Scott, Andrews, Porter, Kotler, and 
Malhotra. The purpose of this subsection is to define a concept of the campany's 
environment usabie for this research. 

1.1 
THE ENVIRONMENT ON MACRO-, MESO-, AND MICRO-LEVEL 

In the first chapter, the interaction of the building materials sector with the national 
economy -macro-economy- was stated. It was based on the following theoretica! 
assumption. According to Blox29

, the economy can he divided into three parts, namely 
macro-, meso-, and micro-economy. The macro-economy deals with parameters 
determining the social behaviour of all individuals within a country. It encloses the 
production and consumption of a whole nation or country. The meso-economy is defined 
as the social behaviour of groups of individuals or institutes. For example, several 
companies which produce the same sort of products or that operate in the same industrial 
sector. The micro-economy includes the economie behaviour and decisions of individual 
consumers or producers. Douben30 illustrated these macro- and micro-economical 
definitions. He stated that objects of research concerning macro-economy are national 

29 Blox, J.T.H.M., Enden, C. van der, Hart, H.W.C. van der, Bedrijfs Economie -economisch handelen in 
bedrijfskundig perspectief (Leiden/Antwerpen: Stenferd Kroeze Uitgevers, 1989), p. 3. 

30 Douben, N.H, Macro-economie -Techniek en Maatschappij- (Eindhoven: Eindhoven University of 
Technology "Lecture notes 1627", 1992), p. 7. 
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income, import, export, and investments. A query is for example: What are the factors 
influencing the level, the fluctuations, the growth and the distribution of the national 
product and price level, within a specific economie order? The macro-economy deals with 
the analysis of the economie process as a whole. The micro-economy's objectives are 
determination of prices of products and of means of production; wages; interest; and rent. 
Other objectives are allocation of means and composition of the assortment. The three 
economical parts are ordered hierarchical. If one adds the restrietion industrial activity to 
these three definitions, one can state that the macro-economy, in this context, analyzes the 
effects of the industrial activity upon the national economy. The meso-economical 
approach pinpoints its analyses towards the different industrial sectors. 

The International Standard Industrial Classification of all Economie Activities divides the 
industrial activity into nine sectors. The classification of industrial activities can he based 
upon this norm. A plasterboard factory is classified, for example, into Major Division 3 
'Manufacturing' and Group 369 'Manufacture of other Non-metallic Mineral Products'. The 
groups influenced by a plasterboard factory are for example: Group 290 'Other Mining; 
Group 341 'Manufacture of Paper and Paper Products'; Group 38 'Manufacture of 
Fabricated Metal Products'; Division 4 'Construction'; etcetera. But one can also classify 
companies and institutions into groups with a certain type of output. For example, the 
meso-level in this research is the building materials sector. The micro-level is a 
plasterboard factory. Such an individual company active on micro level can have a positive 
or a negative impact on the macro-economy. It creates or destroys national value added. 

1.2 
THEORIES CONCERNING THE COMPANY AND lTS ENVIRONMENT 

In this paragraph, several authors are quoted conceming their vision regarding the nature of 
a campany's environment. 

RICHARD W. SCOTT 
Scott31 indicates that since the emergence and increasing prominenee of open system 
models, investigators are no longer able to comfortably ignore the effects of environments 
on organizations. Scott is an organization sociologist. In his hook he provided a coherent 
introduetion to the sociological study of organizations, better known as the system. He 
mentioned four types of environment influencing this system, namely: cultural; physical; 
technological; and social environment. These environments affect organizational outcomes. 
Environments influence organizations, but organizations also modify and select their 
environments. And environments supply the materials and ingredients of which 
organizations are composed. He indicated that the extent and the direction of change in the 
environment of organisations is a matter to he settled not by assumption but by empirica! 
investigation. 

31 Scott, W. Richard, Organizations -rational, natura[, and open systems- (Englewood Cliffs (N.J.): 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1992), pp.l25-149. 
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KENNETH R. ANDREWS 

Kenneth R. Andrews32 contribution regards a summarization of all extemal conditions and 
influences that affect a finn's life-cycle and development. The environmental influences 
relevant to strategie decisions operate in a campany's industry, the total business 
community, its city, its country, and the world. They are technological, economie, physical, 
social, and politica! in kind. Andrew's theories find their origin in the context of 
formulating corporate strategies. He also indicates that in the environment change is taking 
place at varying rates -fastest in technology, less rapidly in polities-. Since by definition 
the formulation of strategy is performed with the future in mind, executives who take part 
in the strategie planning process must he aware of those aspects of their campany's 
environment especially susceptible to the kind of change that will affect their campany's 
future. From his point of view he selected several environmental aspects which influence 
the organization in business. They are presented in figure 11.1 and summarized below: 
1. technology: technological developments are not only the fastest, but also the most 

far-reaching in extending or 

2. 

3. 

contracting opportunity for an 
established company. They include 
discoveries of science; the impact 
of related product development; and 
innovations on machinery .... ; 
ecology: this includes all physical 
characteristics of the environment 
which influence the industrial 
development. For example the 
availability of natural resources; 
forms of transportation; and the 
stability of soil conditions. It 
includes also the impact of the 
industrial activity on the ecology .... ; 

Industry I I Society 

~ / 
....------, Campany's 

Beonornies 1- Stra~e.gic -I Technology I 
· DecJsJons · · 

/ 
Politics I I Ecology 

Figure 11.1, Environmental Aspectsof Organizations 
in Business (Andrews) 

economics: because business is more accustomed to monitoring economie trends than 
those in other spheres, it is less likely to he taken by surprise by such massive 
developments as the intemationalization of competition; the slower than projected 
development of developing countries; consequences of host-country hostility; and the 
persistenee of inflation in all phases of the business cycle. The consequences of 
world economie trends need to he monitored in much greater detail for any one 
industry or company .... ; 

4. industry: although the industry environment is the one most company strategist 
believe they know most about, the opportunities and risks that reside are often 
blurred by familiarity and the uncritical acceptance of the established relative position 
of competitors .... ; 

5. society: social development of which strategists keep aware include such influential 
forces as the quest for equality for minority groups; the effects of urbanization upon 
the individual, and family; the changing composition of the world population; the 
decline of mortality .... ; 

32 Mintzberg-1991, pp. 47ff. 
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6. polities: the politica! forces important to business firms are similarly extensive and 
complex. For example the changing relations between communists and non
communists countries; between prosperous and poor countries; the relation between 
private enterprise and government; the impact of national planning on corporate 
planning .... 

In the end, he indicates that environmental developments can destroy and create business 
opportunities. Advance notice of specific instances relevant to a single company is 
essential to intelligent planning. 

MICHEAL E. PORTER 

Porte23 has also a strategie view concerning industrial organizations and its environment. 
The essence of strategy formulation is coping with competition. Porter is leader of an 
approach that has proved to he powerful and useful in many situations. Porter's basic 
model of competitive analysis is probably his best work known in the area of strategy and 
analysis. 1t is easy to view competition too narrowly and too pessimistically. While one 
sometimes hears executives complaining to the contrary, intense competition in an industry 
is neither coincidence nor bad luck. 

Moreover in the fight for market share, competition is not manifested only in the other 
players. Competition in an industry is rooted in its underlying economics, and competitive 
forces exist that go well beyond the established combatants in a particular industry. 
Customers, suppliers, potential new entrants, and substitute products are all competitors 
that may he more or less prominent active depending on the industry. 

The state of competition in an industry 
diagrammed in figure 11.234

• The 
collective strength of these forces 
determines the ultimate 
profit potential of an industry. 1t ranges 
from intense in industries like tires, metal 
cans, gypsum plasterboard, and steel, 
where no company earns spectacular 
returns on investment, to mild in 
industries like oil field services and 

depends on five basic forces, which are 

New Entrants I 
I Th re at of New Entrants 

Bargaining Power 

of Suppliers In dustry 

1

.------,, I Competitors 
Suppliers

1
--

Intensity of 
Rivalry 

--1 Buyers 

Bargaining Power 

ofBuyers 

equipment, soft drinks, and toiletries, ThreatofSubstitutes I 
where there is room for quite high Substitutes 
returns. Every industry has an underlying 
structure, or a set of fundamental Figure 11.2, Elements of Industry Structure (Porter) 

economie and technica! characteristics, 
that gives rise to these competitive forces. The strategist, wanting to position hls company 
to cope best with its industrial environment or to influence that environment in the 
campany's favour, must learn what makes the environment tick. 

33 Mintzberg-1991, pp. 61ff. 

34 Mintzberg-1991, p. 62. 
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This concept of competition pertains equally to industries dealing in services and to those 
selling products. A few characteristics of Porter's Competitive Strategy approach are 
critica! to the strength of each competitive force. They are: 
1. threat of new entry: new entrants to an industry bring new capacity, the desire to 

gain market share, and often substantial resources. There are six major sourees of 
harrierstoentry of a newcomer, namely: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

a. economies of scale: a newcomer has to enter a market on a large scale or 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

willing to he faced with a cost disadvantage; 
product differentiation: brand identification creates a harrier by forcing to spend 
heavily to overcome customer loyalty; 
capita! requirements: large requirements for investment is a harrier. Especially, 
if it is used for advertisement or Research & Development; 
cost disadvantage independent of size: effects of the learning curve, subsidies, 
access to the best raw materials, property, etcetera; 
access to distribution channels: if the channels are limited, a new entrant has to 
create its own distribution channel; 
government policies: regulation concerning proteetion of existing industries or 
environmental issues; 

powerjul suppliers: suppliers can exert bargaining power on participants in an 
industry by raising prices or reducing the quality of purchased goods and services; 
powerjul buyers: most sourees of buyer power can he attributed to consumers as a 
group as well as to industrial and commercial buyers. Nevertheless, consumers 
behaviour differs from industrial buyers; 
substitute products: substitutes often come rapidly into play, if some development 
increases competition and causes price reduction or performance improvement; 

5. existing rivalry: between competitors. 
Porter's view is specially focused on a model presenting the basic posture of competition 
in an industry. Less attention is paid to 
the socio-economie environment and 
marketing aspects. Nevertheless, the 
mentioned threats for new entrants can he 
very useful for entrepreneurs. 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT ÜRGANIZATION 
The UNID035 states that any enterprise 
or investment project should he 
understood as an integral part of a socio
economie and ecologie system. The firm 
is affected by its investment environment. 
lt consists of two interrelated 

Natura! and Socio-economie 

I Customers I 
,----/ --~-----1 

i B - I Competitorf + 
Environment + Firm Market I i Environment 

i - I Suppliers I + 
Natura! 

L---~----------~----~ 

Human Technology and 
knowhow 

Socio-economie 
infrastructure Finance 

Figure 11.3, The Finn and its Environment (UNIDO) 

environments, the socio-economie and the natura[ one. The interdependence between 
enterprise and environment has two consequences: first, the enterprise must adapt to 
environmental change when and where required; and second, it should try to influence or 

35 Behrens, W., Hawranek, P.M., Manual for the Preparation of Industrial Feasibility Studies (Vienna: 
UNIDO publication, 1991), p. 23. 
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control such change. lt is important to determine and monitor critica! environmental factors 
and integrate them in the investment decision. Figure 11.3 reflects these two interrelated 
environments. 

PHILIP KOTLER 
So far, the strategie, structural, and sociological concepts of the environment. In the 
following subsections, several marketing 
scientists are quoted. The first scientist is 
Kotler36

• He is one of the world's leading 
authorities on marketing. He presented in 
his hook a model that is presented in 
figure 11.4. He defined several types of 
environment, namely: 

Demographiel 
economie 
environment 

_.--------- -------
Marketing 
Intermediaries ----__ , .. ---·· .. ----

/; Product ~ 

TechnologicaV 
physical 
environment 

Information ~~~ Planning 
system system 

I Place Tartg.et Price I Suppliers 
cus omers Organization/ 

1. The demographic environmental 
characteristics affecting a firm are 
for example shift mass market to 
micro markets; ethnic markets; 

Control implementa-
system - tion system 

PoliticaVIegal 
environment 

~ Promotion ~ 

Competitors 
Socio/cultural 
environment 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

household pattems; 
The economie environment affect 
income distribution (industrial 
economies, raw-materials-exporting 

Figure 11.4, Factors Influencing the Company's 
Marketing Strategy (Kotter) 

economies); savings; debt; and credit availability; 
The natura[ environment deals with shortage of raw materials; increased cost of 
energy; increased levels of pollution; changing role of govemments in environmental 
protection; 
The technological environment characteristics are accelerating 
change; unlimited innovational opportunities; varying R&D 
regulation of technological change; 

rate of technology 
budgets; increased 

Marketing decisions are also strongly affected by developments in the politica[ 
environment. Such as substantial amount of legislation regulating business; and 
growth of pubHe-interest groups; 
He also formulated some of the main cultural characteristics and trends of interest to 
marketers. He mentioned that the core cultural values have high persistence; each 
culture consists of subcultures; and secondary cultural values undergo shifts through 
time; 

7. Other elements of a campany's environment are customers; suppliers; competitors; 
and marketing intermediaries. 

Dye~7 used the same criteria in hls hook. 

36 Kotler, Philip, Marketing Management -analyses, planning, implementation, and Control- (Englewood
Cliffs (N.J.): Prentice-Hall, lnc, 1994), pp. 150ff. 

37 Dyer, Robert F., Forman, Ernest H., An analytic approach to marketing decisions (Englewood Cliffs 
(N.J.): Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1991), pp. 18-19. 
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NARESH K. MALHOTRA 
Malhotra38 defined the factors to be considered in the environmental context of an industry 
as follows. He identified seven aspects: 
1. The first aspect is past information and forecast of trends. This aspect elaborates 

trends with respect to sales; market share; profitability; technology; population; 
demographics; and life cycle; 

2. The second aspect, resources and constraints, includes resources available like 
money and skills; and the constraints on the organization, such as cost and time; 

3. Another aspect is objectives. The formulation of the management decisions must be 
based on clear understanding of the problem and the two types of objectives: (1) the 
organizational objectives; and (2) the personal objectives of the decision maker; 

4. The fourth element is buyer behaviour. This is a central component of the 
environmental context. An understanding of the underlying buyer behaviour can 
provide valuable insights into sales; 

5. The fifth part is dictated by the leg al environment. This includes public policies; 
laws; gaverrunent agencies; and pressure groups that influence and regulate various 
organizations and individuals in the society. Important areas of law include patents; 
trademarks; royalties; trade agreements; taxes; and tariffs; 

6. The economie environment, along with the legal environment, is comprised of 
purchasing income; disposable income; discretionary income; prices; savings; credit 
availability; and general economie conditions. 

7. The last factor deals with marketing and technological skills. A campany's expertise 
with each element will affect the nature and the scope of its success. 

2 
THE CONCEPTVAL FRAMEWORKOF A COMPANY'S ENVIRONMENT 

In the previous paragraph, several authors were quoted concerning the relation of firms and 
their environment. This paragraph is based upon these insights. All aspects are joined 
tagether to create an easy to use conceptual framewerk of a campany's environment. 

As mentioned before, the environment of a company consists of three levels. The macro
level is the first one. It has to do with the behaviour of all institutes and individuals which 
influence a company within a country or nation. The meso-level includes the social 
behaviour of groups of individuals or institutes which influence a company. lt represents in 
this research the building materials sector. The micro-level contains the economie 
behaviour of and decisions made by individual eensurners or producers that influence for 
example the plasterboard factory itself. The firm at micro-level is affected by social 
behaviour of the other two levels. The company is an open-system that interacts with its 
environment at macro- (outside the sector) and meso-level (within the sector). A 
companies environment embodies several parts: 
1. the socio-economie side; 
2. the demand side; 

38 Malhotra, Naresh K., Marketing Research -an applied orientation- (Englewood Cliffs (N.J.): Prentice
Hall, 1993), p. 36. 
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3. the competition side; 
4. and the supply side of a firm. 
These sicles are interlinked with each other and presented in figure 11.5. One can easily 
subscribe the problems and constraints 
influencing starting and existing 
enterprises in the building matenals 
industry in Tanzania39 to these four sides. 
Government constraints and policies; 
some corruption and lack of capital; and 
some of the production failures and 
snags are influences from the socio
economie side. The demand and 
competition side causes problems like no 
insight in the actual demand; and 
building materials produced locally or 
abroad do not correspond with the 
de mand. While A vailability of natura[ 
resources and other inputs; and some of 

Macro-level 

r··-----· Socio-economie Environmental Si de.--- -- 1 1 Meso-level I t 
: Micro-level : 
I I 

Supply Side - Finn - DemandSide 

I I 
I I 
I I 

I I l 
I ________ Competition Side _________ I 

Figure 11.5, The Conceptual Framework 
of a Company's Environment 

the production failures and snags are caused by influences by the supply side. 

The conceptual framework presented has a simplified structure. The international 
dirneusion is excluded. Every environmental si de of a company interacts internationally. 
Occurring international influences will directly he inserted into one of the four 
environmental sicles of a company at macro-level. 

3 
BASIC RESEARCH QUESTIONS, QUERIES, DEFINITIONS, AND RESEARCH PLAN 

In Tanzania, most entrepreneurs are more production oriented than market oriented. 
Production orientation occurs where demand exceeds supply. The consumers are more 
interested in obtaining the product than in its specifications. The suppliers will concentrate 
on finding ways to increase production. A disadvantage of this approach is that 
management put much afford in obtaining inputs, while attention paid to the demand side 
is neglected. Effort is mainly focused on production. Most companies limit market analysis 
to the determination of the number of substitute products recently imported. This results in 
such poor quality that it makes customers decide to buy the imported products instead. The 
companies have overestimated their market, even if the demand exceeds the supply. Some 
of the companies are therefore faced with a low capacity utilization. A marketing approach 
and a market orientation is a better way to assess demand and control supply. The 
approach finds its origin at the market or demand side and it is working its way back to 
the supply side of the company. This of course under the restrictions of the socio
economie- and competition-side. It is very important to determine, whether ideas can he 
commercialized or not: Are customers willing to buy your product? Marketing 

39 See Chapter I Introduction, Paragraph 3: Constraints and Problems lnfluencing Starting and Existing 
Enterprises in the Building Materials lndustry, pp. 6-9. 
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management can he a useful instrument. lt is not only a tool to bring products to a market 
place, but it is also a philosophy. 

3.1 
BASIC RESEARCH QUESTION AND DEFINITIONS 

As mentioned in chapter I, the goal of this research is to develop a marketing management 
method for entrepreneurs in the building materials industry to obtain relevant information 
on their business and to react to it properly. The developed methad has to he a helpful tool 
to increase the chance of becoming successful. That is why the following basic research 
question is formulated: 

What is an appropriate marketing management method that supports the 
building materials industrialization in Tanzania? 

The UNID040 uses the term marketing in a feasibility study's perspective. They state that 
marketing can best he explained as a market orientation of management with regard to 
business decisions. Market orientation of investment and finance decisions would therefore 
imply that feasibility studies need to incorporate the design of a marketing concept, which 
should he based on proper marketing research. Malhotra41 defined the term marketing in a 
research perspective. He stated that marketing research is the systematic and objective 
identification, collection, and dissemination of information for the purpose of assisting 
management in decision making related to the identification and solution of problems in 
marketing. Kotler42 defined marketing as a social and managerial process by which 
individuals and groups obtain what they need and want through creating, offering, and 
exchanging products of value with each other. He called marketing management the 
process of planning and executing the concept of pricing, promotion, and distribution of 
goods, services, and ideas to create exchanges with target groups that satisfy customers. In 
this research, the terms in the basic research question are defined below. 

Definition 11.1 
A Marketing Management Method describes the process of identifying, 
gathering, analysing, and presenting data concerning the socio-economie-, 
demand-, competition-, and supply-side. In order to formulate goals, and 
strategies to plan and execute the concept pricing, promotion, and distribution 
of goods, services, and ideas to create exchanges with target groups that satisfy 
customers and organizational objectives. 

40 UNID0-1991, p. 62. 

41 Malhotra-1993, p. 10. 

42 Kotler-1994, p. 13. 
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Definition 11.2 explains the term 'appropnate'. 

Definition 11.2 
Appropriate is seen in the context of a management method causing effects 
which are in correspondence with the motives for which it has brought into 
action43 

• 

The term appropnate marketing management method means in general a marketing 
management method in line with the environmental conditions to produce, and promate 
those products suitable for eensurners with a low income in Tanzania. 

Detinition 11.3 
The building materials industrialization includes all starting and extstmg 
producers of building matenals that have or could have an impact on the 
industnal development of a country. The building materials industry exchanges 
products with the construction sector. 

As mentioned before, the scope of the method embodies the building matenals industry. 
The building matenals industry includes all organizations and individuals that produce or 
import building matenals in(to) Tanzania and exchange them with the construction sector. 
But, the method will become a guideline for a Tanzanian entrepreneur to deal with the 
environment. 

3.2 
RESEARCH PLAN 

This paragraph presents the research plan. The UNID044 states that marketing can be 
charactenzed by the following four elements: 
1. business philosophy: marketing is above all a business philosophy that puts the 

problem, needs, and desires of existing or potential consumer groups at the centre of 
the business activities of the firm. lt requires that decision makers at all levels will 
have to onent their thinking towards the market and environment; 

2. marketing research: well-planned and systematic market and market related research 
is a pre-condition for market oriented decision-making. Information should be 
obtained about all environmental aspects; 

3. marketing instruments: the successful implementation of marketing strategies requires 
shaping and influencing the market in a well planned manner, using the necessary 
combination or mix of marketing instruments. Determination of appropnate 
marketing instruments is a necessity; 

43 Based on: Bertholet, G.B.J., Tilburg, P.T. van, Technology for Developing countries (Eindhoven: 
Eindhoven University of technology, "lecture notes 1597", 1992), pp. 6-7. 

44 UNID0-1991, p. 63. 
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4. marketing plan and budget: to achleve the marketing objectives, tt ts necessary to 
determine the required measures or means and to prepare a plan of action on the 
basis of the findings of marketing research and using the marketing tools available. 

The UNIDO's view is in a feasibility study's perspective. 

Kotler's45 characterization of a marketing management process corresponds mainly with 
doing marketing research. He stated that 
the marketing process consists, in 
chronical order, of analysing marketing 
opportunities; researching and selecting 
the target markets; designing marketing 
strategies; planning marketing 
programmes; and organizing, 
implementing, and evaluating the 
marketing effort. Malhotra's46 sequence of 
managerial decision making consists of 
six steps: (1) define the marketing 
problem; (2) enumerate the controllable 
and uncontrollable decision factors; (3) 
collect relevant information; ( 4) identify 

Product 
Specit1cations 

Marketing Research 
Competition Side 

Marketing Research 
Supply Side 

Figure II.6, Research Plan 

Business 
Planning & 
instruments 

the best altemative; (5) develop and implement a marketing plan; (6) evaluate the decision 
and the decision process. 

The marketing management process presented in this research is shown in figure II.6. The 
research plan of this process consists of nine conceptual items. As one can see, the 
conceptual framework is integrated in this research plan. These items are chosen on basis 
of the views of the quoted authors. The conceptual items of the marketing management 
method are (1) Business Philosophy & Mission; (2) Product Specifications; (3) Marketing 
Research Socio-economie Side; (4) Marketing Research Demand Side; (5) Marketing 
Research Competition Side; (6) Marketing Management research Supply Side; (7) Business 
Strategy; (8) Business Planning & Marketing Instruments; (9) Implementation and 
Evaluation of the Market Effort. Based on these conceptual items and basic research 
question, several queries are formulated. 

3.3 
QUERIES AND DEFINITION OF CONCEPTDAL ITEMS 

This paragraph consists of two parts. The first part deals with the queries. Answering these 
research questions will gain further insight in the contemplated marketing management 
method. In the second part, the definitions of each conceptual items will be elaborated. 

45 Kotler-1994, pp. 95ff. 

46 Malhotra-1993, p. 8. 
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QUERIES 

The queries are presented below. The conceptual items are printed in !talie: 
1. What are the elements of a well formulated appropriate business philosophy and 

mission?; 
2. What are the elementsneerled to describe product specifications?; 
3. What are the elementsneerled to describe the socio-economie side of a company?; 
4. What are the elementsneerled to describe the demand side of a company?; 
5. What are the elementsneerled to describe the competition side of a company?; 
6. What are the elements neerled to describe the supply side of a company?; 
7. What are the elements neerled for the formulation of a marketing business strategy?; 
8. What are the elements that a marketing business plan consists of? And what are 

useable appropriate marketing instruments fora company?; 
9. What are the aspects that contribute to successful implementation and evaluation of 

the market effort? 

DEFINITION OF CONCEPTDAL ITEMS 
In this subsection, each conceptual item is defined. The first conceptual item is business 
philosophy & mission. It is presented in definition 11.4. 

Definition 11.4 
Business philosophy & mission guides an enterprise into a profitable future. It 
determines whether an enterprise has a market- or production-oriented 
philosophy. Furthermore, it deals with the allocation of resources and describes 
decisions concerning businesses to start or to eliminate. 47 

Definition 11.5 describes the second conceptual item, 'product specifications'. 

Definition 11.5 
Product specifications specifies requirements, characteristics, quality, functions, 
use, and structure of a product. 

Definition 11.6 deals with conceptual items three, four, five, and six. 

Definition 11.6 
Marketing research is an indispensable, well-planned, and systematic marketing 
tool, in that companies can serve their customer markets well by researching 
only their socio-economie-, demand-, competition-, and supply-side. 

Socio-economie side includes the demographic, economie, physical, ecological, 
technological, political, legal, and cultural environment of a company 

Demand side includes all individuals and organizations that specifies and 
determine the demand and market environment of a company. lt also deals with 
needs and wants of customers. 

47 Based on: Kotler-1994, p. 63. 
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Competition side includes all competitors and other companies offering a 
product or service to a customer on the target market. 

Supply side includes all individuals and organizations responsible for the input 
of a company. lt includes the supply of financial resources, factory supplies, 
raw-materials, human resources, infrastructure services, distribution, services, 
and machinery. 

23 

Definition II.7 elaborates conceptual item seven, business strategy. lt is based on the 
business philosophy & mission and the outcomes of the marketing research. 

Definition 11.7 
Business strategy deals with the development of objectives and goals for a 
specific planning period resulting in the definition of a strategy based on a 
analysis of the current environment and business opportunities. 

After formulating the business strategy it is necessary to apply it into a business plan or 
marketing plan. This plan allocates resources to the different marketing instruments. 
Definition Il.8 gives the definition of conceptual item number eight. 

Definition 11.8 
Business planning and marketing instruments. Business planning embodies a 
marketing plan that will he used as the central instrument for directing and 
coordinating the marketing effort. The marketing effort allocates resources to 
the different marketing instruments like product, price, place, and promotion. 

The last conceptual item is presented in definition II.9. 

Definition 11.9 

4 

lmplementation and evaluation of market effort. Implementation is the process 
that turns marketing plans into assignments and ensures that such assignments 
are executed in a manner that accomplishes the plan's stated objectives. 
Evaluation of market effort is the process of continuously monitoring and 
cantrolling the marketing activities. 

FOLLOW UP OF THE CONCEPTDAL ITEMS 

In chapter I and chapter II, the theoretica! basis for this research was indicated. First, the 
main problems and constraints regarding the building materials industrialization were 
given. Based on these problem and theories of several authors, a basic research question; a 
theoretica! framework; a research plan; and queries were formulated. This resulted in a 
marketing management method that should assist Tanzanian entrepreneurs in executing 
their business. 

In the following six chapters, each conceptual item will be described in detail. The method 
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and the outcomes are also presented. The marketing management method is applied to a 
gypsum plasterboard factory. Each chapter consists of a general elaboration concerning the 
conceptual item, and its application to the casus. 

Chapter nine consists of three parts. First, a summary of the marketing management 
method is presented. This is done to offer the opportunity of quick management 
skimming. Executives are able to read it quickly and to get hold on the main ideas 
bebind this method. The second part of chapter nine deals with conclusions and 
recommendations concerning the presented method. For quick scanning of the 
method, it is advisable to read in chronical order chapter I, 11, and IX. If some of the 
steps are not clear, one can read for more details the corresponding chapter. The last 
part deals with conclusions and recommendations concerning the casus Tanzania 
Gypsum Products Ltd. 



CHAPTER 111 
DEFINITION OF A 
BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY AND MISSION 
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SCOPE OF A COMPANY 

The scope of a company is worked out conform a sequence presented by Kotler48
• He 

indicates that the mission statement should at least contain the major competitive scopes in 
which a company wants to operate. lt includes the following: 
1. industry and vertical scope; 
2. products and applications scope; 
3. market-segment and geographical scope; 
4. competencies scope. 
Every subsection consists of two parts. The first part gives a short outline of the relevant 
aspects conceming each type of scope, while in the second part it is applied to the casus. 

1.1 
lNDUSTRY AND VERTICAL SCOPE 

In this paragraph, the industry and vertical scope of a new company will he described. 
According to Kotler49

, the industry scope is the range of industries that a company will 
consider. Some companies will operate in only one industry; some in a set of related 
industries; some in industrial goods, consumer goods, or services; and finally some in any 
industry. The vertical scope deals with the number of segments from raw materials to final 
product and distribution in which the company will engage. The Definition of an industry 
and vertical scope is also in the line of Tanzanian regulations. Under the National 

48 Kotler-1994, pp. 67-68. 

49 Kotler-1994, p. 67. 
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Industries (Licensing and Registration) Act, 1967, an Industrial Licence is required by 
medium- and large-scale industries as determined by the minister responsible for industry. 
Smali-scale industries only need a Certificate of Registration -Factories Ordonnance-. 
Those who wishing to operate a manufacturing industry should apply to the Registrar of 
Industries. Initially a temporary licence is given for a period of up to three years. A 
progress report is then required at the end of each calender year0

• 

INDUSTRY AND VERTICAL SCOPE IN GENERAL 
The scope of industries is seen as the number of segments of the logistic chain a company 
operates. Grootjans51 states that products and services of a company can he subsenbed to a 
particular segment of this chain. A logistic chain consists of seven business-segments 
namely {1) mining of raw-materials; (2) extracting and processing raw-materials to semi
manufactured articles; (3) processing semi-manufactured articles to components; (4) 
processing components to compounded components; (5) processing compounded 
components to finished products; ( 6) processing finished products to systems; (7) and 
delivering and instaHing systems to consumers. Van Goor2 e.a. states that a logistic chain 
consists of five segments namely (1) suppliers of raw-materials and semi-manufactured 
articles; (2) manufacturer of finished products; (3) wholesalers; (4) retailers; and (5) users. 
To formulate an appropriate scope of industries for the Building Materials Industry, the 
previous mentioned classifications are combined. A business column or logistic chain 
consistsof the following segments: 
1. Mining of raw-materials; 
2. Processing and extracting raw-materials and components to semi-manufactured 

articles and compounded components; 
3. Processing semi-manufactured articles and compounded components to finished 

products; 
4. Retailing and Wholesaling; 
5. Processing finished products to systems. And delivering and installing systems to 

customers. 

INDUSTRY AND VERTICAL SCOPE: CASUS TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 
The position of Tanzania Gypsum Products Ltd. in the business column is presented in 
figure III.l. The shade corresponds with the segments involved. The segments are: 
1. Mining of raw materials: mining of raw-materials will not he done by TGP. It 

requires high initial investments and a lot of know-how. Required raw materials will 
he obtained from third parties like, Tanzania Mining Cooperation, Henkei Chemicals, 
etcetera; 

50 United Nations Industrial Development OrganizationjGovernment of the United Republic of Tanzania 
(UNDP/GURT-1992), Investors guide to Tanzania -Land of Kilimanjaro and Zanzibar (Vienna: UNIDO, 1992), p. 
63. 

51 Grootjans, D., Organisatie en Besturing van Technische Innovatie (Eindhoven: Eindhoven University of 
Technology, "lecture notes 1352", 1993), p. 5.3. 

52 Goor, A.R. van, Ploos van Amstel, M.J., Ploos van Amstel, W., Fysieke Distributie: denken in 
toegevoegde waarde (Leiden/Antwerpen: H.E. Stenferd Kroese B.V., February 1989), p. 10. 
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2. Extracting and processing raw materials 
articles, and compounded 
components: it will he partly clone 

and components to semi-manufactured 

by TGP. It is very likely that the 
company will process and extract 
natural gypsum into Plaster of Paris 
(PoP). Because, there is not enough 
PoP produced in Tanzania. Glue, 
additives, processed water, and 
paper will he purchased locally. 
There are enough local enterprises 
that can deliver raw materials, 
components, and semi-
manufactured articles. If these Figure III.l, TGP's Position in the Business Colunm 

products lack quality, they will he 
imported; 

3. Processing semi-manufactured articles and compounded components to finished 
products: this will he the core business of the new company. The production will 
focus on a new range of gypsum building materials including gypsum plasterboards, 
gypsum blocks, and PoP; 

4. Wholesaling/retailing: this will he clone up to a certain point. In Tanzania, it is 
customary that a part of the finished products will he sold to the so-called hard-ware 
shops. These shops sell all kinds of building materials to the public. The other part of 
the sales is sold to building contractors who purchase the building materials at the 
factory gate; 

5. Processing finished products to systems. And delivering & installing systems to 
customers: it will not he clone by TGP. lt is sub-contracted to the construction 
industry, for example to Herkin Builders Ltd. The company of which Kishimbo is 
rnanaging directer. Even though, it will he possible to purchase the products in a 
system package. If desired, the plasterboards will he accompanied with frames, 
screws, plasterer, etcetera. In this way a competitive advantage can he gained. 

The vertical scope of TGP is diffuse. lt consists mainly of one segment, processing semi
manufactured articles and compounded articles to finished products. The so-called care
business. TGP will also purchase some transportation means for distribution purposes. 

1.2 
PRODUCT AND APPLICATIONS SCOPE 

This paragraph deals with the products and applications scope. This scope embodies the 
range of products and applications the company will offer. Basically, it consists of two 
elements namely product assortment and hierarchy. 

PRODUCT AND APPLICATION SCOPE IN GENERAL 
Product assortment is the product-line of a company and must match with the expectations 
of the target market A product line is a group of products that are closely related because 
they perfarm a similar function; are sold to the same customer-groups; are marketed 
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through the same channels; or make up a particular price range53
• An entrepreneur has to 

decide whether the product-assortment's breadth is narrow or wide and the depth is shallow 
or deep. Another characteristic of the product assortment to he defined is the quality level 
of the goods offered54

• The other element dealt with is the assessment of the product 
hierarchy. The different products or services of the product mix must he ranged from most 
to less important. It heavily depends on needs and wants of the target market 

PRODUCT SCOPE: CASUS TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD 
In 1985, there was no substantial production of gypsum-based products in Tanzania. Smali
scale production of Plaster of Paris from natura! rock was done in Arusha. The output 
reached a total of 15 tonnes per year mainly for local consumption. This PoP was used for 
ceramics mould-making, orthopaedic use, and chalk-sticks manufacture and sold to 
companies in and around Arusha. Tests carried out by the National Housing Cooperation 
(NHC) and the Building research Unit (BRU) in Dar es Salaam have shown that calcined 
chemica! gypsum from the Fertilizer Plant in Tanga could he suitable for making ceiling 
boards using sisal-fibre-reinforcement of size 12*600*600mm. But, this chemica! gypsum 
is radioactive and therefore not usable. In Arusha, Shariff Dewji and sons Ltd has 
developed gypsum ceiling-boards with wooden shaving reinforcement Results obtained 
indicate that such products can he produced locally in Tanzania using local materials. 1t is 
unknown why this prototype is not taken into manufacturing. Up to 1985, the PoP was 
imported into Tanzania. In view of foreign currency problems and the pressing need for 
industrial development, the pressure for local production of gypsum-based products is 
mounting day by day. Consequently, there is a growing concern on the utilization of the 
locally found gypsum rock. With a minimal injection of investment funds estimated at Tsh 
12 million, Tanzania's production capacity for gypsum and gypsum-based products can he 
increased from the present 20,000 tonnes per year to around 80,000 tonnes per year55

• All 
figures are based on prices and production capacities of year 1985. 

TGP's product assortment will consist of three different type of products. They are called 
the core products and are presented below: 
1. gypsum plasterboards: The main function of this product type is panels for the 

construction of ceilings and non-load hearing partition walls. This product substitutes 
plywood, chipboard, hardboard, softboard, and blockboard panels. One of the 
products' biggest socio-environmental advantages is that it can contribute in the 
struggle against deforesting. Besides that gypsum products are fire-resistant TGP's 
investors believe that this product type will have a promising future; 

2. gypsum blocks: The gypsum blocks are a substitute for concrete blocks. The 
difference is that a wall build from gypsum blocks must he constructed indoors and 
non-load hearing. This restrietion is made because gypsum building materials are not 
able to carry heavy loads and are easily affected by water. Several market 
opportunities will raise, if one has experience in producing gypsum blocks. Due to 

53 Kotler-1994, p. 438. 

54 Kotler-1994, p. 568. 

55 Kimambo R.H., Development of the non-metallic minerals and silicate industry in Tanzania, (Dar es 
Salaam: Eastem Africa Productions Ltd, 1988), pp. 193-194. 
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leaming effects, the development a whole new range of products will be simple. This 
range consistsof all kinds of gypsum decoration omaments; 

3. Plaster of Paris (PoP): is the primary raw material of the gypsum building materials. 

Gypsum plasterboards and gypsum hlocks use PoP as a raw materiaL PoP can also he used 
as raw material for a range of related 
products. These related products are easy 
to produce and do not ask for high initial 
investments. The so-called related 
products recently imported and locally 
produced are plasterer, ceramics for 
mould making, chalk sticks, and 
orthopaedic applications. In figure 111.2, 

r'~:t~l~t~r~~ I 4. Ornaments 
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the previous mentioned core and related pnxlucts I 6. Chalk sticks 
are presented. In this casus, only the first . 

7. Orthopaedic I 
three products will he elahorated. The 
product assortment and its hierarchy is as 
follows (first product has the highest 
priority): 
1. Plaster of Paris; 
2. Gypsum Plasterhoards, two types; 
3. Gypsum Blocks (decoration omaments). 
The other products are optional for the future. 

I 8. Ceramics Mould I 
Figure III.2, Core and Related Products 

APPLICATION SCOPE: CASUS TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 
lt is intended to offer the core products in a system package. This will increase TGP's 
competitive power. 1t means that hesides the core products a range of other products will 
he offered. The mentioned range comprises the application scope. It is decided to invest in 
a company which offers the following range of applications: 
1. frames for the construction of indoor non-load hearing partition walls: Timber and 

aluminum frames. Timher frames can he constructed ( customized) hy the timher yard 
of Herkin Builders Ltd. Aluminium frames will he ohtained from local factories; 

2. mortar lime: to lime hlocks; 
3. screws; 
4. nails; 
5. and tools. 

1.3 
MARKET-SEGMENT AND GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE 

This paragraph deals with the geographical and market-segment scope. First a general 
description of hoth scopes will he presented. While secondly, it will he applied to the 
casus. 

MARKET-SEGMENT AND GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE IN GENERAL 
The geographical scope is the range of regions, countries, or country groups the 
cooperation prefers to operate. The market-segment scope indicates the type of market or 
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group of customers the company will serve56
. One can characterize the market for building 

materials as a business market On the opposite, there is a consumer market A consumer 
market buys goods and services for personal consumption57

• While the business market 
consists of all organizations that acquire goods and services for the production of other 
products or services that are sold, rented, or supplied to others. The major industries 
making up the business market are agriculture, forestry, and fisheries; mining; 
manufacturing; construction; transportation; communication; public utilities; banking, 
finance, and insurance; distribution; and services58

. The building materials market is also a 
business market 

Business markets have several characteristics that contrast sharply with consumer markets. 
This type of market can be characterized by59

: (1) fewer buyers; (2) larger buyers; (3) 
close supplier-customer relationship60

; (4) geographically concentrated buyers61
; (5) derived 

demand; (6) inelastic demand62
; (7) fluctuating demand63

; (8) professional purchasing; (9) 
several buying influences64

; (10) miscellaneous characteristics65
. 

The business market can also be characterized by type of decision making. The business 
buyer's decision making can be characterized bl6

: 

1. Major types of buying situations: these types contain several classes: 
a. Straight rebuy: orders are placed on a routine basis; 
b. Modified rebuy: modification of product specifications; customized prices; 

delivery requirements; or other terms; 

56 Kotler-1994, p. 63. 

57 Kotler-1994, p. 201. 

58 Kotler-1994, p. 205. 

59 Fem, Edward F., Brown, James R., The IndustrialjConsumer Marketing Dichotomy: A Case of 
Insufficient Justification, (Fall: Joumal of Marketing, Spring 1984), pp. 68-77. 

60 Because of a smaller customer-basis and the important bargaining power of larger customers, there 
exists a close relationships between customers and suppliers in business markets. 

61 It is proven in figure III.3, p. 33. 

62 It is defined as follows: the total demand for business goods and services is not really affected by price 
changes. But this may not be appropriate for developing countries because the imported gypsum products are very 
expensive. 

63 It is proven by figures of Gross Capital Formation, see: Chapter V, Marketing Research into the Socio
economie Side, paragraph 1.2, p. 48. 

64 More people decide in a business-ta-business purchase than in a consumer purchase. 

65 Direct purchasing, redprocity, and leasing. 

66 Kotler-1994, pp. 207-209. 
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c. New task: a customer purchases a product for the first time. 
2. Major sub-decisions involved in the buying decision: the business buyer makes the 

fewest decisions in the straight rebuy situation and the most in the new-task situation; 
3. The roZe of systems buying and selling: many business buyers prefer to buy a total 

solution to their problem from one seller. 

In a business market several individuals influence the buying decision process. The types 
of participants are described below: 
1. user, sponsor, and approver: the one who pays and places the order; 
2. deciders: decides conceming the products or services used; 
3. injluencers: gives advice or decides conceming the products or services used; 
4. the government: regulations conceming the products or services used; 
5. wholesalersjretailers: sametimes responsible for handling, delivery, and storage; 
6. gatekeepers: individuals on key positions in the purchase process like distributors, 

quantity surveyors, etcetera. 

MARKET-SEGMENT SCOPE: CASUS TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

The market-segment corresponds partly with the market of the competing products. The 
competing products are plywood, hardboard, blockboard, chipboard, softboard, blockboard, 
concrete blocks, and imported plasterer and mortar. Partly, because the competing products 
have also applications TGP's products do not havé7

• The products mentioned are used in 
the construction industry and sold on a business market The type of buying situation for 
the competing products is most of the time straight rebuy. The new task buying situation is 
characteristic for gypsum plasterboards and blocks produced by TGP. Participants of the 
decision process are: 
1. the principal: is the user, sponsor, and approver. He/she pays indirectly the building 

materials. His selection is supported by the architects and building contractors; 
2. the architect: is the primary decider. He/she decides conceming usage of building 

materials 
3. the building contractor: is the influencer and sametimes the decider. He/she gives 

advice or makes the decision conceming the usage of building materials; 
4. the government: regulations regarding fire-resistance and usage; 
5. the quantity surveyor: is a gate keeper. He/she makes calculations conceming 

volumes needed and the costs of project68
; 

6. the wholesalersjretailer: is a gate keeper. These hard-ware shops are responsible for 
availability, delivery, and storage. 

At this moment, system buying is not executed in Tanzania. All items, like nails, screws, 
tools, and frames, are purchased individually. System packages are optional for the future. 

67 See for more details: Chapter V, Marketing Research into the Demand Side, paragraph 2.3, Statement of 
Customer Delivered V alue. 

68 According to the National Board of Architects, Quantity Surveyors, and Building Contractors (Dar es 
Salaam: P.O. Box 40366, 31st December, 1994), there are 58 quantity surveyors registered. 
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The most important deciders and influencers conceming the choice of building materials 
are: 
1. the architect: primary decider concerning the choice of building materials; 
2. and the building contractor: secondary decider, influencer, and user. 
Marketing effort should he focused on these deciders and influencers. 

The ceiling and partition constructions are mainly designed by registered architects and 
constructed by registered building contractors. They are mainly used in public houses, like 
offices, hospitals, schools, hotels, theatres, large residential houses, governmental buildings, 
utility buildings, etcetera. The informal -unregistered- building contractors do not often use 
panels for the construction of partition walls or ceilings69

• Informal contractors are one or 
more individuals that build(s) small houses for themselves or third parties. After discussion 
with Mr. Kishimbo, it is stated that: 

The target market for non-load hearing partition andjor ceiling panels consists 
of building contractors and architects that construct and design projects with 
an initia[ investment higher than 100,000,000 Tshs and 200,000 Tshsjm2

• 

The informal sector does not have the capacity and probably not the know-how to deal 
with this kind of projects. 

In Tanzania 129 architects and 1030 building contractors are registered70
• In total there are 

seven classes of building contractors. The classes are filled as a pyramid. The top class has 
the smallest number of registrations while 
the bottorn class, class VII, has the most Table III.l, Categoties of building Contractors 

registrations. One correction must he made 
and that is that class one mainly contains 
foreign contractors. Of the 45 class I 
contractors, 30 to 35 contractors have 
foreign ownership. This is the reason for 
the bias of class one. The number of 
contractors in the other classes are 
presented in table III.1. The classification is 
based on the contractor's capacity and 
experience. Por example, a class 11 
contractor has a capacity to execute projects 
up to 600,000,000 Tshs. This classification 
is made as a guide for customers. 

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE: TANZANIA GYPSUM 
PRODUCTS LTD. 

Class 

I 

11 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

VII 

Maximum Value Number of 
of Contracts Contractors 

Unlimited 45 

600,000,000/= 19 

400,000,000/= 55 

200,000,000/= 87 

1 00,000,000/= 114 

50,000,000/= 150-250 

25,000,000/= 627 

The Geographical Scope is based on the number of establishments by region and 
construction area. There are 129 registered architects and 1030 building contractors. 106 
architects are established in Dar es Salaam. Nine are situated in Nairobi and Kenya. While 

69 G l . ypsum pane s are too expens1ve. 

70 Based on: National Board of Architects, Quantity Surveyors, And Building Contractors (Dar es Salaam: 
P.O. Box 40366, December 31, 1994). 
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five have their headquarters in Arusha and two in Dodoma. Six architects are situated 
elsewhere in the country or abroad71

• It is typical for a business market that the participants 
are concentrated. 

Figure 111.3 presents the number of establishments by region and construction activity72
• 

Most of the building contractors are 
situated in Dar es Salaam. The 
geographical scope is as fellows. First, 
TOP will focus on the Dar es Salaam 
region. Because most of the customers 
are established in Dar es Salaam. Second, 
if business becomes successful, marketing 
activities will be focused on the narthem 
circuit (Arusha, Moshi, Kilimanjaro, 
Tanga, and Morogoro). Because here a 
good quality infrastructure is available. 
Third, activities will be focused on the 
southern circuit (Mbeya, Iringa, Lindi, 
Mtwara). And fifth, the western circuit 
(Dodoma, Kagera, Tabora, Mwanza, 

Number 

300 

200 

Dar es Salaam 

Figure 111.3, Number of Establishments by Region 
and Construction Activity (Bureau of Statistics) 

Bukoba, and Kigoma) will be added to the geographical scope of the company. Finally, 
investments will be made for export to Kenya, Malawi, Zaïre, Uganda, Ruanda, Burundi. 

1.4 
COMPETENCIES SCOPE 

Competencies scope means the range of technological and other core competencies that the 
company will master and leverage. 

COMPETENCIES SCOPE: CASUS TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

The competencies scope of the newly developed company will be focused on a labour 
intensive technology. Two types of technology will be implemented. First of all, a 
technology for the production of gypsum plasterboards and blocks. Second, a technology 
for the extraction and processing of Plaster of Paris. If possible, the new company will use 
local supplies, local machinery, and local human resources. Of course, this statement is 
restricted by availability and quality of each type of input. A good product-quality is also a 
competence of the new company. A high quality for a reasonable competitive sales price. 
A good service-quality, for example focusing on the permanent availability of products. 

71 Moshi, Tabora, Bukoba, Mwanza, Washington (USA), Stamberg (Germany). 

72 Statistica! Abstract 1993, p. 128. 
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2 
NAME OF THE COMPANY AND FINANClAL STRUCTURE 

This paragraph deals with the name and the financial structure of the new company. 

2.1 
NAME OF THE COMPANY 

The name of the company is TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. It is decided to 
emphasis the land of origin. The new company will he a 100% Tanzanian company, that is 
why 'Tanzania' is present in the name. Most of the future customers will probably he 
Tanzanian Building Contractors. The foreign contractors often import their required 
building materials. Besides that, if the company is fully Tanzanian owned, it is more easy 
to obtain soft loans and other funds. The second part of the name is 'Gypsum Products'. 
This is clone to emphasis that the core-business of the company is Gypsum Products. 
Another name could he TANZANIA GYPSUM BUILDING MATERIALS LTD. This 
name includes only a range of gypsum building materials. In the future, the company may 
produce other gypsum products than gypsum building materials, it is better to choose a 
name like TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. Ltd. means limited. It states the legal 
structure of the company. This status is based on English company law and its provisions 
regarding types of company, incorporation and administration are similar to those in most 
commonwealth countries73

• It means that the shares are notforsale on a stock-market Not 
the owner of these shares, but the board of sharebolders can decide whether stocks will he 
sold and to whom. The abbreviation of Tanzania Gypsum Product Ltd is TGP. 
Abbreviations are often used in Tanzania. 

2.2 
FINANClAL STRUCTURE 

The financial structure of the company will he as follows: (1) 40% Equity and (2) 60% 
long term loans. This is a restrietion of commercial banks. The equity may not exceed 
USD 1,800,000. The option to finance the company with only equity capital will also he 
investigated. 

73 UNIDO/GURT-1992, p. 62. 
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DEFINITION OF PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 
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.. A.fter form*latirlg the ·business philosophy · and miss ion, it is · necessl!ey • to · descri he the 

1 

characteristics . of a product. }herefore, .. the seçond · step of the 
marketing Ip.f!J:l,ftg~ment ~et1lod will ·deal \vith .. defining .the 

· .. product speCiffcations• Prqdlicts (1.1"~ J:Jö( dêvelqped irl a · few 
•.• days all.<( ihe dêsigg a#~ style change all the time. Product 

develovment is a yery complex and cyclical prqcess. lti order ·• 
lo fotnJ.l1late •. reliabl~ sp~cific~Uprts; itis nep~ssary that·after 
defi~ing the·· produêt, if must f>~ d~sign,ed, manufactured, and. 
tested.< Th ere (lre three optiol1s to define• or .. obta.irl. product 

sp~cifkations: .... > >····· .· .. < >··· ·····.·.· ·.·.· .. 
1. SpecifiÇatÎOJ:l,~. call be boll.gh,t Instî~tiöns thafsêtnOfi11S Jor prgqpcts and .sell them 

are Dèutches lri§titut fur Norrrii#ïg (DIN); ]3ritish Standard mstitutio:tl (BSI); 
International /Stimdard Org~i.Zl!tipp . (ISO); •Aûstialian Stándard Jnstitutio11 (A.$.); 
artd Tanzanjilfl Bureau of Sta,ll.qàrdization; . .. .. 

2. L.edby.an elaborated.chec~-list; Specificati<msp(ln be '\V'örf<:ed oukThe check-list's 
taple of co'tl.tentcontains ~ g~geral description;···basic fuhctipn; physical aspects;·. 
chemica} .aspects; biologisal· àSpects; ftJllCtiOnftl description; ··environmental 
c<mditions; ~d çthets; < . . . . > .. ·.·•·• . 

3. Specifk:atio#~ c~ be prepa;r~\villi help ()fa shorteP.e9 .pr§ceduf~. Ris less time" 
cqnsumfug. Thê < elements . t9 p~ · · desÇribêd are: dimensions;. d~ll.sity; 'Yeigh,t; 
product .. line; priëe.; raw matenals · aûd .Ç()mpoïJ~1lt$; ~qditives~·and .Product 
characteristic.S. · · · · ·.· · ·. ·.· · · ..... · · ·.· · · 

DÏlpng>the prep~ati()rl öf speclû~*ións, ä lof OF atterttiÓ~ llas t(). 1?~ paid tg .. the 
in~~rdependêttce .ofth# aspects: ni~t~êh desU~#;Jnaterials; production proë:êss; and. 2osts. 
Th,~.otb.~r threwsteg~ pfthe prodp:çL(;l~y@loprriênt proces§ ~dêsigP.i11g; mfl!lp:facturing of a 
prototype; liPd testihg~> should be executed afteh the succ~ssful Pieparation of a 
feasibility. stûdy. ········ ·· · · ······ 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS IN GENERAL 

As mentioned before, product specifications can he obtained in several ways. They can be 
bought directly from institutions. It is the most reliable and expensive way. Specifications 
can be formulated with help of a check list. This is not easy, it is time consuming, and it 
requires a lot of know-how. Both methods are described in this paragraph. For quick 
management skimming, one can prepare the product specifications in short. For more 
details see paragraph two of this chapter. 
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1.1 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 

IN GENERAL 

All over the world institutions deal with setting standards for products. If a company is 
able to obtain a certification mark of one of these institutions, customers know that the 
purchased product has a certain quality level. The preserree of such a mark on or in 
relation to a product is an insurance that the goods have been produced under a system of 
supervision; control and testing; eperating during manufacture; and including periodical 
inspeetion of the manufacturer's works in accordance with the certification mark scheme of 
a institutes designed to compliance with the set standards. Institutes setting norms and 
standards are for example Deutches Institut fur Normung (DIN); British Standard 
Institution (BSI); International Standard Organization (ISO); and Australian Standard 
Institution (A.S.). These standards form a basis for the formulation of product 
specifications. They are a good souree of information. The written standards are very 
expensive and hard to get in developing countries. The Tanzanian Government has founded 
an institute that deals with the formulation of appropriate norms and specifications 
concerning production methods and products, the Tanzania Bureau of Standardisation 
(TBS). One can even earn a mark of certification from this bureau. Probably due to lack of 
financial resources, they mainly distribute norms and standards prepared by BSI and ISO. 

CASUS TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

At this moment several standards exist with regard to gypsum plasterboards. One is of the 
Deutches Institut fur Normung (DIN). They formulated a norm for plasterboards, DIN 
18180, which deals with norms, tolerances, types of boards and with testing methods. 
Other norms concerning this product are DIN 18181 and 18183. These norms deal with 
processing prescriptions. British Standards Institution (BSI) has also developed standards 
concerning plasterboards. They74 are enclosed in BS 1230: part 1: 1985; BS 8212: 1995. 
Standards for gypsum plasters (Plaster of Paris) can he found in BS: 1191: Part 1 and Part 
2: 1973. Another large institution which formulate standards is the International Standard 
Organization. Norms concerning gypsum plasterboards can he found in ISO 630875

. The 
norms for the manufacture of plasterboards is also stated in the Australian Standard 
Specificatien A.S. Nos. A-44-1950. Norms for gypsum blocks are also available. 

1.2 
CHECK LIST FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CUSTOM-MADE PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 

The definition of custom-made product specifications is not very easy. It is time 
consuming and requires a lot of know-how. It is done according to a check-list and it is a 
helpful tool, if product specifications are not available. 

74 Por the purposes of these stamlards definitions are conform BS 1191: Parts 1 and 2; BS 1230: Part 1; 
BS 4022; BS 6100: Part 1; BS 6100: Section 6.1; and BS 6100: Subsection 6.6.2. 

75 The British and International standards can be obtained at the Tanzanian Bureau of Standards. 
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CHECK LIST 

The formulation of custom-made specifications can he based on the check list of Maas and 
Bollen76

• Two elements are added to this checklist. The first one is read in a hook of 
Levitt77

. Pormulation of product specification should he accompanied by a philosophy of 
market-oriented thinking. He states that the new competition is not between what 
companies produce in their factories, but between what they add to their factory output in 
the form of packaging; services; advertising; customer advice; financing; delivery 
arrangements; warehousing; and other things that people value. This philosophy should he 
the main condition during the formulation of specifications. The second element added to 
the checklist consists of two aspects -chemical and biologica!- brought forward by the 
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis78

• The check-list's table of content and its subsections is 
presented below: 
1. general description: a brief description of the product; 
2. basic functions: description regarding mechanica! characteristics; electrical 

characteristics; kinetic characteristics; pneumatic characteristics; hydraulic 
characteristics: warmth (influence of highflow temperatures); material throughput; 
modulus; peripheral equipment; users interface; others and variations; 

3. physical aspects; description regarding size and dimensions; shape; weight and 
density; strength; centre of gravity; energy consumption; cooling; earth; wiring; 
radiation; water as fluid; ice; moisture; rubbing (sand, dust, others); wear and tear; 
sunlight; trembling; and labelling; 

4. chemica[ aspects: description of affecting factors are concerning influence of air 0 2 

and C02; air pollution S02, Nüx, and NH4+; affection by salts; affection by sulphates; 
affection by water as reaction medium; 

5. biologica! aspects: description of affections by mould, fungus, mosses, and alga; 
bacterium; roots of plants; urine and excrement of animals; and insects; 

6. functional description: description of duration or life-cycle; turn on and turn down; 
sudden stop; interfaces; user-applications; safety; behaviour under extreme 
circumstances; 

7. environmental conditions: description of working machinery or other processes; 
stagnation; transportation; packaging; identification and packaging characteristics; 
starage and handling; 

8. other: description of testing methods; efficiency; maintenance and availability; 
product specifications and tools; installation characteristics; documentation and 
training. 

Data resources are: spy-data available on the market; promotion material of competitors; 
tests applied on competing products; and set norms of previous mentioned institutions. 

76 Maas, J.G.V., and Bollen, J.J.G., Kwaliteit bij ontwikkeling en ontwerp: Innovatie en beheersing in 

balans, (Deventer: Kluwer Bedrijfswetenschappen, 1994), p. 161. 

77 Levitt, Theodore, The marketing mode (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969), p. 2. 

78 Items 'Chemica! aspects' and 'Biologica! aspects' are inserted. See for more details: Bij, J.D. van der, 
Breuls, P.M.A.M. Breuls, Monhemius, L., Mulder, F.A., Tuijl, H.F.J.M., Wortmann, J.C., Inleiding 
Kwaliteitsmanagement (Eindhoven: Eindhoven University of Technology, December 1994), Chapter 9: paragraph 
9.3: the Failure Mode and Effect Analysis, pp. 227-240. And FMEA masterlist of affecting factors, 
materiaalkunde 2 (Eindhoven: Eindhoven University of Technology). 
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CHECK LIST: CASUS TANZANIA ÜYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

The check list is applied for gypsum plasterboard and is presented in Appendix I, The 
Applied Check-list, pp. I-XL 

2 
PRODUCT SPECIFICA TI ONS IN SHORT: 
CASUS TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

Product specifications in short should at least deal with the description of dimensions; 
shape; density; weight; price; strength; raw materials, semi-manufactured articles, and 

Table IV.1, Typical Chemica! Analysis of Gypsum (Kimambo) 

Percentage per Cu.m Itigi Makanya Chemical lmported 
Msagali Mokamazi Gypsum Gypsum 

Silica (Si02) 1.5-11.5% 1.5-25% 0.21% 0.25% 

Fluorine (F) - - 0.17% 0.2% 

Phosphorus (P20 5), sol - - 0.25% -

Phosphorus (P20 5) 0.5% 0.52% 0.50% 0.08% 

AlzÜ3+Fez03 3.7% 0.03% 0.05% 0.06% 

Salt (N~O) 1.6% 1.60% 0.03% 0.03% 

Carbon - - 0.03% 0.03% 

Gypsum (CaS04.2HzÜ) 60-65% 65%-84% 94-99% 94-99% 

Washed Gypsum 85%> 85%> 94-99% 94-99% 

components; additives; and main product characteristics. In this chapter, an overview will 
be given of the product specifications of Plaster of Paris, gypsum plasterboards, and 
gypsum blocks. lt is based on the sourees as described in the previous paragraph. A 
disadvantage of this shortened procedure is, that it is far from extensive. lt should therefore 
be accompanied by one of the two previous mentioned types. An advantage is that it is 
easy to read. All key subjects are mentioned. But befare elaborating the shortened 
procedure, the chemica! structure of natura! and processed gypsum will be dealt with. And 
second, the major disadvantage of gypsum as a natural resource for building materials will 
be pinpointed. 

2.1 
CHEMICAL STRUCTURE NATURALAND PROCESSED ÜYPSUM 

In this paragraph the chemica! structure of natural gypsum and processed gypsum will be 
presented. This is done to give insight in one of the biggest disadvantages to use gypsum 
as raw material for building materials. 
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CHEMICAL STRUCTURE NATURAL GYPSUM 

In Tanzania, locally produced gypsum building materials can have two different types of 
input: (1) chemica! gypsum (2) and natura! gypsum. Chemica! gypsum is produced during 
the manufacture of wet-process phosphoric acid from sulphuric acid and rock-phosphate. It 
is a fine white powder containing only a trace of impurities, mainly of un-reactive 
phosphorus in the form of P 20 5• When wet, it forms a cake which tums powdery if dried 
well. This chemica! gypsum was produced as a by-product in fertilizer manufacture79

• At 
the moment this type of gypsum is not available any more. The fertilizer plants are shut 
down. Even if it was available, one can not use it. During the process, the gypsum 
becomes radioactive. A good alternative is natura! gypsum. It is surface-mined, mainly by 
the local villagers living near the gypsum deposits. The gypsum mining involves manual 
sorting out the rock. The quality of the mined rock contains impurities and its S03 content 
varles greatly. Typical chemica! composition of the raw material is presented in table 
IV.1 80

• 

GYPSUM PHASES AND PRODUCTS 
Gypsum is existing in five different phases and therefore it is able to undergo different 
chemica! reactions to give different 
gypsum products, see figure IV .1 81

• The 
Beta-Hemihycirate Dihydrate Alpha-Hemihy(jrate 

naturally occurring phase of gypsum is CaS04*1/2H20 CaS04*2H20 caS04*1/2H20 

the dihydrate form (CaS04 *2H20). As 
well natura! rock as the chemica! by
product have this form. The other four 
phases can he obtained selectively by 
process control of conversion of the 
dihydrate to any other phase. The 
products of gypsum can he obtained by 
proper treatment of the appropriate 
gypsum phase. The hemihydrate gypsum 
is commercially referred to as Plaster of 
Paris (PoP). The processing of gypsum 
(CaS04*2H20) into PoP depends on82

: 

Ceramics Moulds 
f-------1 Medica! Plaster f-------i 

Figure IV .1, Typical Gypsum Phases and Products 
(Kimambo) 

1. souree and type of gypsum -natura! gypsum rock or by-product chemica! gypsum; 
2. the preferred PoP crystal phase -a-hemihydrate (heating and pressuring) or P

hemihydrate (heating 170-200° C and agitation). 
The a-hemihydrate consists of smaller crystals; it has a higher density; and it is harder 
than p -hemihydrate. 

For the manufacturing of gypsum plasterboards and gypsum blocks, P -hemihydrate 1s 

79 Kimambo, R.H., pp. 183-185. 

80 Based on: Kimambo, R.H., p. 185 and research of Tanzania Industrial Development and Research 
Organisation executed by Ganyara, Mathias A.L.L. 

81 Kimambo, R.H., p. 186. 

82 Kimambo, R.H., p. 187. 
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needed. The natural rock of the dihydrate form has to be calcined into ~ -hemihydrate. The 
dehydration reaction occurs as follows: 

This dehydration reaction or calcining process occurs during heating at a temperature of 
170-220° C. Gypsum, mainly in the ~-hemihydrate phase, is used to manufacture ceiling 
boards, partition panels, wall plasterer, projection plasterer, and fibreboards. The most 
important property of the hemihydrate is that it hardens very easily when it is mixed with 
water. The hardening is based on two processes, (1) the chemica! process of combining of 
hemihydrate with water to form calcium sulphate dihydrate, (2) and the physical process of 
crystallization of the dihydrate from aqueous solution. The chemica! process is presented: 

1 3 
CaS04*-HzO (s) + -HzO (]) ~caS04*2HzO (s) + Q (Heat) 

2 2 

The B-hemihydrate is more soluble in water than the dihydrate, resulting into further 
dissolving of the hemihydrate and precipitation of the dihydrate. The second precipitation 
process occurs in the form of fine crystals, which are responsible for the formation of a 
solid mass from a mixture of hemihydrate and water83

• The disadvantage is that gypsum is 
easily affected by water and moisture. 

2.2 
RESTRICTION GYPSUM AS A NATURAL RESOURCE FOR BUILDING MATERIALS 

WATER AS A FLUID 

Water as a fluid will definitely affect gypsum plasterboards and gypsum blocks. The 
boards will loose strength and the blocks become porous and will crumble. The life-cycle 
of the products will therefore decrease extremely. Direct contact with water must be 
prevented as much as possible. lf water affects the plasterboards, the paper will change 
colour and let lose. 

WATER IN SOLID FORM 

The boards can also be affected by ice. The boards and blocks does not contain water, but 
melting ice on or in cracks will reduce strengths of the board extremely. Nevertheless, 
water in solid form is not applicable for Tanzania. 

WATER IN MOISTURE FORM 

Normal plasterboards can be exposed to a relative humidity (R.V.) of 70 to 75% without 
any danger for damage. lf the relative humidity continuously exceeds this figure, the paper 
layer is seriously affected. 

83 Kimambo, R.H., p. 189 and p. 195. 
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Moisture has a negative influence on the breaking strength of the board. lt is not advisable 

Table IV.2, Percentage Relative Humidity at 9:00am and 3:00pm (Bureau of Statistics) 

Mean Relative Humidity (%), average for several years, . .f .. is at 9:00am/3:00pm 

DsM Am ani Moshi A rus ha Bukoba Kigoma Tabora Dodoma Mbeya Songea Mtwara 

Jan 79/64 86/73 72/42 80/50 83/69 87/70 85/55 81/51 81/69 86/63 84/72 

Feb 78/62 84/69 72/40 80/48 83/69 87/69 84/54 82/53 82/67 87/63 84/73 

Mar 82/67 86/73 76/45 84/53 84/68 85/68 83/54 81/53 81/69 88/66 86/75 

Apr 87/73 89/82 85/57 91/65 85/71 85/70 81/54 81/53 79/69 87/63 86/73 

May 86/66 90/83 86/63 90/68 83/71 81/60 73/45 73/47 75/62 83/55 82/64 

June 84/58 87/80 82/58 87/64 76/66 75/53 65/36 76/12 74/53 78/49 79/57 

July 85/56 56/79 82/54 86/60 74/64 72/51 61/32 73/41 72/47 76/48 80/54 

Aug 84/54 89/79 80/50 83/54 77/66 66/50 57/31 69/39 57/44 68/44 77/54 

Sep 78/53 88/77 77/44 80/48 79/68 67/52 54/29 69/36 57/39 68/39 77/57 

Oct 74/76 87/77 73/40 80/45 79/68 74/63 53/30 67/34 57/40 66/37 77/60 

Nov 75/62 86/78 73/42 82/53 81/69 83/70 67/42 68/36 64/50 70/44 73/63 

Dec 78/65 86/77 74/45 82/55 83/70 81/74 80/54 76/46 77/64 81/58 80/70 

to use normal gypsum plasterboards in Tanzania. The relative humidity in some regions 
increases the restrictions continuously, see table IV.284

• To make a humidity resistant 
product, the plasterboards must he impregnated. lt is very strange, that normal 
plasterboards are still imported into Tanzania. Also competing products like blockboard, 
fibreboard, and chipboard can not stand exposure to high relative humidity. It seems that 
the relative humidity is lower indoors. Further, research must he clone to indoers humidity. 
And to how to proteet plasterboards to high humidity, for example by impregnation. 
Gypsum blocks with a mass weight of 900kg/m3 have an equilibrium of absorptive 
capacity of ca. 0,4 mass percents at a temperature of 20° C and a relative humidity of 95%. 
The blocks are therefore suitable for the use in Tanzania. 

The boards and blocks should only be used indoors. And a lot of care must be 
taken with water. 

84 Statistica! Abstract 1993, pp. 13-14. 
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2.3 
PRODUCT SPECIFICATION OF PLASTER OF PARISIN SHORT 

Plaster of Paris is a form of hemihydrate. It is the main raw material for the different 
gypsum products. It can be manufactured in several grades for various industrial uses. The 
quality aspects of Plaster of Paris for the production of blocks and plasterboards are 
presented below85

: 

1. compliance with tests: the hemihydrate shall comply with the requirements of 2 to 7 
when tested by the methods described in the relevant Appendices A to G in BS 
1191: part 1: 1973; 

2. chemica[ composition: the chemica! composition shall be as follows when determined 
as described in Appendix A of BS 1191: part 1: 1973: 
a. the sulphur trioxide content, expressed as a percentage by weight of the plaster 

as received, shall be not less than 35%; 
b. the calcium oxide content shall be not less than two-thirds of the sulphur 

trioxide content, by weight; 
c. the sum of the soluble sodium salt and magnesium salt contents, expressed as 

percentages of sodium oxide (Na20), and magnesium oxide (MgO), by weight 
of the plaster as received, shall not begreater than 0,2%; 

d. the loss on ignition shall be not greater than 9% and not less than 4% by 
weight of the plaster as received; 

3. freedom from course particles: the residue on a 1.18mm sieve complying with 
requirements of BS 410 shall be not greater than 1% by weight when determined by 
the methad described in Appendix G of BS 1191: part 1: 1973; 

4. soundness: the set plaster pats shall show no signs of disintegration, popping or 
pitting when examined by the methad described in Appendix B of BS 1191: part 1: 
1973 

5. transfer strength: the transfer strength (modulus of rupture) of set plaster shall be not 
less than 2.5N/mm2 when determined in accordance with the methad described in 
Appendix C of BS 1191: part 1: 1973; 

6. mechanica[ resistance: the mechanica! resistance of the set neat plaster shall be such 
that the impact of the dropping hall produces an indentation having a diameter not 
greater than 5mm when determined as described in Appendix D of BS 1191: part 1: 
1973; 

7. expansion on setting: the linear expansion on setting at the time of despatch shall not 
exceed 0,2% in one day when tested in accordance with the methad described in 
Appendix E of BS 1191: part 1: 1973. 

The Plaster of Paris will be packaged in artificial bags of 25 and 50Kg. 

2.4 
PRODUCT SPECIFICA Tl ON OF GYPSUM PLASTERBOARDS IN SHORT 

Gypsum plasterboards belang to the group of mineral boards. This group can be divided 
into two sub-groups: mineral bounded boards, and mineral woolboards. Gypsum 

85 BS 1191: part 1:1973, pp. 4ff. 
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plasterboards belong to the first sub-group: boards containing organic as well as inorganic 
parts and a mineral functioning as binding materiaL A gypsum plasterboard consists of a 
gypsum core encased in, and firmly bounded to strong durable paper liners to form flat 
rectangular boards. The paper surfaces may vary according to the use of the board, and the 
core contain additives to impart additional properties. The paper at the front side is folded 
down the longitudinal sirles and glued on the paper at the back side. The gypsum serves as 
binding material and the card-board as reinforcement The gypsum plasterboards can he 
used as indoor non-load hearing partition wall or ceiling panels. 

Table IV.3, Product Specifications Gypsum Plasterboards in Short 

Gypsum Plasterboards 

1. Length Standard: 2,440mm and 1,220mm Lengths between 600 and 4800mm 
Variation ±10mm can be customized in the future 

2. Width Standard: 1,200 and 600mm 
Variation ±3mm 

3. Thickness Standard: 12.5mm Thicknesses like 9.5mm, 15mm, and 
Varlation ±1mm 25mm are optional 

4. Shape Square edges Rounded, Tapered, and Bevelled 
edges are optional 

5. Density Between 850 and 900kgfm3 

Varlation ±50kg/m3 

6. Weight and Plasterboard type: Prlce: 
Product Line I. 2.44*1.2*0.0125*900=33kg I. 17,000/= 

11. 1.22*0.6*0.0 125*900=9kg 11. 5,000/= 

7. Strength Tensile strength: 
Width direction: 1.0 and 1.2N/mm2 

Length direction: 1.8 and 2.5Nfmm2 

Compressive strength: 
Right angles: 8.0 and 9.5Nfmm2 

Parallel: 7 and 10N/mm2 

8. Materials & Plaster of Paris, Paper, Oil, Water 
Components 

9. Additives Sisal Fibres Optional wooden-chips and water 
repelient chemieals 

10. Product Sensitive to humidity and moisture. Product can only be used as indoor non-load 
Characteristics hearing partition walls or ceilings panels. 

A few marketabie characteristics of gypsum plasterboards are: 
1. light in weight; 
2. a lot of strength and stiffness; 
3. fire-resistant and not flaming; 
4. not smoke producing and nobuilding up of root; 
5. ease of construction; 
6. insulation against warmth and noise; 
7. a lot of utilizations. 
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The product specifications in short are schematically presented in tahle IV.3. 

2.5 
PRODUCT SPECIFICA TION OF ÜYPSUM BLOCKS IN SHORT 

Gypsum hlocks helong also to the group of mineral products. The amount of water and the 
additives inserted during processing the hlocks will he conditionat for the porosity of the 

Table IV.4, Product Specifications in Short 

Gypsum Blocks 

1. Length Standard: 660mm 
Variation ±3mm 

2. Width Standard: 500mm 
Variation ±3mm 

3. Thiclmess Standard: 7 and 1 Omm 
Variation ±0.5mm 

4. Shape Right angle blocks without profile Decaration blocks are optional for 
the future 

5. Density Normal blocks: 950kgfm3 

Heavy blocks 1200kgfm3 

Variation ±50kg/m3 

6. Weight and Product number: Price: 
product line Normal weight blocks: Normal weight block: 

1. 0.66*0.5*0.07*950=22kg 1. ±4,000/= 
Heavy weight blocks: Heavy weight block: 
2. 0.66*0.5*0.07* 1200=28kg 2. ±4,400/= 

7. Strength Tensile strength: 
2.0 and 3.0N/mm2 

Compressive strength: 
5.0 and 6.0N/mm2 

8. Material & Plaster of Paris, oil, and water 
Components 

9. Additives Colour Sisal is optional, Water repelient 
chemieals 

10. Product Affected by water as fluid. Indoor non-load hearing partition walls. 
Characteristics 

hlocks. Based on this information, gypsum hlocks can he distinguished in heavy and light 
weight hlocks. Both types can be impregnated to improve water repellency. Even though, 
this is not a necessity. To distinguish the various types of hlocks, colouring matters are 
added to the gypsum. The gypsum hlocks are limed to the floor and neighhouring load 
hearing walls or pillars. They should he used for indoors non-load hearing partition walls. 
The product specifications in short are presented in tahle IV.4. 
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1.1 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC SIDE IN GENERAL 

Marketing research into the socio-economie side of the building materials industry can he 
applied with five aspects. They are presented below86

: 

1. macro-economie aspects: number, composition, and growth of GDP; GDP per capita; 
capita! formation; import & export; national savings; and national financial resources; 

86 Based on: Kotler-1994, pp. 150ff.; Malhotra-1993, p. 36; and Mintzberg-1991, pp. 47ff. 
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2. mesa-economie aspects: the number and growth of value added in the construction 
and building matenals sector; number of buildings and houses constructed; and total 
building matenals used; 

3. politica/ and legal aspects: determination of governmental credit availability; politica! 
climate; industrialization, development, and liberalization programs; existence of 
subsidies; technology knowledge support; pubHe-interest groups; investment 
opportunities and legislation; types of business enterpnses; and taxation; 

4. physical and ecological aspects: charactenstics regarding infrastructure; waste 
pollution; natural resources; 

5. cultural and demographic aspects: core beliefs and values; sub-cultures; religion; 
growth of population; education; and health. 

The environmental aspects and elements are worked out below. 

1.2 
MACRO- AND MESO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 

The macro-economie elements dealt with in this paragraph are GDP, import & export 
figures, national savings, and national financial resources. The meso-economic elements 
are value added and growth of the construction sector. 

MACRO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 

The macro-economie situation of Tanzania is presented in table V.1 87
• The GDP at current 

pnces grew a lot faster than at 1976 pnces. This is partly due to inflation. In October 
1995, it amounted 28% per annum. The 1976 prices are corrected for inflation. One can 
see that the increase of the GDP at 1976 prices is a lot less. Since 1976, its growth was at 
an average of 2.7%88

• Another problem facing the Tanzanian economy is devaluation of 
the Tanzanian Shilling (Tsh) versus the United States Dollar. In 1985, one USD equals 17 
Tshs. While in 1995, the foreign exchange rate of 1 USD was 520 Tshs89

• Another 
problem is the enormous losses on the Tanzania's Balance of Payment. The overall 
balance90 amounted -54,000 million Tshs in 1990. In 1995 the losses exceeded -76,000 
million Tshs. The Tanzania's balance of Payment has a current account91 (1994) of -
197,000 millions Tshs (390 million USD). The condusion can be drawn that the Tanzanian 
economy has a senous financial problem. This can also he characterized by the enormous 

87 Statistica! Abstract: 1993, p. 25. 

88 Statistica! Abstract: 1993, p. 27. 

89 Bank of Tanzania, Economie and Operations Report -for the year ended 30th June 1995 (Dar es 
Salaam: Peterson 4th Edition, 1995), p. 84. 

90 Overall Balance = Current Account+ Capital Account (inflows - outflows) + Suppliers Credit 
+ Imp. Support & Exc. Financing + Direct Investments + Errors and Omissions 

91 Current Account = Trade Account (exports - imports) + Service (receipts - payment) + Transfers 
(inflows - outflows) 
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high 1994 discount rate per annum set at 61%. A year befare it was 27% 92
• 

Table V.1, Macro-economie Figures (Bureau of Statistics) 

Tshs. Million 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

AT CURRENT PRICES 

GDP at Market Prices 226,444 331,217 407,085 505,210 626,209 765,617 961,772 

GDP at Factor Cost 200,377 285,152 336,048 410,930 525,865 665,976 845,485 

Gross Capita! Formation 113,323 42,806 182,246 217,081 299,735 374,727 487,195 

Gross fixed Capita! Formation 65,608 102,392 144,087 178,475 250,252 337,325 437,095 

Savings 85,841 20,965 116,252 117,045 164,647 207,081 278,465 

Per Capita GDP at f.c. (Tshs) 8,873 12,919 14,106 16,800 23,084 26,533 32,170 

AT 1976 PRICES 

GDP at Factor Cost 26,345 27,460 28,558 29,921 31,623 32,727 33,925 

Gross Capita! Formation 11,720 9,684 9,178 10,897 12,158 11,730 11,359 

Gross Fixed Capita! Formation 5,873 7,240 6,805 8,760 10,019 10,431 9,871 

Per Capita GDP at f.c. (Tshs) 1,189 1,203 1,223 1,262 1,295 1,304 1,315 

Tanzania is primarily an agricultural economy. The Agricultural sector generates 53 
percent of its gross dornestic value (at factor cost and current prices). Approximately four 
fifth of the population depends directly on agriculture related sectors for livelihood. A 
substantial part of agricultural is consumed by the households that produce it. The potential 
for developing integrated mineral-based industries in Tanzania is quite substantial. The 
resources are enormous. Nevertheless, the mining sector is currently contributing less than 
1 percent to GDP. A further 5 percent is generated by the manufacturing sector. More than 
two-third of the manufacturing outcomes are from the major consumer goods industries -
food, beverages, tobacco, textiles, garments, and shoes. The building matenals output 
belang to the other one-third of the outcomes. The transport and communication sector 
plays a critical role in the economy and accounts for 13 percent of the GDP. Construction 
takes 5 percent for its account. Some of the main populations eentres are linked by 
developed road and rail networks. But they are far from sufficient93

• In figure V.1 9
\ the 

1994 share in percent of Gross Dornestic Products at factor cost and current prices by 
major industrial activities is presented. 

92 Bank of Tanzania-30th June, 1995, p. 62. 

93 UNIDO/GURT-1992, pp. 11-15. 

94 Based on: Bank of Tanzania, Economie Bulletin -for the quarter ended, 31st March, 1995 Vol. XXXIV 
No. 1 (Dar es Sa1aam: Peterson 4th Edition), p. 39. 
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MESO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 

It is decided to focus on the construction sector. As mentioned in chapter 11 and 111, the 
building material industry is operating in 
a derived market lt has forward and 
backward linkages with the national 
economy via the construction sector. lf 
the construction activity increases, the 
demand for building matenals will show 
a derived growth. In figure V.2, the 
capita! formation of construction at 1976 
prices is presented ( other works and 
equipment are excluded). It seems that 
the figures presented are not correct. 
This, because data concerning the private 
sector is not taken into account. 
However, the absolute figures are not 

1'nnllparl • . ------ -
Communicalian 131 

lOl 

\ 
Apieullure 531 

Figure 1.1, 1994 Share GDP by Economie Activity 

reliable, one still can draw some conclusions of it. There are three types of data presented 
in an area-graph. The first defined area is the gross capita! formation at 1976 prices of 
rural own-account buildings. The second area deals with residential buildings. And the 
third area in the graph presents the capita! formation of non-residential buildings, like 
utility buildings95

• This last area corresponds with the target market of TGP. The rural 
own-account capita[ formation has the smallest but steadiest growth, since 1980. The 
market for residential houses increased after 1990. 

The target market for TGP, fluctuates. 
residential buildings is very capricious. 
The crisis in 1985 bankrupted contractors 
and building material entrepreneurs. 
Especially, those who have long-term 
loans with high interest rates. The 
condusion can be drawn that it is 
possible, sales may drop with 50% for 
some years. Nevertheless since 1990, the 
sector is faced with a growth. Table V.2 
presents the average annual growth of 
capita! formation for buildings at 1976 
prices for a period of 15 years (1980-
1994). Totals in Tanzanian Shillings are 
presented in figure V.2. The other 
elements of the macro- and mesa
Environment are not filled because of 
lack of data. 

The capita! formation of non-residential and 
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Figure V.2, Capita! Ponnation Construction at 1976 Prices 

95 Bureau of Statistics, National Accounts of Tanzania 1976 - 1994 (Dar es Salaam: Bureau of Statistics, 
August 1995), p, 24. 
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1.3 
POLITICAL AND LEGAL ENVIRONMENT 

This paragraph presents a short outline of the politica! and legal aspects. An extensive 
description would require a time-consuming and detailed study. Therefore, it is chosen just 
to pinpoint and describe briefly some main elements, 
namely: Table V.2, Average Growth 1980-1994 

1. credit availability; 
2. politica[ climate; 

Total Buildings 10% 

3. industrialization, development, and liberalization Rural own-account 3% 

programmes; 
4. technology, and know-how Support; 

Residential 43% 

5. pubZie interest groups; Non-residential 15% 

6. investment opportunities and legislation; 
7. and regulation concerning the formation of a business enterprise. 

CREDIT A V AILABILITY 
The credit availability of the Tanzanian government is not extensive. They are mainly 
focusing on trade finance and letters of credit. Investment-policies were not pinpointed to 
the stimulation of the economie key sectors agriculture, mining, and industry. The 
government has also an enormous shortage on the balance sheet. Therefore, the Tanzania 
economy depends heavily on donations from the IMF, Worldbank, and OCDE countries. 
The disadvantage is that donors are dictating some of the national policies. Nevertheless, 
the total amount of loans provided has increased the past ten years96

• A substantial amount 
of the investments was not effective due to high interest rates and wrong judgement. 

POLITICAL CLIMATE 
The United Republic of Tanzania was formed in 1964 by the merger of Tanganyika and 
Zanzibar which had squired their independenee from the British in respectively 1961 and 
1963. In 1965, through the Arusha Declaration, the country's politica! elimate became of a 
one-party Socialist State. Since the mid-1982's several liberalization programmes have 
introduced to bring major economie reforms into action. The purpose was to change the 
politic system from a planned sodalistic system into a more liberal one97

• In October 1995, 
demoeratic elections were held. The Chama Cha Mapiuduzi party won the elections and 
obtained a majority in the mainland parliament. This party has govemed Tanzania from 
1961 up to now. The expectations are that minor changes will take place. Nevertheless, the 
politica! elimate will change slowly into a more demoeratic one. The first steps of 
reformation are taken. 

INDUSTRIALIZATION, DEVELOPMENT, AND LIBERALIZATION PROGRAMMES 
Tanzania has to-date emphasised the objectives of self-reliance; equitable development; 
growth; and structural transformation of the economy towards industrial production, 
intermediate, and capita! goods industry. This, partly under pressure of donors. The 

96 Bank of Tanzania, 30th June, 1995, pp. 47-58. 

97 UNIDO/GURT, pp. 8-9. 
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gaverrunent considers private investments as the leading engine of growth. They 
formulated also the Economie Recovery Programme (ERP). ERP is a programme launched 
in 1986 and is presented in Text V.I. 

~~~~~i!~=Ó~~~i!~:~~~~~~g:e~pri~j.~~~~Îv~~ci~s; 
• 'J?o <reltabilitate fue physiq~lillfrl;),stry{)tl.l.!ê thathad <çteteriorated rapi4h' in t}1e early 

J98Ps; ·.· .. ·.·· . . ·.· ....... · .· ...•.•. ·.· .. · .. ·.· .... · .. ·.·.· .. ·.···.·.·.·.· · · · ·<·····•·•••·•<•<•<•••··. ····•• .. ••••••••··· .. 
.... ~······ .· 'fo i#Cl'~~~e pU§ftlái· and êiternal ·btdlillce by Ïmrs\lirig Pru<l~nt fcyqal m.onetaty 
/ > .. • • iraëlê poljÇies~ < · ·.• •••••·••••·•• .•. . / 
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•· Tradeli~~aliia~igó; ·. 
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•· • . Anincreasr in in te~~$~ r~tes l>~i<{ kY fihal1cialil)Stitutiofis to s~y~r~; .• < •.••... < ·· .•. · ·•·····•·. . 
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.· ···40%in the earl ····l980s •·tö 60-70%. ··········· ·············· ......... ··.· .......... Y .. 
Text V.1, 1986 Economy Recovery Programme (UNIDO/GUR1) 

The gaverrunent formulated also programmes in order to strengthen the incentive-packages 
offered to investors. This with the clear objective of attracting investments that would 
foster dornestic economie development and social welfare. One of these programmes was 
founded in 1990 and known by the 1National Investment Promotion Policy' act. This 
development programme aims at creating an enabling environment that would attract and 
promote both local and foreign investments. One of the subjects of this programme dealt 
with the creation of the Investment Promotion Centre (IPC). The IPC has as focal point the 
promotion, coordination, and monitoring of dornestic and foreign investment. Thus, the 
IPC has the principal objective of bringing to the attention of potential investors: the 
country1s economie potential; investment climate; and opportunities. It provides information 
on policies and guidelines on different sectors of the economy and aspects of immediate 
interest to investors98

• 

Up to this moment, the measurements were not very effective in achieving the stated 
objectives99

• This is also indicated by the UNOP's National Economist Francis Lungu, see 
Text V.2100

• He gave herewith an overview of the main failures and outcomes of the 
reform and liberalization programmes. 

98 UNIDO/GURT, p. v. and p. 53. 

99 Change, Vol 3 No 3&4 1995 (Dar es Salaam: Mack Printers, 1995), p. 4. 

100 Executive, Kenya's Business Journal, August 1995 (Nairobi: Space Sellers Ltd, August 1995), pp. 27-
28. 
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In the Industrial sector, the implementation of the basic Industrial Strategy (BIS) and 
industrialization programmes have resulted in very large capital and import intensive 
industries. Manufacturing investments accounted for over one third of total investments 
from 1975-1980. The massive investments continued thereafter despite the slow-down and 
overall decline in production. The productivity of investment underwent a serious erosion, 
while the foreign exchange requirements for an expanding and import intensive installed 
capacity continued to grow. Despite the heavy investments, the structure of the 
manufacturing sector as indicated by the share of value added is still dominated by 
consumer goods industries. The implemented trade and industrial policy reforms have more 
or less helped to revive both large and smali-scale enterprises in the industrial sector. A 
significant segment of the industrial sector has moved ahead despite the continuing 
difficulties in the overall business environment and persistent infrastructure constraints. By 
strengthening the system of export incentives, the reform programme has reduced the anti
export bias in the industrial and trade policy regime. But, not much progress has been 
made in stimulating the growth of export oriented and sufficient import substitution 
manufacturing industries. The structure of the industrial sector seems to retain the same 
characteristics with heavy dependenee on imported inputs. 

~l~t~1.~•·.flt~r&;t.if~~Ä;a~~~~= ~~·~~~ :;;:~~~i. 
•• comtl1unjçati()rts systern, ·. p9()r •. infrastruct\Jre; erratic >~\Ver supply, and agëing •· 

•.. eguipment. •.•• Our•••ovrrall .•. ta)( ... r:gim~ .•. h~s ••. also.·•not•••been well •.•. cq-qr<linated.;•••.as .•• for ••• finat'Içe~····it 
·• h~~ .b~n \'ery ?irfipûlf f?r. p9~il1eêê t() getaccess .. wqrl<f~~ ç~pit#h·· ... . 1 all1 <iërPW 

i'!e!k~~:~~i~l~-~~-~~~~~::~~[~~;~~i;! 
mitûng .••. ·In• •• the.·.··T{t]jzatûänEcq!l()~y,the.•· sourqf:•••SK growth. hasb~ën •. d9Ë••••to •the···tertiäry······ 
sectors -construction, touristtlt ~d trade. A.griçulture>and .in~t1Stry haye not ~rown·· 
significartl)'j•·•···.· .• I•••~IU·.·conce111ed•·••th~(the/markçt····th~t···•îs••·•being ... e;xploited .• ··IJY•••·importet§••·•·is··· 
solëly Ürpan and hot rural.·· Ifthé g9yçfJllllentjgml~mêntêtough<mqt1etary policiès,)ijis · 
mai"lf~f\Vill d!sappyllr~ · · . . ... .. ·. ·.·.· 

......•. ··. . ............... ······ .... . ........ . 
Text V.2, Francis Lungu (Change, Vol3 No 3&4 1995) 

Clearly, a major restructuring of inefficient industries and a significant expansion of 
efficient activities is long overdue. However, such overhauling of the industrial sector 
could only take place, if the government would continue to implement in earnest the 
macro-economie and trade reform programme initiated by the Economie Reform 
Programme, and if it could institute and effectively implement the requisite restructuring in 
key sub-sectors and parastatals101

• 

TECHNOLOGY AND KNOW-HOW SUPPORT 

For the (building) industry some technology support is available. These institutes are the 
Building Research Unit; Tanzania Industrial Research and Development Organization; 
Tanzania Chamber of Commerce, Industry, and Trade; and the University of Dar es 

101 Change, Vol 3 N" 3&4 1995, pp. 4-5. 
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Salaam. 

PUBLIC INTEREST GROUPS 

After independence, Tanzania decided to jettison the voluntarist system of industrial 
relations in favour of greater legislative interterenee in labour-management relations. The 
process of collective bargairring was almost completely jettisoned. The Iabour union 
movement was incorporated into the one-party-state structures, while the state assumed the 
role of resolving all industrial grievances and disputes. These measures were not adopted 
for ideological reasons, as some studies suggest, but for purely economie considerations. 
The government believed the measures were needed to attract foreign investment and 
ultimately improve of economie growth. As a consequence of the new system workers 
became dependent on the state for protection. This was the kiss of death for workers and 
unions because the government had already decided to subordinate worker interests to the 
requirements of economie efficiency. Recent changes have brought some improvements but 
more are acquired if the industrial relation system is not to contribute negatively to 
economie performance102

• Other public-interest groups are not located by the author. 

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES AND LEGISLA TION 

During the post-independenee period, private local and foreign investments have played an 
important role in the development of the economy -particularly in the manufacturing, 
mining, trade, and agricultural sectors. The investment opportunities that are open to invest 
in Tanzania are divided into two broad categories. Firstly, the area accorded priority for 
private investment. This is elaborated in part A of the schedule to the National Investment 
act as follows (only the titles of the main groups are presented)103

: 

1. manufacturing industries; 
2. petroleum and mining; 
3. construction; 
4. transport; 
5. computers and high technology; 
6. agriculture; 
7. livestock development; 
8. natura[ resources; 
9. and tourism. 
However, it should be noted that the aforementioned list is not necessarily exhaustive, as 
investments in other areas are also de-facto considered for approval by the IPC. Secondly, 
the Act specifies in sections B and C of the schedule certain areas of investment as being 
restricted either to public sector (or joint public and private enterprises) or to local 
investors. The categories of these restrictions are listed below104

: 

1. controlled areas: these investments areas are of major economie importance and are 
normally reserved for public investment or joint publiefprivate enterprises. Namely 
iron and steel; machine tools; chemica! fertilizer and pesticides; and airlines; 

102 Labour Law Unit -University of Cape Town, Legal regulations ofindustrial relations in Tanzania -Past 
experience andfuture prospects (Cape town: Labour Law Unit, UCT, 1995), p. 37. 

103 UNIDO/GURT, pp. 53-57. 

104 UNIDO/GURT, pp. 57-58. 
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2. reserved areas: these areas are exclusively reserved for the public sector. Namely, 
explosives; electricity; water; railways; radio and television; postal and 
communication; and insurance and assurance; 

3. economie activities reserved for local investors: wholesalers, retailers, and some 
public services. Por more details see 'Schedule, section C' of the act. 

The building materials industry and mining of gypsum can he categorized into 'Schedule, 
section A'. The Ie gislation allows to produce the building materials and to mine, extract, 
and process its raw-materials (natura! gypsum) with the exception of water. 

The government recognizes the importance of effective incentives for rnahilizing 
appropriate local and foreign investments. In summary, the incentives for investments by 
companies in new enterprises are as follows105

: 

1. tax incentives: tax holiday of five years on income tax, dividends, royalties and 
interest payments, and sales tax on imports of capita! equipment, materials, etcetera. 
Foliowed by reduced rates. Exemption from import duties on all capita! equipment, 
materials, etcetera; 

2. exchange control; 
3. land: the grant of a lease of appropriate land for a term suited to the requirements of 

the enterprise. 

REGULATION CONCERNING THE FORMATION OF A BUSINESS ENTERPRISE 

In this paragraph only a brief summarization of the regulations and legislation will he 
presented. If investors desire to set up an enterprise or a branch of a foreign company in 
Tanzania, they should first form it. After the company is registered, they may apply for an 
IPC Certificate of Approval for the investment project proposal. The assistance of an 
advocate spedalizing in formation of companies is likely to he valuable. Business 
enterprises established in Tanzania may be106

: 

1. Sole Proprietorships: this may he established to carry on commercial or industrial 
activities. A business licence and a registration of the Registrar of Business Narnes is 
required; 

2. Partnerships: are mainly used by local business people or professionals in practice. 
The number of partners should not exceed 20. The requirements regarding 
registration of business names, business Heences are the same as for sole 
proprietorships; 

3. Limited Companies: a limited company can he a private or public company, limited 
by shares. A private company is a company that restricts by its articles of association 
the right to transfer its shares; limits the number of its shareholders to a minimum of 
2 and a maximum of 50; and prohibits any invitation to the public to subscribe for 
any shares or debentures. A public company is a company that is not a private 
company. The minimum number of memhers is seven and there is no maximum. The 
shares are freely transferable and the public may he invited to subscribe. The 
procedure to obtain a registration involves, the submission of a Memorandum of 
Association, Articles of Association, fees, statutory declaration, and certificate of 

105 UNIDO/GURT, pp. 57-58. 

106 UNIDO/GURT, pp. 61-62. 
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incorporation; 
4. Branches of Foreign Companies: for a company incorporated outside Tanzania that 

wishes to establish a place of business in Tanzania; 
5. Other farms: cooperative societies, public corporations, public enterprises established 

under special statutes, a company limited by a guarantee, and unlimited companies. 
TGP will become a private limited company. 

Licences and legislation TGP is faced with are summarized below: 
1. certificate of registration of a factory; 
2. industrial licence; 
3. allocation of land and title; 
4. business licence; 
5. wage levels legislation; 
6. Jactory legislation; 
7. and labour polides and legislation. 

The main legislation regarding building materials and construction output can he found in 
the Tanzania Building Regulations 1989107

. The to he developed gypsum products are 
conform these regulations. 

1.4 
PHYSICAL AND ECOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT 

This paragraph will deal with the physical and ecological environment. The physical 
environment contain the elements elimate and infrastructure: energy, water, transport and 
communication. And the ecological environment deals with availability of natura[ 
resources, and waste pollution. 

CLIMATE 

Tanzania's coastal plain has a hot, tropical climate, with average temperatures of 31 
degrees centigrade. Elsewhere, the elimate is a moderate tropical one, with average 
temperatures about 26 degrees eentigrade and relatively little variation between the hottest 
month (February) and the coldest (July and August). The monsoon is most of the times 
from December up to May. The relative humidity is very high. lt is presented in chapter 
IV, Definition of product specifications (paragraph 2.2). 

ENERGY 
Electricity is mainly provided by TANESCO. While almost all fuel and coals are imported. 
The national policies regarding energy objectives are108

: 

1. exploitation and utilization of the country's abundant indigenous resources such as 
hydro-electricity, coal, and natural gas; 

107 Ministry of Local Government, Co-operative Development and Marketing, The Tanzania Building 
Regulations 1989 (Dodoma P.O. box 1501: Ministry of Local Government, Co-operative Development and 
Marketing, 1989). 

108 UNIDO/GURT, pp. 39-43. 
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2. reduction of dependency on imported petroleum products; 
3. stemming of woodfuel depletion and use of woodfuel in sustainable and ecologically 

sound manner; 
4. development of indigenous manpower capacity in the development of the sector. 
The main problem concerning energy was presented in chapter I, Introduetion (paragraph 
3). It indicates power interruptions regarding shortage of fuel and electricity break down. 
The energy demand increases the supply. Besides that, the mining of coal and production 
of natural gas is far from sufficient. And due to foreign exchange problems, the import of 
fuel and coals is limited. 

WATER 

Water supply systems are fairly well-organized in urban areas, and all district headquarters 
have water systems. There is a National Urban Water Authority which administers urban 
water supply, and regional water engineers service the rural water supply through 
local/village governments. Rural water supply is presently a priority. Dar es Salaam is 
supplied by two Ruvu water plants which are under rehabilitation 109

• Most water is 
distributed by trucks. This is due to the fact that not enough pipelines are laid. Despite of 
what government officials teil, there is a shortage of processed water. This is due to small 
capacity; dry periods; mud development after heavy rainfall; and production snags of the 
water plants. 

TRANSPORT 

Compared with other East African Countries, Tanzania has a relatively well-developed 
transport network. But, the size of the country and its low population density make 
maintenance and expansion of the transport infrastructure very costly. Tanzania has two 
railways. One from the north via Dar es Salaam to the west. The other one goes to the 
south. The maintenance of these railways is postponed. Furthermore, there are two asphalt 
roads. One to the north (Arusha and Moshi) and the other one to the south, to Mbeya and 
Zambia. Tanzania has a road networkof almast 54,000km. Of these, 3,200km are made of 
asphalt. This means that usage of the road is determined by weather and season. Road 
transport is heavenly influenced by rainfall110

• Furthermore, there is some marine transport 
between Dar es Salaam, Lindi, Tanga, and Mtwara. And there is the very expensive air 
transport. 

COMMUNICATION 
Telecommunications facilities are available in most parts of the country. 
Telecommunication is not very reliable. It is faced with a lot of failures and breakdowns. 
And the quality is bad. Throughput of postal services within the country varles two to 
eight days. The mail is delivered through post boxes installed at most post-offices. 
Communication with different parts of the worlds is expensive and unreliable. 

NATURAL RESOURCES AND WASTE POLLUTION 
There are a lot of natural resources available. The major mineral resources that have been 

109 UNIDO/GURT, p. 43. 

110 UNIDO/GURT, pp. 44-47. 
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explored are: 
1. iron ore; 
2. coal; 
3. diamonds; 
4. magnetite; 
5. nickel; 
6. soda ash; 
7. natura[ gypsum. 
More information regarding natura! gypsum will he presented in the paragraph conceming 
the supply side of the company. As mentioned in chapter I (see paragraph 3), there is a 
scarcity of raw materials. This is mainly due to lack of foreign exchange and small mining 
capacity. 

Most types of energy sourees and industrial production cause environmental pollution or 
land degradation. The energy use often means burning of wood or of fossil material such 
as coal and petroleum. This gives rise to air pollution through the release of carbon oxide, 
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, and sulphur oxides. Some of these 
substances are prejudicial to human health. Others are believed to have serious long term 
effects on the global climate, with increased UV radiation; rising temperature; and rising 
sea level; drenching vast areas of productive land, as possible consequences. Industries 
generally produce substantial amounts of polluting substances, emitted to air, water, and 
land. The distribution of petroleum products is another polluting factor. Traffic is also in 
Tanzania one of the principal sourees of pollution. One of the major problems is that the 
Tanzania govemment has no financial means to fight pollution111

• 

1.5 
DEMOGRAPHIC AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT 

In this paragraph, the demograpbic and cultural environment will he described. The 
elements are core beliefs and values; sub-cultures; religion; growth of population; 
education; health; and urbanisation. 

POPULATION, URBANISATION, HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

The estimated population of the United Republic of Tanzania in 1990 was 26.04 million. 
The population growth has an average rate of 2.8 per cent112 annually. lt is expected to 
reach 36 million by the year 2000. The urbanization is relatively low, with 19% of the 
population living in towns. Around two fifths of that urban population live in the 
commercial capita! of Dar es Salaam, which had a population of 1.4 million in 1988 and 
over 1.5 million in 1990. This is an increase of 8% in two years. Between 1986 and 1989, 
cities in Tanzania grew on an average of 8.5% annually113

• 

lll Bureau of Statistics, Environment Statistics in Tanzania Mainland (Dar es Salaam: Bureau of Statistics, 

April 1994), pp. 25-26. 

112 Statistica! Abstract: 1993, p. 11. 

113 World Bank/UNDP, p. 317. 
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The literacy rate and primary school participation in Tanzania have been increased to 
relatively high levels when compared with other developing countries. As a result of 
extensive literacy campaign, the estimated rate of adult literacy rose from 35 percent in 
1968 to approximately 90 percent in 1989114

• But this should be corrected. Most Tanzanian 
people have foliowed reading lessons, but due to lack of hooks and study material to 
practise, illiteracy will occur again. Starting at seven years of age, and lasting for seven 
years, primary education is universa!. There is also continuation education, from secondary 
school to university. In 1992, 3.797.000 students enrolled the public primary schools. 
While 186.246 students enrolled in public and private secondary schools115

• In 1992, there 
were probably, 9,500,000 people between 5 and 17 years116 living in Tanzania. In 1990, 63 
percent of the 6-11 group went to primary school. Of the 12-17 group only 4 percent went 
to secondary school. In 1990, there were 320 post-primary, poly-technical centres, 5 
vocational training eentres and 2 technica! colleges. The University enrolled 3,105 students 
in the same year. A second university, the Sokoine University, opened in mid-1984. This 
was not sufficient to fulfill the demand for skilied Iabour. Health services are also present 
in Tanzania. In 1998, there were 155 hospitals, 274 health eentres and 2,851 dispensaries, 
45 percent of all villages in the country had some kind of permanent medical facility117

• 

CORE BELIEFS & V ALUES, SUB-CULTURES, AND RELIGIONS 

Tribal memhership plays a much smaller role in Tanzania than in other African countries. 
There are approximately 120 different ethnic groups, each withits own language or dialect, 
but none accounts for more than about one tenth of the population. In addition, small 
communities of Asian origin are economically significant in urban areas, though they 
account for less than 0.3 percent of the total population. 

Kiswahili is the official, universally spoken language in Tanzania. English, also an official 
language, is the language of commerce118

• There are Moslem (43%), Christian (38%), and 
Hindu communities in Tanzania. Also many follow traditional beliefs. People of all 
religious beliefs live si de by si de in complete harmony within the country. 

114 UNIDO/GURT, p. 8. 

115 The Ministry of Education and Culture, Basic Education Stafistics in Tanzania (Best) 1990- 1994 (The 
Ministry of Education and Culture, June 1995), p. 1 and p. 14. 

116 Statistica! Abstract: 1993, p. 13. 

117 UNIDO/GURT, p. 8. 

118 UNIDO/GURT, p. 7. 
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2 
MARKETING RESEARCH INTO THE DEMAND SIDE 

....--""""-"""-~---------~""'"'''. After doing research int§ the soci<reconomic side, marketing 
research, wm p~·,done into the demàtld si<:l~ öf the company . 

. ·.· ... The idemand süle ing!§des ·,all indiViduals and pJ:ganizatipJ:ls tht1t 
·• d:etçt1lliïiethe ··demand of a ci)fupa.riy~ It deals also with the 

.· ,ag;y§~Jfient· of customer nee<ls and ·warits. Marketing . research, 
öfthe demand sidy consists of three parts: ... . . . . 
l. J)etermination of the Target Market: it is do.tï~îh chápter 

lil, defin.îtion of a ·business philosophy (sçe p*ragtaph 
13); 

Assessment of the industry liift;l Apmpany sales forecast: <~llis will be done 
acc?r?ing the ,. following sequence: 
~;L ,••,••• the cgllection of rough hlstorical data; 
h. )he preparadon oLrough data and the a_ss~ssment of the historie, industry 

i markyt; . . · . . )< .. ·.. ·. 
the determination·ofgrowth by arithmetic (tinear) or exponential (semi~log) 

· treml; 
d. .,,. the ~orec~st of theindustry and company s~les volume and marketshare; 

3. lndîèation ofthe customgr de livered value: Tne assessment ofcustö)Jlet delivered 
value Wilf be, tlO!Ïy with an wrÎttenquestió@~J.re. lt' ÎS the deferyl).Çe between 
customer yalue and h?t~hgustomer Cost: . 
a. Totäl custofuerya_I§Wis the btindle of benefits customers expect fl"öffi a given 

product or sel"\Tiê.ê. It consists of the variables quality, §èrvice, ease ofuse, 
personnel, and imag@; · · · · · · · 

b. Total customel" costis the bundl~ of cost a customer is faced ifa product is 
pufchased. It~onsistsof the variahl~s price•·andavailability. 

These three pa_rts. ate l,y9rk:ed Out below. 

2.1 
THE TARGET MARKET IN SHORT 

The description of the market segment119 forms the basis for other steps of this research. 
Therefore the main characteristics of the target market are presented, below: 
1. buying situation: locally produced plasterboards and blocks can be characterized by 

new task, or a modified buying situation; 
2. type of market: business market; 
3. target market: consists of 129 archltects and 206 building contractors (Class I-IV). It 

includes residential and non-residential buildings with a project value increasing 
100,000,000 Tanzanian Shlllings. 

119 See for more details: chapter lil, Definition of the product specifications, paragraph 1.3, pp. 29-30. 
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2.2 
FORECAST OF THE MARKET DEMAND 

This paragraph will deal with forecasting the market demand. The market demand for a 
product is defined as follows: 

The market demand Jor a product is the total volume that would be bought by a 
defined customer group in a defined geographical area in a defined time period 
in a defined marketing environment under a defined marketing program120

• 

Assessment of future market demand consists commonly of three forecasts, namely (1) the 
macro-economie forecast, foliowed by (2) the industry forecast, and foliowed by (3) the 
company sales forecast. The macro-economie Jarecast is more or less presented in 
paragraph 1.2 of this chapter. In short, the GDP at factory costand 1976 prices is growing 
on an average of 2.7%. And the capita! formation of buildingsis growing on an average of 
10%. The industry Jo reeast includes the forecast of the total number of panels sold in 
Tanzania. The company sales Jarecast is the expected level of company sales based on a 
chosen marketing plan and an assumed marketing environmene21

• Determination of the 
industry and company salesJarecast will he done in four steps. The steps are presented in 
text V.3. 

.... . . . ..... ........... ... . ... . 

ffihe itqJu$Tj i&lff! coiiftm1Jy salesJore9ru't·• will b~ a~ses$~g ~§ {()ll()w~: 
• • > SJ~p l~ ·· thê#o)J~çtion· of I'{)ll$~ histonc~fdata; i······················· 
• •··•·•······· St~p 2{ the j)tepÇtJ:~tion §f ~g~g~ qata. ·. ap.d fbe as~ê§W~B~ . of thê histoHc 

~11dl.:l$tJ:'Y ~~rket; . . .. .> · ...... ·····••• · ..•.•.•... ·· ··•·• ··• .. •···· i ·· .· .. · / 
• •·•·•••·•·•·•· ... St~p 3{· lbedet~tmimHi()D. ()f gtowth by äritlunetic Qin~~J:) or ~~po11ËÎ1tî~l 

(sepli-log)tt~H~; ··· .•.•...•. · .. ········.··•··· ..•......... · ····· ······ •···· ·•·· i 
• •············ SJêp 4-: thê forêcàst {)f f~Ë i11dtistry ap.c} co~payy §#l~ vgl~me àrld market 

sh::tte. 

Text V.3, Steps to Forecast the Company's Market Demand 

SALES FORECASTING AND MISLEADING RESULTS 

The utmost caution should he exercised in the use of demand forecasting techniques, in 
order to avoid highly misleading results that could he derived from existing data. The 
following points must he noted122

: 

1. characteristics should he precisely defined. A distinction between different kinds of 
product must he strictly made, because their process of production differs, and break 
even points can vary widely; 

2. when identifying averages, norms, standards, trends, and coefficients account should 
he taken of a fairly large number of observations; 

12° Kotler-1994, p. 247. 

121 Kotler-1994, pp. 247-261. 

122 UNID0-1991, p. 362. 
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3. data and coefficients associated with one market segment cannot he transplanted to 
others; 

4. assumptions made in the analysis and application of data, and the formulation of 
coefficients and correlations must he distinctly expressed without reservation; 

5. the selection of statistica! techniques for estimating, analysis and forecasting should 
he appropriate to the nature of the product; 

6. in the identification of trends, coefficients and relationships, only the aberrant case 
ought to he eliminated; 

7. simple averages should he avoided, in preferenee to weighted averages; 
8. when data are not available, it is sametimes advocated that the analyst he content 

with a few rough estimates. The purpose of demand studies is to generate statistica! 
information when it does not already exist and to analyse and process what does 
exist. Hence there is no justification for rough estimates unsupported by dependable 
data, especially since these may mislead the investor. 

Parecasting the campany's sales is a tricky business. Therefore it is chosen to give an 
extended explanation of every step taken. 

STEP 1: COLLECTION OF ROUGH DATA 

If one tries to identify hlstorical sales or production data, one can use several methods to 
determine the volumes. First one can obtain historica! data based on the production 
volume. Second, it can he based on the consumption volume. 

CHOICE BETWEEN ASSESSMENT PRODUCTION OR CONSUMPTION VOLUME 

The choice which set of data to he used depends on availability. The production volume 
can he assessed as follows. Data can he obtained from institutes like the Bureau of 
Statistics123

, Building Research Unit124
, Ardhi Institute and National Housing Council125

, 

National Construction Council126
, and the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Commerce127

• 

The production volume of, for example, cement is presented in the Industrial Commodity 
prepared by the Bureau of Statistics. The consumption volume of a particular building 
material can he assessed in three ways: (I) one can ask building contractors how many 
items of the particular building material are used annually. Most building contractors do 
not keep this kind of administration. And it is difficult to obtain enough observations. (Il) 
One can assess the number of buildings constructed within the target market The problem 
is that no figures are available concerning the number of buildings constructed. (III) One 
can assess how many buildings are neerled in a specific de veloping country. This method 

123 Library of Bureau of Statistics, P.O. Box 796, Dar es Salaam, Sokoine Drive: Statistica! Abstracts, 
Price lndexes, Industrial Commodities, etcetera. 

124 Library of Building Research Unit, P.O. Box 1964, Dar es Salaam, Sam Nujoma Road. 

125 Both situated at the University of Dar es Salaam. 

126 Library near to Samora Avenue. 

127 CTN Building. 
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needs a lot of wild guesses128
• 

Assessment of the production volume as a basis for the industry forecast is the most 
appropriate way. The procedure is as follows. First, the total production volume of a 
certain building material in Tanzania must he determined. Second, the total import must he 
estimated and added to the production volume. This is based on the following assumption: 

The Industry Market De mand = Total Local Production + Totallmportation into a Country ( 1) 
Assumption (1) includes also the export of building materials. It is chosen to collect 
historie production and import data. 

STEP 1: CASUS TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 
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Figure V.3, Number of Panels Producedor Imported 

Plywood, Hardboard, and Chipboard are the most used types of panel in Tanzania (2) 
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128 Habitat of the United Nations has developed several methods to assess number of houses neerled in a 
developing country. A methodology is for example: assessment of total population, dwelling frequency, age, 
average number of family members, average number of people living in a room, martial status, mortgage status. It 
can also be done for hotels dispensaries, hospitals schools, theatres, and other utility buildings. Nevertheless a lot 
of assumptions must be made, before one has a figure of usage to assess market demand for a particular building 
materiaL Data will not be very accurate. If these figures were known, one should take samples within the target 
market to assess quantity whether a building material is used. It is very time consuming and not very accurate. 

129 Total Local Production of Plywood, Hardboard, and Chipboard are obtained from several publication: 
I. Tanzania Wood Industry Co-operation and Subsidiary Companies, Promotion Folder (December 1993), 

TWICO, P.O. Box 9061, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. Only production from 1988 to 1993 is presented; 
II. A TWICO report; 
liL Bureau of Statistics, lndustrial Commodities -Quarterly Report 1994:3- (Dar es Salaam: Bureau of 

Statistics, President's Office Planning Commission, January 1995), pp. 10-11. 
This list is in order of sequence. It is assumed that the TWJCO data is most reliable (3). The data obtained from 
Bureau of Statistics is less reliable, just because it is second hand information. The chosen sequence is: 1., 11., lil. 
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The collected data is presented in a spreadsheet130 and in figure V.3. The time table is from 
1982 to 1994131

• 

STEP 2: PREPARATION OF THE HlSTORICAL DATA FOR ANALYSIS 

One of the main problems is that the collected data have different unities. In Tanzania, the 
following unities are used: Metric Tonne, Quintal, Square Metre, and Cubic Metre. All 
data must he transferred into one type of unity. Another problem to he faced is that the 
data available is limited. Therefore, the following assumption is made: 

80% ofthe market demand isfulfilled by 20% ofthe assortment (5) 
Assumption (5) will justify corrections. 

Table V.3, Preferenee in Thiclmess 

Hardboard Plywood Sales Preferenee Chipboard Sales Preferenee 

Thiekness (mm) Thiekness (mm) Weight T*W (mm) Thiekness (mm) Weight T*W (mm) 

3.2 2 0.03 0.12 4 0.025 0.10 

6 0.03 0.18 8 0.05 0.40 

9 0.055 0.05 10 0.025 0.25 

12 0.055 0.66 13 0.05 0.65 

16 0.3 4.80 16 0.3 4.80 

18 0.5 9.00 19 0.5 9.50 

20 0.03 +0.60 22 0.025 0.55 

Mass Weight Total 16 rnm 25 0.025 +0.63 

950 kg/m3 Mass Weight ±800 kgfm3 M. Weight 630 kg/m3 Total 17 rnm 

STEP 2: CASUS TANZANIA ÜYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

It is chosen to transfer production figures of plywood, hardboard, and chipboard from 
metric tonne or cubic metre into square metre. The unity 'square metre' is chosen because 
the transference into metric tonne or cubic metre is impossible. Second reason is, that the 
surface area (Sq.M.) is not influenced by thickness. 

The unity square metre can he obtained by dividing metric tonnes by mass weight. And by 

130 See Appendix II: Step 1, Collection of Rough Ristorical Data, p. XIII. 

131 The data of imported panels is obtained from The Tanzania Customs -Statistica! Department. It is 
situated in the East African Cornmunity Regional Headquarters at Sokoine Drive. The data was presented on 
computer prints. Each year has a print out, which contains all imported materials. Importation of Gypsum 
plasterboards, Gypsum Blocks, or Plasterer were not found. According to panels, the following categones were 
mentioned: 
I. 631100 Veneer sheets; 
II. 631210 Plywood and verreered panels: inlaid wood; 
liL 631210 Cellular wood panels; 
IV. 631420 Reconstructed wood panels (other partiele panels); 
V. 641600 Fibre board and other building boards of woodpulpor of vegetable fibres. 
Assumption: these categories include almast all panels imported into Tanzania (4). 
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dividing cubic metre by average thickness. The procedure of transterenee will be based on 
the following assumption: 

80% of production volume is determined by 20% of the assortment { 6) 

According to a TWICO report, the best sold thicknesses for plywood are 16 and 18mm. 
These thicknesses consist of 20% of the assortment. According to assumption (6), these are 
responsible for 80% of the sales. In r------"~'"""""'~~.."...-...,....~....--..,.Im-p-o-rt,...e .... d.,..q-.m----. 

table V.3, sales preferenee to thickness o~ .,~ 

d h b d ~0 <$>èi' ",~ for plywood an c ip oar are 'SI:~ ,p- <Po., 

h h h ();;;.<> "'-.,<SJ <','$><: 
presented. It is c osen t at t e r-----+----+-----'----+-----=---+----+-----+-----+-------'-"--+---'"---1 

thickness of a panel having the highest :~:~ :~:: !~:~~ 
2,500 1,017,1()() 30 I,IXXJ 

sales volume, has the highest weight ::~ 1::: :~:~!:~ ~~~~::: ~:~ 6:~:: ~:: ~:::~ 
factor132• Most sold chipboard (in order 1986 m,9oo 1,758,900 254,HKJ 5 30,700 

1987 99,100 1,648,000 218,71KJ 40 52,300 

of occurrence) are 19 and 16 mm 1988 w9,4rxl 897,ooo 2.,3,3oo 9rx' 333,000 

foliowed by 13 and 8 mm t33. The 1989 99,2rx1 1,711,8oo 214,llx' 2,31x1 226,700 5,8oo 
1990 68,000 2,040,800 172,600 1,4(XJ 349,300 6,1()(1 

prepared rough data is presented in 1991 

1992 

figure V.4. 1993 

98,9<XJ 

63,71XJ 

39,81XJ 

2,118,100 

1,621,700 

1,364,100 

175,800 

141,6()() 

158,()(XJ 

1994 30,4!XJ 1,062,200 174,9<XJ 

1,51XJ 410,800 9,2()() 

61XJ 

21XJ 

Jl)() 

300 

600 

41XJ 

After the transference, some corrections Figure V.4, Preparation of Rough Data 

1,11)(1 

6,51)(1 

8,1XXJ 

5()() 

225,41XJ 

182,3()() 

19,600 

61,300 

92,400 

on the volumes are added. These are made for as well local produced as for imported 
panels. Regarding the locally produced products, the following assumption is made: 

20% of the locally produced panel types is responsible for 80% of the locally produced volume {7) 

This means that 20% of the total sales of locally produced panels is not covered by 
plywood, chipboard, and hardboard. This 20% includes the locally produced softboard, 
blockboard, tongued and grooved, etcetera. The correction on the volume of imported 
products is based on the assumption: 

20% of the types of imported panels are responsible for 90% of the imported volume {8) 

A correction of 10% on the imported volume is chosen, because it is assumed that 
imported veneer sheets, cellular wood panels, etcetera, cover 90% of all imported wooden 
panels. The imported gypsum plasterboards and bleeks, and a few other types of wooden 
panel are not included in this calculation .. 

STEP 3: DETERMINATION OF GROWTH BY ARITHMETIC OR EXPONENTlAL TREND 

The next step is to determine the growth of the industry demand. The forecast techniques 
can be arithmetic (Y=b+aX) or exponential (Y=aebx or Y=lnb+aX) of kind. The formulas 
given in this paragraph for fitting a set of bivariate data are derived using calculus and the 
least squares principle. They are valid for fitting any set of bivariate data without regard to 
how the data were obtained or the type of population. In particular, no distributional 

132 A higher average thickness decreases the volume in square metres. Which decreases to optirnistic sales 
forecast assumptions. 

133 Hardboard has only one thickness, namely 3.2 mm. 
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assumptions were made concerning the sample being random. The method introduced in 
this paragraph does not require any assumptions and may he used whenever and wherever 
they are appropriate134

• In this paragraph, the arithmetic method is chosen above the 
exponential one. 

This method is used to determine the increase or decrease of the industry demand. The 
problems is that some rows of figures 135 have absence of correlation. This is due to 
cyclical movements of national income136

• These problems are overruled by the fact that a 
forecast must be made. The made assumption is: 

The industry demand wilt increase or decrease. Growth wilt be assessed by the least square methad (9) 
There exists a correlation between x: year, and y: production or imported volume. (10) 

The least square method can be applied in two ways. One can assess growth of the market 
share or growth of the industry demand per product type137

• If one uses growth of the 
market share, only data can be used with the restriction: production and import volumes of 
each product type must be available in a certain year. This means that some of the data 
will not be used. Volumes of one product will become dependent on data of another 
product type. The other approach is the determination the industry demand. Both 
approaches are applied. The outcomes of the industry-demand-approach were more 
pessimistic. The correlation coefficient was also closer to 1 or -1 than the one of the 
market share approach. Therefore, it is chosen to use the least squares line of regression of 
sales volume. The equation of the least squares line of regression of y138 on x139 for the n 
points (xi , Yi), (xi+l , Yi+1), •••. , (xn , Yn) is calculated by supposing that it is of the form: 

y = ax + b (11) and lny = ax + lnb (12) 

Before calculating slope a and intercept b the correlation coefficient r is calculated. So, the 
first step of this method is to determine the correlation coefficient of each product 

134 !man, Ronald L., Conover, W.L., Modern Business Stafistics (New-York: John Wiley & Sous: 1983), 
pp. 378-379. 

135 A row of figures consistsof (x,y). x is year and y is production or irnported volume in square metres. 

136 Kotler: Derived demand in a business market 

137 For example: Product category E {Plywood, hardboard, ... , 641600}. 

138 y is sales volume. 

139 x is year. 
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category. It is done with formula (13)140
• 

(13) 

If the correlation coefficient r is near to 1 or -1, the outeernes are valid. The next step is to 
calculate the standard deviation of x and y, namely s/ and s/- Since the standard deviation 
is a measure of the variability in a sample, it seems reasonable to start by noting how far 
each observation lies from the mean of the sample. These quantities are squared to make 
all of them positive, and the squared values are averaged to find the sample variance. It is 
customary to use n-1 eliminates the bias141

• lt is done with the formulas (14) and (15). 

m 

I: (xrx) 

(n-1) 
sz = ..:..i=~J_· __ 

x (14) s 2 = 
y (n-1) 

(15) 

The last step is determining the slope a and intercept b of the equation. Constant a is the 
slope of the regression line. Constant b is the intercept. Both formulas to determine a and 
b are presented in respectively (16) and (17). 

s 
a = r2 (16) 

sx 

s 
b=y-rx2 (17) 

sx 

If the equations are formulated, it is possible to give an indication of the mcrease and 
decrease of the industry demand. 

STEP 3: CASUS TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

Using the above described approach, the regression and exponential regression of each 

140 Meaning of the symbols are: 

I. :! 
Il. x 
lil. X; 

IV. Y; 
V. ,-2 

Average of X; elements; 
Average of Y; elements; 
Year iE {j,j+1, .... , m} andj is first year, for example 1982; 
Sales volurne in year i E {j, j+ 1, .... , m} and j is first year, for example 1982; 
Correlation Coefficient 

141 Iman, Ronald L., p. 114. 
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product type is determined. The highest and lowest production and import volume were 
excluded142

• This results in a correlation coefficient which is nearer to 1 or -1. 

In Appendix 11, the outcomes of arithmetic and exponential regression are presented. It is 
chosen to piek the arithmetic methad for determination of regression. This choice is based 
on the results presented in table V.4143

• The arithmetic methad is chosen because of: 
1. Uniformity: it is chosen just to piek only one methad and not a combination. The 

correlation coefficients {ABS(R)} of both arithmetic and exponential methad are near 
to each other; 

2. Validity: The exponential forecast of imported veneer sheets, wood panels, and 
fibreboard have an enormous growth. It forecasts the industry demand of 
38,215,000,000 square metres in 2012. lf the population in 2012 has grown to the 
estimated 42,000,000 people, it means that 1000 square metres panel per person are 
sold. This is not realistic. This difference is probably due to the small sample size. 
The arithmetic method show a substantial smaller growth; 

3. Pessimistic Forecasting: it is chosen to piek the method with the smallest growth. As 
one can see, the exponential method has the highest growth. 

Some panel types have a correlation coefficient near to zero. It means that there is not a 
lot of correlation between x and y. Nevertheless, it is assumed that there is correlation. It is 

Table V.4, Outcomes Arithmetic and Exponential Regression 

Aritbmetic Metbod Exponential Metbod 
n 

Abs(R) 1997 Sqm 2012 Sqm Abs(R) 1997 Sqm 2012 Sqm 

Plywood (local) 11 0.7206 48,000 0 0.7041 49,000 20,000 

Hardboard (local) 11 0.1120 1,534,000 1,705,000 0.1261 1,507,000 1,738,000 

Chipboard (local) 9 0.3973 163,000 103,000 0.3905 164,000 112,000 

Veneer Sheets (imported) 7 0.7768 3,000 7,000 0.6867 20,000 7,987,000 

Plywood (imported) 7 0.0930 233,000 112,000 0.1901 432,000 1,212,000 

Wood Panels (imported) 5 0.9581 12,000 26,000 0.9894 1,124,000 36,109*106 

Recon. Wood (imported) 7 0.3593 0 0 0.4780 100 0 

Fibreboard (imported) 7 0.5486 161,000 323,000 0.8727 2,015,000 2,093*106 

Total (in square metres) 2,154,000 2,276,000 5,311,100 38,215*106 

done, in order to make a rough pessimistic indication of the industry forecast. 

142 See Appendix 11, Step 2, p. XIV. For example the product category chipboard: j E { 1984, 1985, 1987, 
1989, 1990, 1991, 1993, 1994}. 1982 and 1983 salesvolume were not included because they are unknown. 1986 
and 1992 were excluded because they were respectively the highest and lowest sales volume. 

143 n is the number of years taken into account. Abs(R) is the correlation coefficient. Year Sqm means the 
forecast per type of panel and year in square metres. 
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STEP 4: COMPANY SALES FORECAST AND MARKET SHARE 

This paragraph will he about forecasting the industry demand and the company sales. It is 
done with the linear regression equations as calculated in step 3. In other words, for every 
product type its decrease or increase in demand will he calculated. 

An important aspect of forecasting the campany's sales is target marketing. Targeting a 
market share is very difficult. Most marketers use different kind of terms for different 
types of markets. To clarify these terms, it is stated that a market consists of all actual and 
potential buyers of a product. The size of a market is the number of buyers who might 
exist for a particular market offer. Potential buyers have three characteristics: interest, 
income, and access144

• The total market population can he divided into several levels. The 
total population can he divided into consumers or organizations that profess a sufficient 
level of interest in a defined market of the so called potential market, and consumers who 
do not. The potential market consists of a set of consumers or organizations that have 
interest, income, and access to a particular market offer. This set represents the available 
market. The qualified available market is the set of consumers or organizations that have 
interest, income, access, and qualifications for the particular market offer. The qualified 
market can he divided into several segments. A company can decide to concentrate on one 
or more of these segments. This market is called the served market or target market. It is 
the part of the qualified available market the company decides to pursue. Finally, the 
penetrated market is the set of consumers or organizations who have already bought the 
product145

• The assessment of the qualified available market, served market, and penetrated 
market will he done basedon the industry forecast. In this way the company sales forecast 
will he determined. 

STEP 4: CASUS TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

After forecasting the industry demand, the future market share must he assessed. A new 
company is doing a really fine job, if it is able to gain a share of 11%. It is not wise to set 
the market share of the new company too high. If the planned market share is too high, it 
will result in an enormous overcapacity. And the payback time will he take longer. This 
means that a company is not able to fulfill interest and dividend payments. 

In this casus, the potential market are all customers or organizations that put orders 
concerning construction. The available market are all customers or organizations that place 
orders for the construction utility buildings, hospitals, offices, expensive residential houses. 
The qualified market are all customers or organizations that buy panels in Tanzania. The 
served market are those that purebase panels and blocks for partition and ceiling purposes. 
The following assumption is made: 

The volume of the served market is 50% of the volume of the qualified available market. (18) 

The served or target market is set at 50% of the qualified available market. Because, 50% 
of plywood used is for partition and ceiling purposes. 40% of chipboard and hardboard 

144 Kotler-1994, p. 245. 

145 Kotler-1994, p. 246. 
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used has partition wall or ceiling purposes. The types of usage are door- and concrete
shuttering, staircases, etcetera 146

• The 
penetrated market is the part of the 
market consisting of customers or 
organizations that will actually buy the 
products. An example of the qualified 
market and its different levels is 
presented in figure V .5. It is based on the 
casus Gypsum Products Ltd. The 
percentages are presenting the forecast of 
year 2003. Table V.5 presents the 
forecast of the to be penetrated market 
In other words, it presents the market 
share of the qualified market 

Qualified Market r-----, Total Number of 
100% Panels 2,587,000 Sq.m 

Gypsum Blocks 
10,000 Sq.m 

Figure V.5, Example Market Levels at Year 2003 

The industry and campany's sales forecast is presented in figure V.6. The column gypsum 
boards presents the addition of both types of gypsum plasterboards. The first type is the 

Table V.5, Forecast Penetrated Market 

Forecast of Tanzania Products Ltd.'s Penetrated Market per Product Type 

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

Boards Type I 0,90% 1,13% 1,35% 1,56% 1,80% 2,03% 2,25% 2,70% 

Boards Type 11 0.10% 0,12% 0,15% 0,19% 0,20% 0,22% 0,25% 0,30% 

Blocks 0.10% 0.15% 0,20% 0,25% 0.30% 0,35% 0,40% 0,45% 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Boards Type I 3,15% 3,60% 4,05% 4,5% 4,95% 5,40% 5,85% 6,30% 

Boards Type 11 0,35% 0,40% 0,45% 0,5% 0,55% 0,60% 0,65% 0,70% 

Blocks 0,50% 0,55% 0,60% 0,65% 0,70% 0,75% 0,80% 0,85% 

2,440 by 1,200mm board, it represents ±90% of the total number of gypsum boards sold. 
The other type is the 1,200 by 600mm board. lts sales contribute for 10% to the total. The 
columns gypsum boards and blocks represents the company sales forecast. The column 
'correction' is added to the forecast. It represents all other type of panels not specified. The 
condusion can be drawn that locally produced Plywood will disappear from the market147

• 

Locally produced hardboard sales will grow. Chipbaard's sales volume will decrease. 
While the imported products' sales will increase. 

146 According to an estimate of Mr. S.J. Kishimbo, Managing Director of Herkin Builders Ltd., Dar es 
Salaam, October 25th, 1995. 

147 One should be aware of the fact that the increase and decrease of sales, also largely is affected by for 
example: shortage of raw materials and spare parts, electricity crisis, etcetera. Nevertheless, a company which is 
faced with a decrease in sales will not be able to stay in business. 
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Locally Produced Sq .m 

1997 47,000 1,517,000 161,151 

1998 43,000 1,523,000 156,000 

1999 38,000 1,530,000 152,000 

2000 34,000 1,537,000 148,000 

2001 30,000 1,543,000 144,000 

2002 25,000 1,550,000 139,000 
2003 21,000 1,556,000 135,000 

2004 16,000 1,558,000 130,000 

2005 2,000 1,560,000 126,000 

2006 7,000 1,562,000 121,000 

2007 3,000 1,564,000 117,000 

2008 0 1,566,000 112,000 

2009 0 1,567,000 109,000 
2010 0 1,569,000 103,000 

2011 0 1,570,000 99,000 

2012 0 1,572,000 95,000 

3,200 230,000 9,300 159,000 

3,500 222,000 10,000 169,000 

3,700 213,000 10,600 179,000 

4,000 205,000 11,300 189,000 

4,200 196,000 12,000 199,000 

4,400 188,000 12,600 209,000 
4,700 179,000 13,300 219,000 

4,900 170,000 13,900 228,000 

5,100 162,000 14,500 237,000 

5,300 153,000 15,100 246,000 

5,500 145,000 15,700 255,000 

5,700 136,000 16,300 264,000 

5,900 128,000 16,900 272,000 
6,100 120,000 17,400 281,000 

6,300 112,000 18,000 289,000 

6,500 104,000 18,600 298,000 

25,000 3,000 

32,000 4,000 

38,000 5,000 

45,000 6,000 

51,000 8,000 

58,000 9,000 
65,000 10,000 

78,000 12,000 

91,000 13,000 

104,000 14,000 

117,000 16,000 

132,000 17,000 

145,000 18,000 
169,000 20,000 

173,000 21,000 

187,000 21,000 

Figure V.6, Industry Forecast and Company Sales Forecast 

385,000 2,541,000 

385,000 2,548,000 

385,000 2,556,000 

385,000 2,564,000 

384,000 2,571,000 

384,000 2,579,000 
384,000 2,587,000 

383,000 2,594,000 

381,000 2,602,000 

380,000 2,610,000 

379,000 2,617,000 

378,000 2,626,000 

377,000 2,639,000 
377,000 2,652,000 

376,000 2,665,000 

376,000 2,678,000 

69 
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2.3 
STATEMENT OF CUSTOMER DELIVERED VALUE 

This paragraph148 will deal with the statement of customer delivered value. 1t will present a 
sequence for the formulation of an interviewscheme to determine customer delivered value. 
The sequence is applied into the TGP case and the response is presented. The customer 
delivered value for new products is hard to measure, therefore it is decided to assess the 
value of the competing products in order to set norms for the new product. The sequence 
of formulating an interviewscheme is as follows: 
1. Phase one deals with the definition of the survey objectives and basic research 

question; 
2. Phase two deals with assessment the of survey population and sample size, the so

called data resources. lt includes also a description of the chosen survey method, the 
time schedule and the financial planning; 

3. Phase three deals with the formulation of the questionnaire; 
4. Phase jour deals with preparation of response, data analysis, rapportage, and 

evaluation of the findings149
• 

PHASE 1: DEFINING THE SURVEY ÜBJECTIVES 

The subject of this survey is based upon a theory developed by Philip Kotler. In his hook 
he indicated how companies can go about winning customers and outperforming 
competitors. He believes that the answer lies in doing a better job of meeting and 
satisfying customer needs. In one of his theories, he states that customer delivered value is 
the aspect which forms the basis why customers choose between products. He defined it as 
follows: 

Customer delivered value is the difference between total customer value and 
total customer cast. Total customer value is the bundie of benefits customers 
expect from a given product or service150

• Total customer cast is the bundie of 
casts a customer is faced with ij a product is purchased. 

The objective of this survey can be defined as follows: 
The assessment of the customer delivered value of hardboard, plywood, 
chipboard, gypsum plasterboard, tongued and grooved, and gypsum blocks for 
non-laad hearing partition- or ceiling-purposes. 

The related basic research question of this survey is: 
What is the customer delivered value of hardboard, plywood, chipboard, 
gypsum plasterboard, tongued and grooved, and gypsum blocks for non-laad 
hearing partitioning- or ceiling-purposes? 

148 By Jan Willem Dijk and Anne-Marie van !waarden. 

149 Based on: Baarda, D.B., Goede, M.P.M. de, Basisboek -Methoden en Technieken- (Leiden/Antwerpen: 
Stenfert Kroese Uitgevers, 1992). 

15° Kotler-1994, p. 37. 
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PHASE 2: DATA RESOURCES 

POPULATION OF THE SURVEY 

The total population consists of 129 architects and 1030 building contractors151
• Table V.6 

presents the classification of the total population of building contractors. lt was stated that 
partition wall and ceiling products are only 
used in projects with a contract value Table V.6, Categoties of Building Contractors. 

exceeding 100,000,000 Tshs. The 
application of partition and ceiling products 
are mainly designed by registered architects 
and used by classified building contractors. 
They are mainly used for public houses, 
like offices, hospitals, schools, hotels, 
theatres, large residential houses, 
governmental buildings, utility buildings, 
etcetera. The reason why informal building 
contractors are not included is that they do 
not often construct partition walls or 
ceilings152

• Informal contractors consist of 
one or two persons who build small houses 
for themselves or third parties. They do not 
have the capacity and probably not the 
know how to deal with larger projects. 

SAMPLE SIZE 

Class 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

VII 

Maximum Value Number of 
of Contracts Contractors 

Unlimited 45 

600,000,000/= 19 

400,000,000/= 55 

200,000,000/= 87 

1 00,000,000/= 114 

50,000,000/= 150-250 

25,000,000/= 627 

Due to costs, the sample size is set at two-hundred. This is 17% of the total population. 
The objective is to receive a response of 34 individuals. If this response is not reached, an 
extra one-hundred questionnaires will he sent. lt is chosen to stratify the sample. lt is done 
to he sure that the target market will he dominant in the response. The sample will he 
stratified into three different levels: 
1. Stratification level one: Class I to IV Building Contractors. The population of this 

group consists of 206 organizations (N). The sample size of this group is set at 95 
(n1). The sample is divided into four groups: Class I, 20 units; Class 11, 12 units; 
Class 111, 24; and Class IV, 39 units. It is decided to take a sample of ±43% of the 
population of class I, III, and IV. This is done to he sure that every class in this 
group has an equal amount of participants. The sample size of Class II is higher. 
This is done to increase response of this class. This class consists mainly of large 
Tanzanian Building Contractors. It is set at ±63% of the class's population. The 
overall sample size of this level is ±47%; 

2. Stratification level two: Architects. The population of this group consists of 129 units 
(N). It is chosen to take a sample of 55 units (n2). This sample size is near to the 
percentage of the average sample size of stratification level one; 

151 Based on: National Board of Architects, Quantity Surveyors, And Building Contractors (Dar es Salaarn: 
P.O. Box 40366, December 31st, 1994). 

152 Gypsum panels are too expensive. 
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3. Stratification level three: Class V to VII Building Contractors. This group is of less 
importance. The population of this group consists of 824 units (N). lt is chosen to 
take a random sample of size 45 (n3). The sample size of this level is 6%. 

So the sample sizes are respectively n1=95, n2=55, and n3=45. 

TYPE OF SURVEY AND CHOICE DATA GATHERING METHOD 

There are several types of survey. These types are153
: 

1. Descriptive survey: this type of survey is used, if one wants to describe a current 
situation. lt systematically describes and categorize a current situation; 

2. Explorative Survey: purpose of this type of survey is developing a hypothesis. This 
type survey deals with the question 'why is sarnething happening'; 

3. Practical or Testing Survey: this type of survey is used, if a theory must he tested. 
The question is whether a particular theory is correct or not. 

The measurement of customer delivered value is descriptive of kind. So, it is chosen to 
describe the current situation. 

Data gatbering methods are154
: 

1. Usage of existing information; 
2. Data gathering via observations; 
3. Data gathering via written or personaf interviews. 
1t is chosen to gather data via a structured written interview. Reasons are that no personal 
questions are asked; the questionnaires will he small; it is not time consuming; anonymous; 
a lot of respondents can he reached; and it is cheap. Disadvantages are a lot of preparation; 
not too many questions can be asked; closed questions; a lot of response that is not filled 
in properly; and a low response. lt is expected to receive a 20% response. 

FINANClAL PLANNING 
The total costs of this survey is 86,000 Tshs155

• lt is the addition of the following costs: 
1. Copy casts: 30,000/=; 
2. Envelopes: 8,000/=; 
3. Stamps: 40,000/=; 
4. Contingencies: 8,000/=. 

TIME PLANNING 

The time planning is as follows: 
1. Period one: formulation theoretica! basis for questionnaires: August 23 up to 

September 13, 1995; 
2. Period two: copying written questionnaires, making (retum)-envelops, bundling, and 

sending: September 14 up to September 18, 1995; 
3. Period three: receiving response: September 18 up to October 12; 
4. Period jour: structuring and analysing data: October 13 up to October 20, 1995. 

153 Baarda, D.B., Goede, M.P.M. de-1992, pp. 55-72. 

154 Baarda, D.B., Goede, M.P.M. de-1992, pp. 126-132. 

155 1 United States Dollar is 550 Tanzanian Shilling. 
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PHASE 3: FORMULATION AND APPLICATION OF TUE QUESTIONNAIRE 

This phase deals with the tormulation and application of the questionnaire. The sequence is 
presented in table V.7156

• It presents ten steps visualised by an arrow. Below, it is applied. 

STEP 1: DETERMINATION OF THEORETICAL VARIABLES 

The subject of the written interview, as stated earlier in this chapter, was formulated as 
follows: 
The assessment of the customer delivered value of 
hardboard, plywood, chipboard, gypsum Table V.7, Fonnulation of a Questionnaire 

plasterboard, tongued and grooved, and gypsum 
blocks for non-load hearing partition- or ceiling
purposes. 

The queries are as follows 157
: 

1. Which type of product does the target market 
prefer for partition and ceiling purposes? 

2. What are the main types of application? 
3. What is the customer cost of each type of 

product? 
4. What is the customer value of each type of 

product? 
5. What is the customer delivered value of each 

type of product? 

These queries are applied into a conceptual 
framework. The conceptual framework is presented in 
figure V.7158

• This framework contains several 
theoretica! variables. A variabie can he applied onto a 
collection of persons or objects. A variabie has a 
collection (B) of values that can he subscribed to only 
one person or object of collection (A)159

• In table V.8, 
the theoretica! variables are presented. And they are 
also defined by their collection of the values (B) and 
persons or objects (A). 

Purpose of the Questionnaire 

I 1 
Theoretica! Variables 

I 2 
I 4 

lndicating Method 

I 3 
Rough Variables 

I 5 
Answering Categories 

I 6 
Instruction to Fonnulate Questions 

I 7 
Sequence of Questions 

I 8 
Lay-out, lntroduction, Ending 

I 9 
Conceptual Scheme 

110 

Final Scheme 

156 Emans, Ben, Interviewen -Theorie, Techniek en Training, (Groningen: Wolters Noordhoff, 1986), pp. 

95-137. 

157 Selected panels are plywood, hardboard, chipboard, gypsum plasterboard, tongued and grooved, and 

gypsum blocks. 

158 Kotler-1994, pp. 37-39. 

159 Emans, Ben, pp. 97-98. 
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STEP 2, 3, AND 4: DETERMINATION OF INDICATORS AND ROUGH V ARIABLES 
In these steps, the theoretica! variables will be applied into one or more measurable 

-

variables160
• The appliance is partly based 

on the customer delivered value theory of 
Kotler. The theoretica! variables form the 
basis for a list of variables for data 
collection. These variables are called 
rough variables. The rough variables will 
be directly applied into the 
questionnaire161

• The theoretica! variables 
and their rough variables are listed 
below: 

r Total Customer Total Customerl 
Value: Costs: - Quality 

- Time & Energy -Service 
- Physic Costs -Image 

\ I ---

Customer 
De livered 

1 Type of Decision Maker: Value 

1.1 Class of Building Contractor; 
1.2 Region of Establishment of Ftgure V.7, Customer Delivered Value 

Headquarters; 
1.3 Origin of Ownership; 

2 Usage of Selected Product: 

Nr. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

2.1 Product Usage in General -Other than Partition or Ceiling; 
2.2 Number of Products per type used for Partition Purposes; 
2.3 Number of Productsper type used for Ceiling Purposes; 

Table V.8, Theoretica} Variables 

Name Theoretica/ Variabie Col/eetion A Col/eetion B (values) 

Type of Deciders Contr/Arch Classification building contractor's or architect's 

Usage of Selected Products Contr/Arch Qualitative determination conceming type of usage per 
product type 

Preferenee Product Type to Contr/Arch Qualitative determination of preferenee conceming 
Origin origin (local/foreign) per product type 

Decider's Customer Costs Contr/Arch Qualitative determination of customer costs. Namely, 
purchasing time and energy, and costs 

Decider's Customer Value Contr/Arch Qualitative determination of customer value. Namely, 
quality of product, service, image, ease of construction 
and amount of maintenance 

3 Preferenee Product Type to Land of Origin: 
3.1 Land of Origin; 

i 

4 Total Customer Costs162
: includes the customer's opinion per product type conceming: 

160 Emans, Ben, p. 103. 

161 Emans, Ben, p. 105. 

162 Kotler-1994, pp. 37-39. 
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4.1 Purchasing Time & Energy (availability); 
4.2 Costs (Price of Product Type); 

5 Total Customer Value 163
: includes the customer's apinion concerning: 

5.1 Quality of the Product; 
5.2 Service; 
5.3 Image; 
5.4 Ease of Construction; 
5.5 Amount of Maintenance. 

In appendix III, all theoretica! and rough variables are presented. 

STEP 5: DETERMINATION OF ANSWERING CATEGORIES 

75 

Appendix III, pp. XVII-XIX, presents the answeting category of each rough vatiable. It is 
decided to use only closecl-end questions. The answeting category consists of an even 
number of answers (the answer 'not appropriate' is excluded). In this way, the respondent is 
forced to give a positive or negative answer. A few questions include an open-end 
answeting category. It is clone, if the answeting category is limited. Almast all questions 
are close-end of kind. They are qualitative, because in Tanzania, quantitative data is not 
available most of the time. Por example, a question, like: 'how many square meters of 
hardboard do you use annually?', is for a respondent hard to answer. That kind of data is 
not administrated. So, it is chosen to use qualitative scales. This is clone to increase the 
response of the questionnaire. Most of the questions will have an ordinal scale. It means 
that the difference between categoties can not he charactetized by a figure. A few 
questions are nominal of kind. They correspond with vatiables: 1.1; 1.2; 1.3; 2.1; and 
4.2164. 

It is also chosen not to altemate negative and positive answer-categoties. Alternation can 
prevent fill in trends. If a lot of questions are asked, respondents can become tired and a 
fill in trends could occur. Nevertheless, it is chosen to use an uniform positive to negative 
answering system. This increases structure and uniformity. The interview scheme is short 
and the subjects and answering categoties differ from each other. So it is stated that 
answeting trends will not occur. 

STEP 6 AND 7: INSTRUCTION AND SEQUENCE OF QUESTIONS 

Step 6 deals with the choice whether instructions should he accompanying the questions or 
rough variables. Per rough variable, it is indicated whether instructions were required or 
not. See for details, appendix III, pp. XVII-XIX. 

Step 7 deals with the sequence of the questions. In general, between two type of sequences 
can he chosen. The first one orders the questions ad random. An advantage is that trends 
caused by sequence will not occur. It can he used for long questionnaires. The other 
sequence is more structured. It starts with simple questions and the rough variables are 
dealt with in chronical order. It is chosen to use the structured sequence. Reasans are: not 
a lot of questions are asked and they are not personal of kind. Two kinds of related 

163 Kotler-1994, pp. 37-39. 

164 Baarda, D.B., Goede, M.P.M. de-1992, pp. 150-151. 
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questionnaires will he developed. This because, not all variables are of relevanee for both 
contractors and architects. The sequence of the questions are presented in codes of the 
variables: 
1. The sequence for building contractors is165

: (1)/1.1; (2)/1.2; (3)/1.3; (4)/2.1; (5)/2.2; 
(6)/2.3; (7)/3.1; 8/(4.1); (9)/4.2; (10)/5.1; (11)/5.2; (12)/5.3; (13)/5.4; (14)/5.5; 
(15)/5.6; (16)/5.7. 

2. The sequence for architects is: (1)/1.2; (2)/1.3; (3)/2.1; (4)/2.2; (5)/2.3; (6)/3.1; 
(7)/4.2; (8)/5.1; (9)/5.2; (10)/5.3; (11)/5.7; 

STEP 8: LAYOUT, INTRODUCTION, AND ENDING 
It is chosen to prepare a questionnaire that is uniform and short. It will only contain four 
pages. The first page contains the introduetion letter. The following pages present the 
written questionnaire. 

There are four different types of introduetion letters. The first two types contain are 
focused on building contractors. One is for contractors established in Dar es Salaam, the 
other one is for contractors outside Dar es Salaam. The secoud two types are sent to 
architects. One to those situated in Dar es Salaam and the other to those outside Dar es 
Salaam. Reasou of this sub-division is delay, if a letter is sent outside Dar es Salaam. A 
company established in Dodoma has a response-time of 3 weeks. While a company in Dar 
es Salaam has a response-time of 2 weeks. The introduetion letter is presented in appendix 
V, p. xxv. It is chosen, to use as consigner the name of an independent institute166

, namely 
CENTRE OF INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERA TION ACTIVITIES. If one uses the name 
of a manufacturer of building materials or a building contractor, it could influence the 
response. The ending of the questionnaire contains one question, namely 'lf you have any 
suggestions or questions, please write down below? (lf you want a reply to your questions 
or suggestions, please write down your address)'. It is also decided to give all respondents 
an answer concerning their suggestions, questions and replies. 

STEP 9: CONCEPT SCHEME 
In the next step, a concept code-hook and a concept questionnaire are prepared. A few 
pilot questionnaires are sent to some building contractors in order to estimate correctness 
of the asked questions. Some questions were changed. 

STEP 10: FlNAL SCHEME 
The response of step 9 is used to improve the concept questionnaire and code-hook. The 
code-hook can be found in appendix IV, p. XXI-XXIV. The concept scheme is transferred 
into the definitive version and presentedinappendix V, p. XXV-XXVIII. 

PHASE 4: PREPARATION OF RESPONSE, DATA ANALYSIS, AND REPORTAGE 
AND EVALUATION OF FINDINGS 

This is the final phase, the outcomes of the written interview will be presented. In 

165 The first figure is the question number, the second figure is the variabie number. 

166 By approval of Mrs. ir. E.L.C van Egmond-de Wilde de Ligny. 
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appendix VI, the raw data collection is presented. 

STRA TIFICA TION OF THE RESPONSE 
The figures presented in this aliena are nomina! of kind. Therefore, it is chosen to present 
only the amount of respondents that have answered to a certain answering category. 
Percentages are not used because this is only 
allowed if the response is higher than 100 units167 . Table V.9, Usagein General 
The total response consists of 71 units. The 
stratification of the response was as follows: 
1. Stratification level one: Class I to IV 

Building Contractors. The sample size of this 
group is set at 95 (n1). 31 building 
contractors sent back the written interview. 
Class /: 11 respondents; Class II; 3 
respondents; Class lil: 10 respondents; and 
Class IV: 7 respondents; The class of four 
building contractors is unknown; 

2. Stratification level two: Architects. The 
sample size consisted of 55 units (n2). 22 
architects replied; 

Type of Usage in General 

Yes 

1. Ceilings 65 

2. Flushdoors 63 

3. Partition 61 

4. Concrete Shuttering 57 

6. Staircases 36 

7. Roof Panels 27 

8. Floor Underlayments 25 

No 

3 

3 

7 

8 

28 

38 

39 

3. Stratification level three: Class V to VII Building Contractors. The sample size was 
45 (n3). 14 contractors replied. 

The response corresponds with the target market of TGP. The total response was 37%. 45 
respondents have their headquarters in Dar es Salaam. Kilimanjaro and Mwanza are second 
with both 6 respondents. 56 of the companies responded have local ownership. 

THE SAMPLING ERROR 
As mentioned before two kind of scales are used, nomina! and ordinal. Therefore, it is 

a = IJ};q 
m ~---;--

(18) 

chosen, just to use statistica! techniques like mode, median, ranking, quantltles, and 
percentages. Percentages are not taken into account because the number of response is 
smaller than 100 units, namely 71. The sampling error will be calculated with formula168 

18. The outcomes will give the sampling error of the sample. The outcomes are presented 
in appendix VII (p. XXI), the sampling error of all outcomes is between the 2.5 and 7.5%. 
It means that one can be sure for 92.5-97.5% that the statement of the sample corresponds 

167 Baarda, D.B, en Goede, M.P.M. de-1992, p. 201. 

168 Baarda, D.B., Goede, M.P.M. de-1992, p. 205. The meaning of the symbols is as follows: 
a m Sampling Error 
p Percentage of elements corresponding a certain answering category or characteristic 
q 100- p 
n number of sample elements (respondents) 
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with the one of the target market (stratified population). 

PREFERENCE AND USAGE OF PANELS 

In table V.9, the response conceming the usage of wood-based products is given. The 
outcomes are ranked. Contractors and architects were asked if they use wood-based boards 

Table V.10, Usage of Panels for Partition Walls and Ceilings 

Partition W alls Ceilings 

Type of Panel 
Most of Most of 

R Always 
the Times 

Somelimes Never R Always 
the Times 

Sometimes Never 

Tongued and Grooved 1 9 21 26 10 3 6 16 30 12 

Chipboard 2 4 16 28 12 1 14 33 16 3 

Plywood 3 4 13 24 20 4 3 5 22 29 

Hardboard 4 3 13 25 23 2 8 15 27 14 

Gypsum Plasterboard 5 0 1 17 44 5 1 3 12 45 

Gypsum Blocks 6 0 2 7 55 * * * * * 

for several purposes. One can conclude that most contractors have experience conceming 
the use of wood-based boards for, ceilings, flushdoors, partition walls, and concrete 
shuttering. Less than half of the respondents have no experience conceming the application 
of panels for staircases, floor underlayments, and roof-panels. 

Table V.ll, Relative Importance of Some Characteristics 

Charaderistics 
Very 

Important 
Less Not 

Important Important Important 

1. Fire-resistance 43 13 6 2 

2. Easy to Work with 34 31 1 0 

3. High Duration 34 23 6 1 

4. Resistance to Biological Influences 37 18 9 1 

5. Ease of Maintenance 28 32 5 0 

6. Weather Consistency 24 22 14 1 

7. Insulation 25 25 9 4 

8. High Loads 10 11 18 24 

In table V.lO, the response is presented conceming the usage of panels for ceiling and 
partition purposes. In column R, a rank-number is subscribed to each building material in 
order of usage (Rank-number 1 corresponds with a higher usage than 2). Both contractors 
and architects state that tongued and grooved is the most used building material for non
load-bearing partition walls. Second is chipboard. The architects indicate that plywood and 
hardboard are respectively three and fourth. While contractors use more hardboard than 
plywood for partition purposes. Gypsum plasterboards and blocks are not often used. Both 
contractors and architects state that chipboard for the covering of ceilings is number one. 
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Second and third are respectively hardboard and tongued and grooved. The architects 
prefer tongued and grooved above hardboard as ceiling panel. Fourth and fifth are 
respectively plywood and gypsum plasterboard. The architects prefer gypsum plasterboards 
above plywood as ceiling panel. This means that gypsum plasterboard is last in row. 

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE 

Table V.11 gives an indication of the relative importance of some characteristics 
conceming partition wall and ceiling products. The characteristics are ranked in order of 
relative importance. 

In table V.12, the different types of product are compared to each other. To every 
characteristic, a weight factor is assigned. The weight factor is 1 divided by the mean of 
the response of each characteristic. The next step is ranking every type of product by 
characteristic. Rank number six has the highest value and one the lowest. A gypsum block 

Table V.12, Ranking the different Panels conceming Relative Importance 

Charaderistics of Panels 

Panel Type 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 

0.68 0.67 0.63 0,63 0,61 0,53 0,53 0,35 

1. Gypsum Blocks 6 1 6 6 * 3 6 6 19.2 

2. Plywood 2.5 5 5 3 * 5 3 5 17.3 

3. Gypsum Plasterboard 5 2 3 5 * 1.5 5 2 12.7 

4. Hardboard 2.5 4 3 1.5 * 4 2 4 12.7 

5. Tongued & Grooved 2.5 3 1 1.5 * 6 4 3 11.3 

6. Chipboard 2.5 6 3 1.5 * 1.5 1 1 11.2 

has for example the highest (rank number 6) fire-resistance (characteristic 1). Fire 
resistance has a weight of 0.68. The third step multiplies the weight factor with each rank 
number. Finally, per product type all outcomes are added up. Ranking is a tricky task and 
arbitrary. It is done as follows: 
1. Fire-resistance: Gypsum based products have a high fire-resistance (12.7 mm: 60 

minutes). It is conform NEN 6065 en 6060. The fire-resistance of wooden-based 
panels is the same for all types169

; 

2. Easy to work with: ranking of this characteristic is based on the response of the 
variabie ease of construction. It will he dealt with later; 

3. High duration: duration depends heavily on usage, maintenance, and weather 
consistency. Nevertheless it is tried to rankeach product based on this characteristic; 

4. Resistance to biologica[ influences: organic materials are less resistant to biologica! 
influences than non-mineral products. Wooden-based products (hardboard and 
chipboard) containing pulp or small pieces of wood fibre are more sensible to 
biologica! influences than tongued and grooved, and plywood; 

5. Ease of Maintenance: No information was available to rank; 

169 Plywood NEN-3881; Chipboard: DIN-En 438-4.11.4.8. 
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6. Weather consistency: Hardboard, tongued and grooved, and plywood can be used 
outdoors and indoors170

. They are resistant to a high relative humidity. Chipboard is 
especially used indoars and can resist a high relative humidity. It does not stand 
water171

• Gypsum blocks and plasterboard can only be used inside. Gypsum 
plasterboard can not stand high relative humidity; 

7. Insulation: gypsum plasterboards and blocks have both a high noise (Rw=47Db) and 
warmth (0,179>> W/(m.k) for 12.7mm>>) insulation coefficiene72

• Plywood's warmth 
coefficient is 0,17 W/(m.k). Hardbaard's warmth coefficient is 0,08-0,12 W/(m.k)173

• 

8. High loads: it is stated that tongued and grooved, and gypsum blocks can stand 
higher loads than the other products. 

Gypsum blocks and plywood have the highest scores. The difference between both scores 
can be neglected. Second, gypsum plasterboard, hardboard, tongued and grooved, and 

Table V.13, Customer Cost Variabie Price 

Price of Panel Cheap Reasonable Expensive 
Very Not 

Expensive Appropriate 

1. Hardboard 8 30 22 4 3 

2. Plywood 1 26 26 7 5 

3. Chipboard 1 24 29 8 0 

4. Tongued and Grooved 0 21 26 11 5 

5. Gypsum Blocks 0 1 10 2 48 

6. Gypsum Plasterboard 0 2 13 7 40 

chipboard will come in the row. Differences can also be neglected. The choice for a 
product is not only dictated by these characteristics. A better tooi to campare the different 
products is to assess customer delivered value. 

PREFERENCE PANEL TYPE TO LAND OF ÜRIGIN 

37 of the 65 respondents prefer locally produced plywood. 29 of the 65 respondents prefer 
locally produced hardboard. 38 of the respondents prefer locally produced chipboard. 
While 59 of the 64 respondents prefer locally produced Tongued and Grooved. 

CUSTOMER COST 

As mentioned befare the customer cost will be measured by two variables, namely price 
and availability. Table V .13 presents the response on the customer cost variabie price. This 
variabie does not measure which product is the cheapest. But it assesses, if the price of a 
product is reasanabie or not. The products are ranked. Hardboard is considered to have a 
reasanabie price. Plywood, chipboard, and tongued and grooved have a sales price that is 

170 Bouwvoorschriften plywood 2689/04: 1995, hardboard: 4088/01: 1995. 

171 Bouwvoorschrift 1524/04: 1995. 

172 Bouwvoorschrift 3022/01: 1995. 

173 Bouwvoorschrift 4088/01, 1995. 
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considered between reasanabie and expensive. Respondents state that gypsum blocks and 
plasterboards are between expensive and very expensive. The column not appropriate gives 
the amount of respondents that have no experience with the particular building materiaL 
As one can see, most respondents have no experience concerning the construction with 
gypsum plasterboards and blocks. 

Table V.14, Costoroer Cost Variabie Availability 

Availability if Needed Always 
Most of 

Sometimes Never 
Not 

the Times Appropriate 

1. Tongoed and Grooved 21 10 7 1 6 

2. Hardboard 20 14 10 0 1 

3. Chipboard 16 18 9 1 0 

4. Plywood 19 12 10 3 2 

5. Gypsum Blocks 2 0 4 11 27 

6. Gypsum Plasterboards 1 0 8 13 21 

In table V.14, the response conceming customer cost variabie availability is presented. 
The products are ranked. Tongued and grooved is almost always available if needed. 
Hardboard, chipboard, and plywood are most of the times available if needed. The scores 
of the gypsum products are near never available if needed. 

CUSTOMER V ALUE 
The customer value will be measured by four variables, namely quality, ease of 
construction, amount of maintenance, and image. Table V.15 shows the response on 
customer value variabie 
quality. The products are Table V.15, Costoroer Valoe Variabie Qoality 

ranked. The respondents are 
asked what their apinion is 
concerning the locally 
produced wooden-based 
panels and the imported 
gypsum products. The 
outcomes of all products are 
near to each other. The 
quality of gypsum 
plasterboard, blocks, and 
tongued and grooved is 

Quality of Panels 

1. Gypsum Plasterboard 

2. Gypsum Blocks 

3. Tongoed and Grooved 

4. Chipboard 

5. Hardboard 

6. Plywood 

Very 
Good 

11 

6 

19 

11 

4 

3 

Good Bad 
Very 
Bad 

13 0 0 

10 0 0 

39 2 1 

43 12 1 

43 15 5 

34 16 7 

Not 
Appr. 

42 

48 

5 

1 

2 

5 

considered between very good and good. The quality of chipboard is good. And hardboard 
and plywood score between good and bad. 

Table V .16 ranks the products based on the customer value variabie ease of construction. 
This ranking is inserted in table V .12. The respondents state that ease of construction of 
chipboard is high to very high. It is foliowed by plywood, hardboard, and tongued and 
grooved that have a high score. The respondents state that gypsum plasterbaard's and 
blocks' ease of construction is between high and low. 
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Table V.17 gives an indication of the customer cost variabie amount of maintenance. The 
products are also ranked. The respondents state that the amount of maintenance of gypsum 
plasterboard tongued and 
grooved, and gypsum blocks Table V.16, Customer Value Variabie Ease of Construction 

require between a very low 
to low amount of 
maintenance. Plywood, 
chipboard, and hardboard 
require a higher amount of 
maintenance. 

Table V .18 presents the 
response conceming the 
customer value variabie 
image. These products are 

Ease of Construction 

1. Chipboard 

2. Plywood 

3. Hardboard 

4. Tongoed and Grooved 

5. Gypsum Plasterboard 

6. Gypsum Blocks 

Very 
High 

High 

7 34 

6 28 

10 22 

5 26 

3 4 

2 2 

Low 
Very Not 
Low Appr. 

2 0 1 

7 0 3 

10 1 4 

9 0 5 

6 0 31 

4 1 35 

ranked from very favourable to very unfavourable. As one can see tongued and grooved, 
chipboard, and gypsum plasterboard are most favourable. The score is between very 
favourable and favourable. The score of plywood, gypsum blocks, and hardboard is 
favourable. 

CUSTOMER DELIVERED V ALUE 

As stated before the customer delivered value is the difference between customer cost and 
customer value. In this case customer cost includes the variables price and availability. The 
customer value includes the 
variables quality, ease of Table V.17, Customer Value Variabie Amount of Maintenance 

construction, amount of 
maintenance, and image. 

Before stating the customer 
delivered value. The 
variables of customer value 
must he re-coded. A 
customer cost is high if for 
example a product is never 
available (code is 4. Never 
A vailable if Needed). A 

Amount of 
Maintenance 

1. Gypsum Plasterboard 

2. Tongued and Grooved 

3. Gypsum Blocks 

4. Plywood 

5. Chipboard 

6. Hardboard 

Very 
Low 

Low 

6 5 

11 21 

4 2 

6 22 

6 21 

6 21 

High 
Very Not 
High Appr. 

2 0 31 

6 0 6 

3 0 35 

12 2 3 

16 2 1 

14 3 2 

customer value variabie is high, if for example the quality of a product is very good (code 
1. Very Good). lf one compares customer cost with customer value, the problem is that the 
answering code is opposite. Therefore, it is chosen to change the code of customer value. 
For example, the customer value quality is high, if the quality of a product is very good 
(re-code 4. Very Good). 

As stated before, the measurement of customer delivered value will he based on questions 
characterized by an ordinal scale. According to Baarda and de Goede17

\ an ordinal scale 
can only he expressed with techniques like quantities, sample median, sample mode, and 

174 Baarda, D.B., Goede, M.P.M. de-1992, pp. 205-206. 
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ranking. In table V.19, the customer delivered value is estimated by using the sample 
median. The customer cost and customer value rank-number is presented in column R. A 
low customer cost has a low ranking number. And a low customer value rank-number 
corresponds also with a low rank-number. The customer delivered value is assessed by 
dividing the customer value rank-number by customer cost ranknumber175

• 

Table V.18, Customer Value Variabie Image 

Favourable 
Very Some Some What Very Not 
Fav. What Fav. Unfav. Unfav. Appr. 

1. Tongued & Grooved 35 22 2 1 4 

2. Chipboard 33 27 1 1 3 

3. Gypsum Plasterboard 11 13 2 0 37 

4. Plywood 18 32 9 0 6 

5. Gypsum Blocks 7 7 5 1 44 

6. Hardboard 16 31 10 4 4 

The customer delivered value of the locally produced products will he described below: 
1. Tongued and Grooved: this building material has the highest customer delivered 

value. lt is the most used building material for partition purposes. The customer cost 
is relative high but the customer value is also high. It is always available and it is 
expensive. The quality is good and is skewed to the left corresponding with very 
good. This is also the case for ease of maintenance. The score on image is also one 
of the highest Tongued and grooved is very popular and has a high delivered value; 

2. Hardboard: The customer cost is the lowest compared with the other products. 
According to the respondents, it is always available and it is cheap. But the customer 
value is also low. The quality is good but it is skewed to the right, namely bad. The 
image of hardboard can he compared with plywood. The customer delivered value is 
one of the highest; 

3. Chipboard: compared with tongued and grooved, chipboard is statedas cheaper. This 
product is the most used building material for ceiling purposes. And comes second 
for the construction of partition walls. But the quality is lower compared to the other 
products. The response is skewed to the right, namely expensive. The image score is 
one of the highest But lower than tongued and grooved; 

4. Plywood: plywood has the lowest customer delivered value of all locally produced 
products. The customer cost is low. lt is always available and the sales price score is 
between reasonable and expensive. The quality is good but skewed to the right, 
namely bad. The respondents state that the quality of hardboard, chipboard, and 
tongued and grooved is slightly higher. The image scores are the same as the one of 
hardboard. 

175 Mal, H.H. van, Ratio's in de productie -Reprint Bdk/533 (Eindhoven: Eindhoven University of 
Technology) 
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If one compares these outeernes with the forecast of the demand, see paragraph 2.2 chapter 
five, one can distinguish some correspondence. Hardboard has a higher customer delivered 

Table V.19, Customer Delivered Value 

Customer Cost Customer Value V/C 

Price Availability R Quality 
Ease of Ease of 

Image R MEDIAN Maintenance Construction 

1. Tongued and Grooved 3 1 2.5 3 3 3 4 5 2 

2. Hardboard 2 1 1 3 3 3 3 2 2 

3. Chipboard 3 2 4 3 3 3 4 5 1.3 

4. Gypsum Blocks 3 4 5.5 3 4 2 4 5 0.9 

5. Plywood 3 1 2.5 3 3 3 3 2 0.8 

6. Gypsum Plasterboard 3 4 5.5 3 4 2 3 2 0.4 

V/C means dividin customer value b I g y customer costs 

value than chipboard and plywood. Hardbaard's historie demand is also higher. The 
customer delivered value of plywood is the lowest compared to the other products. It has 
also the lowest historie demand and sales forecast. 

Gypsum blocks and gypsum plasterboard have the lowest customer delivered value. This is 
especially due to the very high customer cost. The gypsum products are very expensive 
and the availability is low. They are not often used in Tanzania. The overall score on 
customer value is high. The quality is good and skewed to the left, namely very good. 
Nevertheless, the score of ease of construction is lower than the local produced products. 
While the ease of maintenance is some what higher. To improve the customer delivered 
value in order to increase competitive power, the following recommendations are made: 
1. Price: decrease sales price to a point between tongued and grooved and hardboard; 
2. A vailability: increase availability; 
3. Quality: should be near to the imported products. lt is good enough; 
4. Ease of Construction: training of building contractors and workmen will improve the 

ease of construction; 
5. Ease of Maintenance: will also be improved by imptementing training facilities; 
6. Image: promotion campaigns could increase image. 
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3 
MARKETING RESEARCH INTO THE COMPETITION SIDE 
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COMPETITION SIDE IN GENERAL 

The competition side of a company consists of several levels. The levels are defined as 
follows176

: 

1. Brand competition: a company can see its competitors as other companies offering a 
similar product and services to the same customers at the same time; 

2. Industry competition: a company can see its competitors more hroadly as all 
companies making the same product or class of products; 

3. Form competition: a company can see its competitors even more hroadly as all 
companies that manufacture products that supply the same service; 

4. Generic competition: a company can see its competitors still more hroadly as all 
companies that compete for the same consumer dollars. 

The industry concept of competition is the most appropriate definition to work with. lt is 
determined hy several aspects in the industry structure177

: 

1. Number of sellers and degree of differentiation: the starting point for descrihing an 
industry is to specify whether there are one, a few, or many sellers and whether the 
product is homogeneaus or highly differentiated. This can he done with help of the 
classification of the five industry structure types. Namely, pure monopoly, pure 
oligopoly, differentiated oligopoly, monopolistic competition, pure competition; 

2. Entry and mobility harriers: every company, in an open market situation, should 
entry a market freely. But, it is in almast all cases confronted with entry harriers. 
These include high capita! requirements, economies of scale; patents and licensing 
requirements; scarce locations, raw materials, or distrihutors; cost disadvantage 

176 Kotler-1994, p. 225. 

177 Kotler-1994, pp. 224-243, & Mintzberg-1991, pp. 62ff. 
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independent of size; 
3. Exit and shrinkage harriers: capacity must be eamed back; 
4. The threat of horizontal and vertical integration: like new entrants, suppliers or 

buyers who decide to produce substitute products; 
5. Global reach: some industries are local and others global oriented. 
Finally, it is important that one tri es to present the differentiation and specifica ti on of the 
competing products. 

3.2 
THE INDUSTRY COMPETITION 

In this paragraph, the industry competition is applied into the casus Tanzania Gypsum 
Products Ltd. 

NUMBER OF SELLERS AND DEOREE OF DIFFERENTIATION178 

Before liberalization, hard wood timber, black wood, doors, plywood, blockboard, 
hardboard, chipboard, tongued and grooved, softboard, furniture, transmission poles, wattie 
extract, various wood work items, and prefabricated elements were produced by state 
owned companies. Up to the mid 1980s, the industry structure type can be seen as pure 
monopoly. A pure monopoly exists when only one firm provides a certain product or 
service in a particular country or area. This is the result of regulatory edict, patent, license, 
scale economies, or other factors179

• In 1986, the Tanzanian Govemment decided to 
liberalize the market Most of the state-owned companies and parastatals were forced to 
transfer into private-owned firms. One of the govemment's objectives was the transference 
of the socialist market situation into a more liberal one, namely pure competition. A pure 
competitive industry consists of many competitors offering the same product and service 
on a free market180

• 

The parastatal responsible for the manufacturing of wood-based productsis Tanzania Wood 
Industry Corporation (TWICO). TWICO is a parastatal holding cooperation established in 
1971 by a Govemment Order based on the Public Corporation Act of 1969. The 
corporation is a direct product of the Govemment Policy of rnanaging important sectors 
through govemment related institutions. The corporation objectives areas follows: 
1. to promote the development of wood industry and the production of wood products; 
2. to carry on the business of manufacturers, buyers, sellers, and dealers in wood 

supplies of all kind; 
3. to carry on the business of logging operations and the buying and selling of logs; 
4. to carry on the business of lumber merchant and saw-mill proprietors. lt should 

however be noted that the Wood Industry Sector is among the various govemmental 
sectors which are currently under diversion. Thus major changes in the present 

178 Based on: Tanzania Wood Industry Corporation and Subsidiary Companies, December 1993. 

179 Kotler-1994, p. 227. 

18° Kotler-1994, p. 127. 
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structure should he expected in the near future. 

In the early nineties, the geverrunent decided to transfer TWICO from one parastatal into 
several private owned companies. Currently, it consists of ten subsidiary companies under 
its management plus one joint-venture company. The group produces and markets twelve 
different wood products ranging from sawn timber to reconstituted wood products. The 
products are primarily for the dornestic market However, the fine hard woods, black wood, 
and wattie extract cernmand an exclusive export market 

The delivered products are homogenous. In table V.22, the differentiation of the main 
competing products are presented. The companies under TWICO's management are: 
1. FIEREBOARDS AFRICA LTD.: this company is situated in Arusha and produces 

hardboard since 1973. The capacity is 8,000 tons per annum. 1t also produces soft 
sawn timber, transmission poles, and tongued and grooved panels. The average 
capacity utilization of hardboard (1988-1992) is 64%; 

2. TEMBO CHIPBOARD LTD.: this company operates as an integrated sawmill. The 
chipboards plant has a capacity of 14,000m3 sawn timber and 7,000m3 chipboard per 
annum. 1t is located in Mkubara. This company is almost bankropt Probably due to 
the unfavourable location, bad management, and the average capacity utilization of 
(1988-1992) 45%; 

3. SIKH SAWMILL (T) LTD.: this company is one of the oldest in the group dating 
back to 1949. It produces a variety of woodwork items of which the main ones are 
plywood, blockboards, flushdoors, and Muhunu flooring strips. It is located in Tanga 
close to the Tanga Harbour. The capacity of plywood is 7,000m3 per annum. The 
average capacity utilization (1988-1992) is 18%; 

4. KILIMANJARO TIMBER UTILIZATION CO. LTD., MKATA SAWMILL LTD., 
TABORA MSITU PRODUCTS LTD., SAO HILL SAWMILL LTD., MINGOYO 
SAWMILL LTD., IMARA WOOD PRODUCTS CO. LTD. GIRAFFE EXTRACT 
CO. LTD., TANSCAN TIMBER COMPANY LTD.: these companies produce 
mainly products other than wood-based panels, like poles, sawn timber, etcetera. 

Tembo Chipboard is almost bankroptand the plywood manufacturer Sikh Sawmill is faced 
with a very low average capacity utilization. lt will therefore he very difficult for the 
Tanzanian Gaverrunent to transfer these companies into private-owned firms. Also because 
of international pressure not to use hard wood or timber as building materiaL Another 
threat is that the gaverrunent itself is preparing regulation conceming the fire-resistance of 
building materials181

• 

The individual companies in the group do their own marketing and perform all sales 
functions by themselves, both in the dornestic and export markets. TWICO Head Office 
provide intelligence, research, documentation for Export, and receiving and forwarding 
orders to the subsidiary companies. TWICO as an institute will disappear, if the firms 
under management will become private owned. The group operates distribution channels of 
a combination ranging from direct sales, dealership, and agents. The export markets are 
largely through agents. The sales of the relevant TWICO parts is presented. It shows that 
there is an increase of sales. But that is not true. Increases are due to devaluation of money 

181 Registar of the National Board of Architects, Building Contractor, and Quantity Surveyors. 
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and inflation. 

Table V.20, TWICO Group Sales 

Sales *1,000/= 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

1. Fibreboards Africa Ltd. 259,274 307,557 532,346 639,488 834,413 
2. Tembo Chipboards Ltd. 155,774 234,072 308,684 402,551 313,406 
3. Sikh Saw Mills Ltd. 167,286 202,319 265,921 330,287 453,124 
4. Other Group Memhers +636,025 +844,801 +1,147,801 +1,197,133 +1,230,121 

Total 1,218,359 1,588,749 2,284,752 2,569,459 2,831,064 

In table V.21, the sales forecast estimated by TWICO is presented. The TWICO forecast 
differs from the forecast made in this report, see chapter V, paragraph 2.2 Forecast of the 

Table V.21, Local Demand Projection for Wooden Products 

Product 1994 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 

1. Plywood m3 7,172 7,459 9,075 11,483 13,970 16,195 18,774 
2. Hardboard M.T. 6,846 7,120 8,662 10,539 12,822 14,865 17,232 
3. Chipboard m3 8,587 8,930 10,865 13,219 16,083 18,645 21,615 
4. Blockboards m3 3,752 3,902 4,747 5,776 7,027 8,147 9,444 
5. Flushdoors PCS 64,525 67,106 81,645 99,333 120,854 140,103 162,418 

market demand. The forecast prepared states that in 2010 the following amount of waoden 
based panels are required: 
1. Plywood: Om3

; 

2. Hardboard: 5,000 metric tonnes; 
3. Chipboard: 2,000m3

• 

The plywood and chipboard manufacturers are faced with serious continuity problems. The 
hardboard manufacture has the best opportunity to survive on the changing market It is 
expected that gaps will be filled by foreign suppliers. The author was not able to figure out 
which foreign companies manufacture the imported products. lt is estimated that in 1991 
eighteen percent of the total demand is imported. Most imported products are from Europe, 
India, and South Africa. 

ENTRY AND MOBILITY BARRIERS 

TGP is free to enter the market It is therefore easy to establish a gypsum products 
company. The major entry harriers are: 
1. high capital requirements: 
2. economies of scale; 
3. scarce locations and size of country; 
4. availability raw materials, factory supplies, spare parts, and natural resources; 
5. a few distributors, and high distribution costs; 
6. cyclical movementsof the economy, and high inflation rate. 
Mobility harriers are low. 1t is easy to manufacture other gypsum productsin ordertoenter 
more attractive market segments. 
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EXIT AND SHRINKAGE HARRIERS 

Exit harriers are medium. Buildings and land have the highest contrihution to the total 
fixed investment costs182

• The chosen machinery and cars can easily he sold. The legal 
ohligations to customers, creditors, and employees are low. The emotional harriers will he 
high. Shrinkage harriers are high due to economies of scale and the high contrihution of 
huildings to the total fixed investment. 

Table 22, Differentiation Competing Products 

Hardboard Plywood Chipboard 

Density ±950 kg/m3 ±800 kg/m3 ±630 kg/m3 

Locally Produced 4mm*4'*8' 3,800/= 3mm*4'*8' 3,500/= 8mm*4'*8' 7,300/= 
Dimensions and Price 6mm*4'*8' 8,500/= 

9mm*4'*8' 12,000/= 
12mm*4'*8' 14,000/= 

Imported Dimensions and Kenya: Kenya: Kenya: 
Price 3.2mm*3'*6' 3,750/= 3mm*4'*8' 3,800/= 4mm*4'*8' 3,800/= 

3.2mm*4'*8' 5,500/= 6mm*4'*8' 9,500/= 8mm*4'*8' 7,800/= 
4mm*3'*6' 4,500/= 9mm*4'*8' 14,500/= 12mm*4'*8' 15,500/= 
4mm*4'*8' 6,600/= 12mm*4'*8' 18,000/= 13mm*4'*8' 17,000/= 

6.5mm*3'*6' 6,000/= 18mm*4'*8' 26,500/= 16mm*4'*8' 17,500/= 
6.5mm*4'*8' 11,500/= 19mm*4'*8' 18,000/= 

22mm*4'*8' 19,000/= 

Chipboard from South 
Africa is on an average 
3,500/= more expensive 

Differentiation Painted Kenya, 8mm*4'*8': 
Coated on both sides Plain 8,000/= 

Laminated White 10,500/= 
Decorates 8,500/= 

Embossed 12,000/= 

Blockboard Softboard Gypsum Plasterboard 

Price and Dimensions Local: Loc al: South Africa: 
20mm*4'*8' 22,000/= 112'*4'*8' 18,000/= 12mm*8'*4' 26,000/= 
25mm*4'*8' 24,000/= Imported: 

13mm*4'*8' 14,500/= 

Retail Pnces er p p tece. Pnces November 1995. Based on: Dar es Salaam Glass \ orks Ltd.; Kt o a Traders; y y 
Omar Store; Peki Entreprises; and N.H.R. Chaglani Ltd. 

THE THREAT OF HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL INTEGRATION 

The threat of vertical integration is low. The production process of for example wood
hased products differ a lot compared with the one of gypsum hased products. The 
horizontal threat is high. lt is not difficult for manufacturers of Plaster of Paris to start 
producing other gypsum products, like gypsum plasterhoards, hlocks, and omaments. 

182 See Part 11: Pre-feasibility study to a gypsum plasterboard factory in Tanzania. 
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GLOBAL REACH 

Factories selling Plaster of Paris, Gypsum Plasterboards, and blocks do not have a high 
global reach. Companies in global industries need to compete on a global basis if they are 
to achleve economies of scale and keep up with the latest ad vances in technology. Building 
materials have a low weight-to-value ratio. Local produced products are therefore most of 
the times cheaper than imported products. 

3.3 
DESCRIPTION COMPETING PRODUCTS 

lt is important to describe specifications of competing products. It can he done with the 
methods described in chapter IV, definition of product specification. In this chapter, three 
methods were described, namely: 
1. The product specifications can he bought from several institutions, like Tanzania 

Bureau of Statistics, British Standard Institution, etcetera; 
2. Product specifications can he prepared using the check-list of Maas and Bollen; 
3. And product specifications can he prepared basedon the shortened procedure. 
lt is chosen to use the shortened procedure. Nevertheless, due to lack of time, only the 
differentiation, dimensions, price, and density of the competing products are presented in 
table V.22. One product is not mentioned and that is Plaster of Paris. lt is sold in bags of 
25 up to 50 killogrammes. Locally produced PoP costs 80-120/=, and imported 260-300/= 
per kilogramme183

• 

183 Prices November 1995. 
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4 
MARKETING RESEARCH INTO THE SUPPL Y SIDE 
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4.1 
SUPPLY SIDE IN GENERAL 

This conceptual item should help to gain insight in the specifications of supplies required. 
The supplies consist of several elements, namely: 
1. financial resources; 
2. natural resources, spare parts, and semi-manufactured articles; 
3. the purchasing power of the company with respect to suppliers; 
4. suppliers of infrastructure services: restrictions regarding electricity, fuel, etcetera; 
5. suppliers of know-how, technology, and machinery; 
6. human resources; 
7. suppliers of marketing instruments. 

In order to estimate the requirements of materials and supplies during future operatien of 
the plant, such requirements should be identified, analysed and specified, both 
quantitatively and qualitatively. In carrying out this work, consideration must be given to a 
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number of socio-economie, financial, 
influence on the types quantities and 
following 184

: 

and technica! factors that could have a strong 
qualities of the project inputs., in particular the 

1. Socio-economie factors: social and cultural environment, 
. . 

socio-economie 
infrastructure; 

2. Commercial and financial factors: project size, skill and productivity of the Iabour 
force, market demands regarding product quality, product mix, competition for 
materials, supplies and services; 

3. Technica[ factors: type of industry, technology and production process, type of 
machinery, production capacity, and estimated production. 

Point one is dealt with in paragraph 1 of this chapter. Chapter 111, and paragraph 2 of 
chapter V deal partly with point 2. Most of the technica! factors will he dealt with in part 
11, pre-feasibility study to a gypsum plasterboard factory. 

1t is important to prepare the product specifications of every supply. lt can he clone with 
the methods demonstrated in chapter 111, product specifications. 1t will not he done in this 
study, but should he clone if one wants to establish a manufacturing company. lt is chosen 
to give a brief description of the main supply elements. lt is decided to give only an 
extended description of the most important raw-material, namely natura! gypsum. 
Reliability of suppliers should also he assessed. lt can he clone by gaining information 
from embassies, Tanzania Chamber of Commerce, and Ministry of lndustry, Trade, and 
Commerce. lt is notclone in this study. 

4.2 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SUPPLIES REQUIRED 

FINANClAL AND INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES 
As mentioned before, there is a shortage of capita! which results in high interest rates. Fuel 
and electricity are expensive. The voltage is not constant and factorles are faced with 
power erratic. Transportation of local mined coal takes a lot of time and is also very 
expensive. There is a shortage of water. Some parts of the Dar es Salaam region are 
connected to a water pipeline. Almost all infrastructure services are delivered by state
owned companies. Where possible, it is advisable to have 3 to 6 month of raw materials 
and factory supplies in stock. The roads are bad. 6% of all roads in Tanzania are made of 
asphalt. 

SUPPLIERS OF KNOW-HOW, TECHNOLOGY, AND MACHINERY 
There are some suppliers of know-how, technology, and machinery185 present in Tanzania. 
They are described in chapter V, marketing research into the socio-economie si de 
(paragraph 1.4). 

184 UNID0-1991, pp. 111-112. 

185 See Part 11: A pre-feasibility study toa Gypsum Plasterboard Factory. 
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HUMAN RESOURCES 

There are a lot of unskilled employees available in Tanzania. Technica! skilied and 
management employees are scarce186

• 

MARKETING INSTRUMENTS 

There are some marketing instruments in Tanzania available, like newspapers, magazines, 
radio, billboards, and television. lt will he dealt with in chapter VII (see paragraph 1). 

NATURAL RESOURCES, SPARE PARTS, AND SEMI-MANUFACTURED ARTICLES 

Natura! Resources and semi-manufactured articles required are paper, processed water, 
sisal-fibre, vegetable oil, glue, and natura! gypsum. lt is of major importance that a 
company determines the optimum amount of resources in stock Not because of cost 
reduction, but because of availability problems. lt is necessary to have at least 3 to 12 
month of resources in stock187

• Per type of machinery, it must he determined which spare 
parts are required. lt is also important that a company has enough spare-parts with low
life-cycle in stock188

• 

4.3 
EXTENDED DESCRIPTION OF NATURAL GYPSUM 

In this paragraph, an extended description will he presented concerning the main natura! 
resource gypsum. In chapter III 'product specification', the chemica! structure of natura!, 
imported, and chemica! gypsum is described. This paragraph deals with accessibility, 
reserves, availability, purity, total costs, and location. 

LOCATION OF NATURAL ÜYPSUM DEPOSITS 

lf one wants to start a factory to manufacture gypsum products, it is necessary to assess 
which gypsum deposit will become the main supplier. In this paragraph, several natura! 
gypsum deposits will he described and compared. This comparison is based on five 
aspects. To each aspect, a weight factor will he subscribed. After this subscription, the 
different deposits are ranked based on their score to one of the five aspects. 

In appendix VIII, characteristics of ten gypsum deposits are summarized. The deposits 
must he ordered from less to most important supplying areas. This will he based upon the 
following aspects: 
1. Accessibility (0.28): this aspect deals with the fact whether it is easy to transport the 

gypsum from the gypsum deposit to Dar es Salaam. Dar es Salaam is chosen because 
most of the customers are established here; 

186 See chapter V, Marketing Research into the Socio-economie Side, pp. 56-57. 

187 See for more details: Dijk, Jan W., Part IJ: Dijk, A pre-feasibility study of a gypsum plasterboard 
factory. 

188 See for more details: Dijk, Jan W., Part IJ: Dijk, A pre-feasibility study of a gypsum plasterboard 
factory. 
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2. Total Casts Natura! Resource (0.25): Table V.23 189 presents the costs of natural 
gypsum per batch and/or tonne. Batches are 40 tonnes, representing the capacity of 
one rail-way-wagon. Figures of mining, loading into trucks, haulage to railhead, 
loading into rail wagons, and haulage by rail where obtained from TIRDO. The costs 
of transport are presented in table V .23; 

Table V.23, Costs Raw Gypsum at Station Dar es Salaam. 

Activity (batch of 40 
Costs Costs 

Costs Costs Costs 
Tsh/Batch Tsh/Batch 

tonnes, one rail way Means Used 
Manyoni/ Mkomazi 

Tshjbatch Tsh/Batch Tsh/Batch 
wagon) 

Itigi district 
Makanya Msagali Mbeya 

Mining Manual 50,000 50,000 50,000 

Loading into trucks Manual } 400,000 40,000 40,000 } 400,000 40,000 

Haulage to rail head Motor Trucks 170,000 200,000 250,000 

Loading into rail 
Manual 

80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 
wagons 

Haulage by rail 
Rail wagons 

600,000 225,000 247,000 400,000 500,000 
(DsM) 

Weighing, Using 
administration, Profit re gistered 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
margin capacity truck 

Loading into trucks Manual 80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 

Other - 75,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 

Total Costs at DsM (Tshfbatch) 1,255,000 740,000 792,000 1,055,000 1,145,000 

Total Costs at DsM (Tshftonne) 31,400 18,500 19,800 26,400 27,400 

3. Actual Minedat this Moment (0.20): wether a gypsum deposit is currently mined or 
not; 

4. Purity (0.15): The quality of the gypsum is also presented in the in appendix VIII190 

(pp. XXIII-XXIV). Tests should give more detailed information of appropriateness of 
natural gypsum for the production of building materials. Investigations at the Central 
Building Research Institute Roorkee have shown that gypsum of purity as low as 
75% can he used for the manufacture of plasterboards compiling with Australian 

189 These costs are based on data obtained from: Ganyara, Mathias, A.L.L; Kimambo, R.H., p. 184; 
Tanzania Railway Cooperation; S.l. Kishimbo; and offerte placed by a Transport Company, Driving for Tanzania 
Cement Company Ltd. lt is stated by TIRDO that transportation with a double heavy weight truck is slightly 
cheaper than by train. Figures are gathered to investigate the cost price for transport by road. Both figures to 
assess transport by third parties and with own transport. Comparison will be done later. 

19° Kimambo, R.H., p. 185. 
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Standard Specification A.S. Nos. A-44-1950, CA-20-1950191
. The British Standards 

BS 1191 sets purity requirements on 70%. All deposits fulfill to this British Standard 
restriction. Only of 7 deposits, the purity is known; 

5. Reserves (0.12): Reserves will be presented in tonnes. Only of 6 deposits is the 
amount of natural gypsum reserves known. 

Per aspects, the gypsum deposit must be ranked in order of most favourable. A rank
number between 1 to 10 will be subsenbed to each deposit. Por example, natural gypsum 

Table V.25, Weight Factor Analysis 

Aspect Total Costs Accessibility Actual Mined Purity Reserves Total 
(Weight (0.25) (0.28) (0.20) (0.15) (0.12) 
Factor) 

Wf Mul Wf Mul Wf Mul Wf Mul Wf Mul Sum 

1. Makanya 5 1.25 8.5 2.38 8 1.60 1.5 0.23 6 0.72 6.18 

2. Mkomazi 6 1.50 8.5 2.38 8 1.60 4 0.60 3 0.36 6.44 

3. ltigi 1 0.25 8.5 2.38 8 1.60 4 0.60 1 0.12 4.95 

4. Msagali 4 1.00 8.5 2.38 8 1.60 1.5 0.23 2 0.24 5.45 

5. Mkomore - - 3 0.84 3 0.60 4 0.60 - - 2.04 

6. Mbaru - - 4 1.12 8 1.60 6 0.9 4 0.48 4.10 

7. Pindori - - 1 0.28 3 0.60 7 1.05 5 0.6 2.53 

8. Mtugu - - 2 0.56 3 0.60 - - - - 1.16 

9. Songwe 2.5 0.63 5.5 1.54 3 0.60 - - - - 2.77 

10. Chunya 2.5 0.63 5.5 1.54 3 0.60 - - - - 2.77 

from Mkomazi which has the lowest total costs will get 10 points. While the gypsum from 
ltigi which is more expensive will therefore be represented by a lower rank-number. After 
ranking, the weight factor of each aspect will be multiplied by the rank-number of a 
deposit. Two types of resources are used. Information obtained from Kimambo and from 
TIRDO Kimambo is less optimistic than TIRDO about the purity of the deposits. Therefore 
it is chosen to use his outcomes. Kimambo stated in his hook that the occurrences and 
suitability of gypsum in Tanzania provide a promising future development of this industry. 
Summarization can be found in appendix VIII. 

In table V.25, Weight Factor Analysis of is presented. The weight factors are set arbitrary. 
lt is stated that total costs and accessibility are the most important aspects, so a higher 
weight factor is subscribed192

• Por example, if accessibility to a deposit is low, the supply 

191 Taneja, C.A., Kausish, J.P., e.a. Project Proposal No. 55 -Gypsum Kettie and Plasterboards (Roorkee, 
U.P., India: Central Building Research Institute), p. 5. 

192 See Chapter I, The constraints and problems influencing starting and existing enterprises in the 
building materials sector in Tanzania, 6-9. 
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of natural gypsum will he seriously endangered. Therefore, it has a weight of 0.28. Total 
cost of gypsum per deposit has also a high weight factor namely 0.25. The aspect 'Actual 
Mined' has a weight of 0.20. lf a deposit is mined, it will he more likely to get supplies. 
Purity has a lower weight value, namely 0.15. Every deposit fulfill to the minimum purity 
required to produce gypsum plasterboards as set by the British Standards. Reserves has the 
lowest weight factor, namely 0.12, at this moment it is of less importance. ft is a pity that 
variables of environmental impact assessment, like pollution and waste effects, are not 
included. A lot of care for the natura[ environment must be taken, while mining the 
deposit. The weight factors are assigned to the different aspects. After the assignment, the 
weight factors of each deposit are multiplied with the rank-number. The outcomes are 
presented in column 'Mul'. All 'Muis' per deposit are added up and presented in column 
'Total Sum'. 

According to TIRDO, best gypsum is coming from OXMAC mines in ltigi193
, Mkomazi, 

and Mbaru, and Pindori. One of the companies responsible for mining is Mining 
Organization ltigi Gypsum Department, Mbagala. After washing, the purity of ltigi gypsum 
amounts 90% or more194

• The Itigi mining place has an enormous gypsum reserve. There 
are two layers. The first layer consists of gypsum of 60 to 80% purity, the so-called 
concrete gypsum. lt is called this way, because it is often used by cement factories. The 
bottorn layer has a purity of 80 to 90%, hospita! gypsum. The chemical gypsum is not 
appropriate because of high radiation. 

The concluding remarks are as follows. Both northem Tanzania deposits Mkomazi, and 
Makanya are most favourable. But care must he taken. In the first place, the natural 
gypsum must he tested, if it is usabie for the production of plasterboards. Second, the 
cement industry is the main competitor in the purchase of the natural gypsum. Therefore, 
the capacity of the mining efforts and the reliability of supply must he investigated in 
detail. The central deposits, Msagali and Itigi are second best. The transport costs are very 
high, and it seems that the Itigi mine is almost exhausted. Mining capacity and reliability 
of supply per deposit must he investigated. Besides that, more purity and quality tests have 
to he done. The Southem deposits have the lowest score and are at this moment not of any 
use. 

193 Kimambo states that Itigi in Manyoni district is exhausted, pp. 367-368. 

194 Ganyara, Matbias A.L.L.,TIRDO. 
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1. 
PORMULATION OF A BUSINESS STRATEGY IN GENERAL 

Figure Vl.l presents the sequence of business strategy formulation. lt is executed in four 
steps and partly based on Kotler195

• The 
steps to he taken are as follows: 
1. Pormulation Business Mission; 
2. External and Internat Environment 

Analysis; 
3. 
4. 

Goal Formulation; 
Strategy Formulation. 

In the previous chapters, the business 
philosophy and mtsston, the socio
economie side, the demand side, the 
competition side, and the supply side are 
identified and described. The obtained 
data will he used as input for the internat 

Mission 

I Socio-economie l r-i);;;;~-~dll--u;;;;p~titi;~11 Supply Î 
1 Side __ ___ __ J i Side ~de [ Side 

l 
I External and lnternal Environment Analysis I 

l 
l Goal Pormulation I 

l 
I Strategy Pormulation I 

Figure Vl.l, Pormulation of a Business Strategy 

and external environment analysis. The conclusions of this analysis farm the basis of the 

195 Kotler-1994, p. 79. 
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formulation of business and marketing objectives. The business goals are supported by the 
business strategy. 

1.1 
INTERNALAND EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS 

The extemal environment analysis consists of monitoring the opportunities and threats of 
each environmental side. The intemal environment analysis consists of the 
strengths/weaknesses analysis. 

0PPORTUNITY AND THREAT ANALYSIS IN GENERAL 

A major purpose of environmental scanning is to discem new opportunities. A marketing 
opportunity is an area of need in which a company can perform profitably. Opportunities 
can be listed and classified according to their attractiveness and success probability. The 
campany's success probability depends on whether its business strengths not only match 
the key success requirements for operating in the target market but also exceed those of its 
competitors. More competence does not constitute a competitive advantage. The best
performing company will be the one that can generate the greatest customer delivered 
value196 and sustain it over time. Opportunities can be categorized in figures like VI.2, the 
opportunity matrix. The opportunities in the lower-right are too minor to consider. The 
opportunities in the upper-right cell and lower-left cell should be monitored in the event 
that any of them improve in their attractiveness and success probability197

• 

Some developments in the four sides of the extemal environment represents threats. An 
environmental threat is a challenge posed 
by an unfavourable trend or development 
that would lead, in the absence of 
defensive marketing action, to sales or 
profit deterioration. Threats must be 
classified to their senousness and 
probability of occurrence. Threats can be 
presented in a figure like Vl.2, the threat 
matrix. The threats in the upper-left cell 
are major threats, sirree they can seriously 
hurt the company and have a high 
probability of occurrence. For these 
threats, the company needs to prepare 
plans that spell out what changes the 

Opportunity Matrix 

Success Probability 

High Low 

j 1---: --+---~---1 
High 

Low 

Threat Matrix 

Probability cl Occurrence 

High Low 

1 2 (/l 
(1) .., 

----+-----1 ~-
::l 
&!: 

3 4 Cf> 

Figure Vl.2, Opportunity and Threat Matrix 

company can make before or during the threat's occurrence. The threats in the lower-right 
cell are very minor and can be ignored. The threats in the upper-right and lower-left cells 
do not require planning but need to be carefully monitored in the event they grow more 

196 See for more detailschapter V, paragraph 2.3, Statement of the customer delivered value, pp. 70-84. 

197 Kotler-1994, p. 80. 
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critical198
• 

By assembling a picture of major threats and opportunities facing a specific business, it is 
possible to characterize its overall attractiveness. Four outcomes are possible: 
1. Anideal business is high in major opportunities and low in major threats; 
2. A speculative business is high in both major opportunities and threats; 
3. A mature business is low in major opportunities and threats; 
4. Finally, a troubled business is low in opportunities and high in threats. 

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES ANALYSIS IN GENERAL 

lt is one thing to discem attractive opportunities in the environment; it is another to have 
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the necessary competencies to succeed in 
these opportunities. Each business needs 
to evaluate its strengths and weaknesses 
periodically. This can he done by using a 
form as shown in figure VI.3. 
Management -or an outside consultant
reviews the business's marketing, 
financial, manufacturing, and 
organizational competencies. Each factor 
is rated as to whether it is a major 
strength, minor strength, neutral factor, 
minor weakness, or major weakness. A 
company with strong marketing 
capability would show up with marketing 
factors all rated as major strengths. By 
connecting the ratings vertically for a 
specific business, it can easily profile the 
business's major strengths and 
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gloat about all of its strengths. The big 
question is whether the business should 
limit itself to those opportunities where it 
now possesses the required strengths or 
should consider better opportunities 
where it might have to acquire or 

Figure VI.3, Form to Evaluate Strengtbs and Weaknesses 

develop certain strengths199
. George Stalk, a leading Boston Consultant Group 

198 Kotler-1994, p. 81. 

199 Kotler-1994, pp. 81-82. 
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Consultant200
, suggests that winning companies are those which have achieved superior in

company capabilities, not just core competencies. Every company must manage some basic 
processes, such as new-product realization, raw-materials to finished products, sales leads 
to orders, customer orders to cash realization, customer problems to resolution time, and so 
on. Each process creates value and each process requires interdepartmental teamwork. 

1.2 
PORMULATION OF BUSINESS AND MARKETING GOALS 

After a company has defined its mission and examined its internal and external 
environment, it can preeeed to develop specific objectives and goals for the planning 
period. This is the so-called goal formulation stage. Goals should he formulated201

: 

1. Hierarchically: the objectives should he arranged, from most to least important; 
2. Quantitative and Measurable: turning objectives into measurable goals, facilities 

management planning, implementation, and control; 
3. Specific to Magnitude and Time: this will result into reliability through time; 
4. Realistic: the levels should arise from analysis of the opportunities and strengths, not 

from wishful thinking; 
5. Consistent: when goals are not consistent, there will he confusion; 
6. Feasible: determination whether the goals are within the physical, human, and 

financial resources. 

1.3 
PORMULATION OF BUSINESS AND MARKETING STRATEGY 

After formulating the cernpany's mission, the internal and external environment, and goals, 
it is important to define the strategy to obtain the goals set. Pormulating a strategy in 
emerging industries, the entrepreneur must cope with uncertainty and risk of a specific 
period of an industry's development. The rules of the competitive game are largely 
undefined, the structure of the industry unsettled and probably changing, and competitors 
hard to diagnose202

• According to Andrews, a corporate strategy must include the following 
elements: 
1. opportunity and risk; 
2. the cernpany's material, technica!, financial, and managerial resources; 
3. personal values and aspirations of senior management; 
4. acknowledgement of non-economie responsibility to society; 
5. allocation. 

200 Stalk George, Evans Philip, Schulman Lawrence E. Competing Capabilities: The new rules of 
corporate strategy (Harvard: Harvard Business Review, March-April 1992), pp. 57-69. 

201 Based on: Kotler-1994, pp. 83-84. And Bij, J.D. van der, Mulder F.A Inleiding Kwaliteits Management 

"Reader No 1351" (Eindhoven: University of Technology Eindhoven, November 1992), Chapter, Organisatie van 
de Kwaliteitszorg. 

202 Mintzberg-1991, pp. 614-615. 
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The emerging phase of an industry's development is probably the period when the strategie 
degrees of freedom are the greatest and when the leverage from good strategie choices is 
the highest in determining performance. Although one can list many types of strategies, 
Michael Porter has condensed them into three generic types that provide a good starting 
point for strategie thinking203

: 

1. Overall Cost Leadership: here the business works hard to achieve the lowest 
production and distribution costs, so that it can price lower than its competitors and 
win a large market share. Firms pursuing this strategy must be good at engineering, 
purchasing, manufacturing, and physical distribution and need less skill in marketing; 

2. Differentiation: here the business concentrates on achieving superior performance in 
an important customer benefit area valued by a large part of the market lt can strive 
to be the service leader, the quality leader, the style leader, the technology leader, 
and so on. But is hardly possible to be all of these things. The firm cultivates those 
strengths that will give it a competitive advantage in one or more benefits; 

3. Focus: here the business focuses on one or more narrow market segments rather than 
going after a large market The firm gets to know the needs of these segments and 
pursues either cost leadership or a form of differentiation than going after a large 
market The firm gets to know the needs of these segments and pursues either cost 
leadership or a form of differentiation within the target segment. 

A lot of different types of strategies are described in the literature. lt is not the purpose of 
this research to describe all type of strategies204

• During strategy formulation, the author 
will take in consider the elements determining a corporate strategy (Andrews) and a choice 
will bemadebetween the three generic strategiesof Porter. Besides that a broad marketing 
strategy will be presented based on a list presented by Kotler205

• This list includes the 
elements: target market; positioning; product line; price; distribution outlets; salesforce; 
service; advertising; sales promotion; research and development; marketing research. 

2 
PORMULATION OF A BUSINESS STRATEGY 
POR TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

2.1 
INTERN AL AND EXTERN AL ENVIRONMENT ANAL YSIS 

FOR TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS 
In figure VI.4, the opportunity matrix of Tanzania Gypsum Products Ltd. is presented. One 

203 Based on: Porter, M.E., Competitive Strategy: Techniques for Analysing Industries and Competitors 
(New York: Free Press, 1980), chapter 2. 

204 For readings on strategie planning, see: Mintzberg Henry, Quinn James B. The Strategy Process -
concepts, contexts, and cases (New York: Prentice-Hall International Editions, 1991) 

205 Kotler-1994, pp. 108-109. 
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of the main opportunitles is that the demand to safe and cheap building materials will 
increase. This is due to the enormous population growth, and the growth of the national 
economy. An advantage is that no local entrepreneurs that manufacture gypsum products 
are active on the Tanzanian market It is expected that the demand for partition wall and 
ceiling panels will increase with 0.3-0.5% annually. Another opportunity of local 
production of gypsum products is that the global reach of foreign manufacturers is limited 
by the high-weightflow-value-ratio. This means that the transport costs heavily contribute 
to the cost of product sold. Other opportunities are that the factory does not require 
imported inputs and only needs a small market share to become feasible. 

Opportunity Matrix 

Success Probability 

High Low 

1 2 High 

3 4 Low 

Competition Side 
3. Competitive advantage due to 

a high weight/cost ratio 

Socio-Economie Side 
1. Demand to cheap and safe building 

materials will increase 
2. Regulation conceming usage of wood 

in the building industry 
4. Development of a free-market 

Supply Side 
2. U sage of local technology 
2. U sage local supplies 
4. Usage local services 

Demand Side 
1. Development of a high customer delivered value 
2. Gypsum products will substitute the 

decrease in sales of plywood and chipboard 
2. TGP needs a small market share 
3. TGP introduces a new range of products 

Figure Vl.4, Opportunity Matrix Tanzania Gypsum Products Ltd. 

The main threats are presented in figure VI.5. The most occurring threats caused by the 
socio-economie environment are the high relative humidity, the high interest rates, and the 
fluctuation of the national economy. Also threatening are the low entry and mobility 
harriers. Foreign and local entrepreneurs can easily enter TGP's target market And existing 
manufacturers or importers can decrease prices and increase the availability of the 
products. The customer delivered value206 of competing products will then increase. 

The to be penetrated business can be seen as a speculative to troubled business. This 
means that the attractiveness of the opportunities is in between low and high. This, because 
no local manufacturers of gypsum building materials are present on the Tanzanian market 
The seriousness of the threats is considered high because of the unfriendly entrepreneurlal 
elimate in Tanzania. But this is the case for all Tanzanian entrepreneurs. 

206 See for more detailschapter V, paragraph 2.3, Statement of the customer delivered value, pp. 82-84. 
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Threat Matrix 
Demand Side Probability of Occurrence 
2. New foreign entrants 
4. Contractors are not willing to learn to use the product 
4. Competitors have a higher customer delivered value 
4. Demand decreases 

High Low 

Supply Side 
1. Problems concerning availability supplies 
2. Quality input does not reach specifications 
3. Expensive transport costs and increasing cost 
4. Supplies have to be imported 

Socio-economie Side 
1. Weather condition, high relative humidity 
2. Problems caused by high interest rates 

and credit availability 
2. Problems caused by cyclical movements 

economy and inflation 

High 1 2 

Low 3 4 

Competition Side 
2. Low entry/mobility harriers 
2. Competitors dump products 
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4. Undermining liberalization programmes 
and governmental policies 

3. Government puts foreign products in favour 
4. Government subsidizes TWICO 

Figure VI.5, Threat Matrix Tanzania Gypsurn Products Ltd 

STRENGTH AND WEAKNESSES 

George Stalk207 suggests that winning companies should at least manage some basic 
processes, like new-product realization, raw-materials to finished products, etcetera. In 
Tanzania, it is very difficult to manage these basic processes. In general, these processes 
are frustrated by: 
1. lack of knowledge regarding natura[ resources, processes, and production 

technology; 
2. having na insight in the actual demand and supply; 
3. production failures and snags, like: scarcity raw-materials, factory supplies, spare 

parts, fuel, and machinery; power interruptions; lack of skilied personnel; competition 
problems conceming substitute problems; 

4. government constraints and policies; 
5. lack of capita[ and high interest rates. 
A Tanzanian company can imprave its strengths, if it is able to cope with these problems. 

It is very difficult to assess strengths and weaknesses of a company that does not exist yet. 
In the previous paragraph, a form is presented to evaluate strengths and weaknesses. It is 
chosen that only the relative importance of the different business competencies like 
marketing, financial, manufacturing, and organizational will he filled in. After a year of 
production, TGP can evaluate its performance. In figure VI.6, the relative importance of 
the different competencies of TGP are stated. In other words the required scope of 
importance of some basic processes of TGP are presented. 

207 Stalk George-1992, pp. 57-69. 
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2.2 
FORMULA TION OF BUSINESS AND MARKETING GOALS 

FOR TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

As mentioned before the goals must he set hierarchical, quantitative, and measurable. The 
author decided that the market share 
objectives are of most importance. The 
sales objectives come second. The goals 
will he set specific to time and 
magnitude. And of course realistic. The 
feasibility of the goals is tested in the 
pre-feasibility study. The following goals 
are formulated: 
1. Market share objective: in year 

2003 the overall market share of 
gypsum plasterboard type I will he 
2.0-4.0% and type II will become 
0.3-0.6%. The market share of 
gypsum blocks will he 0.3-0.4%; 

2. Market share growth: between 1998 
and 2002, the overall market share 
of TOP will grow on an average of 
7-10% annually; 

3. Sales Objectives: in year 2003, TOP 
will sell respectively 30,000 and 
16,000 plasterboards type I and II 
and 9,000 s.qm blocks; 

4. Annual rate of return: eam an 
annual rate of return on investments 
of 15% in 2001; 

5. Retained Profit Objectives: in 2001, 
TOP will have a retained profit 
exceeding 0. 

2.3 
PORMULATION OF A BUSINESS STRATEGY 

FOR TANZANIA ÜYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 
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Figure VI.6, Relative Importance Business's 
Competencies of Tanzanian Gypsum 
Products Ltd. 

Tanzania gypsum products will focus on one or more narrow market segments rather than 
going after the whole market. The focus will he on the partition wall and ceiling panels 
market. It includes gypsum blocks for partition purposes. The production of gypsum 
omaments is optional for the future. TOP will get to know the needs of these segments and 
focus on the target segment. 
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The marketing strategy is presented in the following list: 
1. target market: building contractors and architects of class IV208 and higher who 

construct partition walls and ceilings; 
2. positioning: a fire-resistant and high quality way of constructing partition walls and 

ceilings; 
3. product line: Plaster of Paris, gypsum blocks, and gypsum plasterboards of two 

types; 
4. price: price below imported products, and as high as 12mm*4'*8' (or 12mm*2'*4') 

plywood and hardboard. This strategy will increase the customer delivered value of 
gypsum products; 

5. distribution outlets: heavy in selling at the factory gate or delivering at site. Some 
effort will be taken to penetrate hardware shops market It is decided just to focus on 
a few customers. In this way the product will always be available. The customer 
delivered value will increase; 

6. salesforce: a sales force that visits building contractors and architects regularly, once 
or twice a year. And visits other customers, like hardware shops and wholesalers of 
building materials; 

7. service: training of customers in usage and maintenance. Offering a package deal, 
like system building and subcontracting. In this way the customer delivered value of 
the products will increase; 

8. advertising: development of an advertising campaign emphasizing the name of the 
company. Instruments are newspapers, joumals, and periodicals. Advertising 
campaigns should increase image; 

9. safes promotion: trade-shows and demonstrations; 
10. research and development: development of better quality products increases customer 

delivered value. And the development of omaments and other gypsum related 
products; 

11. marketing research into the Jour sides209 of a campany's environment: for example, 
administration of sales, forecasting the demand, socio-economie developments, and 
analysis of competitors. The primary task is gaining insight in actual demand and 
supply; 

12. input: guarding availability and quality of inputs. Assessment of optimal stock of raw 
materials, spare parts, and factory supplies. 

In fact, a lot of wild guesses are made because the company is not ex1stmg yet. In 
developing the strategy, the manager needs to discuss the strategy with the purchasing and 
manufacturing people to make sure they are able to buy enough material and produce 
enough units to meet the targeted sales-volume levels, the sales manager to obtain the 
planned salesforce support, and financial officer to make sure enough advertising and 
promotion funds will be available. It is not possible to execute above mentioned procedure, 
if a company is not established yet. 

208 See for more details chapter lil, paragraph 1.3, Market-segment scope, pp. 29-33. 

209 See for executing chapter V, Marketing research on the company's environment, pp. 45-96. 
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CHAPTER VII 
MARKETING PLANNING AND INSTRUMENTS 
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1 
MARKETING PLANNING AND INSTRUMENTSIN GENERAL 

1.1 
MARKETING INSTRUMENTS 

The marketing instruments have to improve or support the customer delivered value of 
products. Therefore, the formulated marketing strategy must be transferred into marketing 
programs. This can be accomplished by making basic decisions on marketing expenditures, 
marketing mix, and marketing allocation. The company has to decide how to divide the 
total marketing budget among the various tools in the marketing mix. The marketing mix 
is one of the key concepts in modem marketing theory. Marketing mix is the set of 
marketing tools that the firm uses to pursue its marketing objectives in the target market 
There are literary dozens of marketing tools. McCarthy210 popularized a four-factor 
classification of these tools called the four Ps: 
1. P 1 product; 
2. P 2 = price; 
3. P3 = promotion; 
4. P4 place. 

210 McCarthy, Jerome E., Basic Marketing: A Managerial Approach (Homewood IL: Richard D. lrwin, 
1981). 
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Product variety; 
Quality; Design; 
Features; Brand 
name; Packaging; 
Sizes; Services; 
Warranties; Returns 

Product 

Price 

List price; Discounts; 
Allowances; Payment 
period; Credit Terms 
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Channels; 
Coverage; 
Assortments; 
Locations; 
Inventory; 
Transport 

Place 

Promotion 
Sales promotion; 
Advertising; Salesforce; 
Public relations; Direct 
marketing 

Figure VII.l, The Four Ps of the Marketing Mix. 

These elements can be used to increase customer value and decrease customer costs. The 
particular marketing variables under each P are shown in figure VII.l. The campany's 
marketing mix at timetfora particular product can be represented by (P1, P2, P3, P4)/

11
• 

1.2 
MARKETING PLANNING 

One of the most important outcomes of the marketing process is the marketing plan. A 
marketing plan must be presented in writing. lt is decided to summarize the table of 
content of a marketing plan. In this way, the structure and belonging subjects of a proper 
marketing plan will be shown. The table of content of a marketing plan is presented 
below212

: 

1. Executive summary: presents a brief overview of the proposed plan for quick 
management skimming; 

2. Current marketing situation: presents relevant background information on the 
mission, product, demand, supply, competition and socio-economie environment; 

3. Internal and external environmental analysis: identifies opportunities/threats, 
strengthsfweaknesses, and issues facing the product; 

4. Objectives; defines the goals the plan wants to reach in the areas of sales volume, 

211 For more detail one can apply the following formula: (P1, P2, P3, P4)iJ.k.t.· Where the marketing mix of 
product i selling to customer-type j in area k at time t is presented. 

212 Kotler-1994, pp. 104-110. 
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market share, and profit; 
5. Marketing strategy: presents the broad marketing approach that will be used to 

achleve the objectives; 
6. Action Programs: action programs have to give an answer to: What will he done? 

When will it be done? Who will do it? How much will it cost? 
7. Projected profit and loss statement; forecasts the expected financial outcomes. It can 

be executed with a feasibility study; 
8. Controls: indicates how the plan will be monitored. 

Concerning marketing plans and programs, a lot of articles are written. The content 
depends on the topic. In the literature, every marketing mix tooi is described in detail. For 
example, marketing programs can deal with: 
1. rnanaging product lines, brands, and packaging; 
2. rnanaging service business and auxiliary services; 
3. designing pricing strategies and programs; 
4. selecting and rnanaging marketing channels; 
5. etcetera. 
But detailed planning of each marketing tooi is not the objective of this survey. This is due 
to the fact that the factory is not established yet. After a couple of years, marketing 
programs have to camprise more details and continuous impravement should follow. 

2 
MARKETING PLANNING AND 
INSTRUMENTS OF TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD 

2.1 
MARKETING INSTRUMENTS OF TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

The marketing tools have to improve and support customer delivered value213
• In the TGP 

casus, the customer cost should be decreased and the customer value must be increased. 
Below several types of marketing tools are described which will be used by Tanzania 
Gypsum Products. 

PROMOTION 
In Tanzania, a written survey214 is executed by the National Construction Council to the 
most frequent used promotion tools. The outcome of this survey is: 
1. newspapers: 50%; 
2. signposts: 33% 
3. radio: 31 %; 
4. exhibition: 24%; 
5. journals: 12%; 
6. none: 7%; 

213 See for more details: Chapter V, paragraph 2.3, Statement of the customer delivered value, pp. 70-84. 

214 NCC-1992, p. 19. 
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7. letters: 5%; 
8. and contracts: 5%. 
Most of the Tanzanian companies use more than one tool. 

The main promotion tools Tanzania Gypsum Products Ltd will use are: 
1. advertisement: newspapers, joumals; 
2. direct marketing: sign posts, letters; 
3. sales promotion: visiting customers, exhibitions. 
Main purpose of these tools are increasing customer value variabie Image, especially the 
one of gypsum plasterboards. The effort should support the introduction, focus on brand 
awareness of the new product, and emphasis the name of the company. Customers should 
be visited frequently, and advertisement in joumals and periadieals is a necessity. The 
direct marketing tooi, sign post is also of importance. Annually, ( future) customers will 
receive information concerning the productsof TGP, in the form of a news letter. 

Table VII.l, Marketing Mix Elements 

Service Aspects 
Very 

Important 
Less Not 

Important Important Important 

1. A vailability 24 16 0 1 

2. On Time Delivery 22 23 0 1 

3. Product Information 26 16 2 2 

4. Guarantee 17 19 5 3 

5. Information wrt Installation 14 22 8 1 

6. Delivery Nails, Screws, Frames 12 20 11 2 

7. Training Facilities 13 17 11 4 

8. Consulting Service 7 16 17 3 

PRODUCT 

Tanzania gypsum products will strive for a fine product quality and reliable services. These 
elements are the most powerful tools for competitive advantage in the building materials 
industry in Tanzania. In table VII.l 215

, the opinion of building contractors and architects 
conceming the importance of several tools of the marketing mix is presented. Seventy one 
respondents were asked to give their opinion conceming several service aspects. The 
aspects are ranked in order of importance. The first two elements on the list belong to the 
marketing-mix tooi place. While the other six elements belang to marketing-mix tooi 
product. In chapter V, it was stated that the customer value ease of construction was very 
low for the gypsum products. lt can be improved by providing product information and 
information with regard to installation. These two service aspect come respectively in third 
and fifth, see table VII.l. lf one is a couple years in full production, it is advisable to 
deliver system packages, like panels accompanied with nails, screws, tools, and frames. 

215 See chapter V, paragraph 2.3, Statement of customer delivered value, pp. 70-84. 
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PRICE 

In order to decrease the customer costs, the sales price of gypsum plasterboards will he set 
lower than the one of imported products, and as high as 12mm*4'*8' (or 12mm*2'*4') 
plywood and hardboard. Also a credit term of thirty days will he used as marketing tool. 
The sales price of Plaster of Paris will he set as high as the sales price of its imported 
substitute. The same goes for gypsum blocks. 

PLACE 

One of the most important marketing mix tools indeveloping countries is place. It contains 
the elements availability and delivery on time of products. Table VII.l shows that most 
respondents find these elements very important. Therefore, it is decided to keep the total 
amount of individual customers small in the first years of production. In this way, 
availability and on time delivery can he guaranteed. In the first years of production, TGP 
will focus on customers located in Dar es Salaam. The used channels are mainly selling at 
the gate or delivering at the construction site. One truck will he bought to deliver at site. 
Availability and delivery on time can also he increased, if enough finished products, raw 
materials, and factory supplies are kept in stock. This will also he done. 

Table VII.2, Marketing Action Program. Ex Labour, November-1995-prices 

Times 1,000/= 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003>> 

Price: 
Plasterboard type I (sales price) 17/= 17/= 17/= 17/= 17/= 
Plasterboard type 11 (sales price) 5/= 5/= 5/= 5/= 5/= 
Blocks (sales price) - - - - -

Credit terros (amount, 31 days) 13,000/= 15,000/= 17,000/= 18,000/= 19,000/= 

Place: 
Inventory: 
-input (amount .. days) 15,000/= 21,000/= 28,000/= 34,000/= 38,000/= 
-finished products (amount 10 days) 3,000/= 4,000/= 5,000/= 5,000/= 5,000/= 
Trucks (fueljmaintenance) 6,000/= 6,000/= 6,000/= 6,000/= 6,000/= 

Promotion: 
Advertisement (amount) 5,000/= 5,000/= 5,000/= 4,000/= 4,000/= 
Sales Promotion (amount) 500/= 500/= 500/= 500/= 500/= 
Direct marketing (amount) 1,500/= 1,500/= 1,500/= 1,500/= 1,000/= 
Salesforce (materials) 750/= 750/= 750/= 750/= 750/= 

Product: 
Quality and Variety (budget) 8,000/= 7,000/= 5,000/= 5,000/= 5,000/= 
Service (budget): 
-Training facilities - - - - -

-Product Information 1,000/= 1,000/= 1,000/= 1,000/= 1,000/= 
-Delivery system package - - - - -

Miscellaneous expenses: 
Salaries and wages 8,900/= 8,900/= 8,900/= 8,900/= 8,900/= 
Supplies 1,800/= 1,800/= 1,800/= 1,800/= 1,800/= 
Other indirect costs 1,000/= 1,500/= 2,000/= 2,000/= 2,000/= 
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2.2 
MARKETING PLANNING OF TANZANIA ÜYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD: ACTION PROGRAM 

lt is not the purpose to write a business plan in the form as presented in paragraph 1.1 of 
this chapter. Nevertheless with all elements of the table of content of a marketing plan are 
dealt with in this research. The current market situation is described in chapter five. The 
internaland external environment analysis, goal formulation, and strategy lormulation are 
executed in chapter Vl. Three steps are not dealt with yet, namely action programs, 
projected profit-and-loss statement, and controls. The projected profit-and-loss statement is 
prepared in part 11, pre-feasibility study of a gypsum plasterboard factory, and the used 
controls will be presented in the next chapter. The action program is presented below. 

Table VII.3, Employees Marketing Department and Tasks 

Head Sales/ 
Sales Supply Supply 

TASK marketing marketing 
assistant assistant 

Drivers 
and supply manager 

manager 

Number: 1 1 1 vacant 1 1 

Labour costs per 1,260,000/= 1,100,000/= 900,000/= 1,100,000/= 900,000/= 1,000,000/= 
labourer per year: or 900,000/= 

Price: A - - - - -

Place: 
Inventory: A - - - - -

-input A B - B c -

-finished products A B c - - -

Distribution (trucks) A B - B - c 

Promotion: 
Advertisement A B - - - -

Sales Promotion A B c - D -

Direct marketing A B - - - -

Salesforce A B c - D -

Product: 
Quality and Variety A - - - - -

Service: 
-Training facilities A B c - c -
-Product Information A B - - - -
-Delivery system A B c B c D 
package 

Letters A, B, C, and D: se uence of res onsibilit . 'A' means most res onsible. q p y p 
The Head marketing and supply is accountable to the rnanaging director and the other department heads. And a 
budget wiJl be assigned by the board of directors. 
Price and Product tools will be set in discussion with other departments. 
The stockkeepers (2) and stockkeeper assistants (4) are not taken into account. 

ACTION PROGRAM 

Marketing implementation is the process that tums marketing plans into action assignments 
and ensures that such assignments are executed in a manner that accomplishes the plan's 
stated objectives. Each strategy must be elaborated to answer: what will be done? Who will 
do it? When will it be done? And how much will it cost? 
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In table VII.2, an answer is given to the questions 'what will be done?', 'when will it be 
done' and 'how much will it cost?'. It is done for the first five years of production. Every 
year the program must be evaluated, compared with the set goals, and changed if 
necessary. 

In order to give an answer to the question 'who will do it?', a brief description of the 
marketing functions will be given. The employees and their responsibilities conceming the 
marketing effort are presented in table VII.3. The required employees are: 
1. Head marketing and supply: develops, evaluates, and changes marketing and supply 

programs; manages marketing and supply department; gives feedback to other 
departments; visits customers; gathers information conceming socio-economie, 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

demand, competition, and supply side; 
Sales/marketing manager: assists head department 
information; vtstts customers; prepares sales 
demonstrations; implements the marketing program; 

in gathering and administrating 
administration; training and 

Sales assistant: salesmanjwoman; training and demonstrations; 
Supply manager: purchasing inputs; responsible for inventory and quality of raw
materials, spare-parts, and factory supplies; 
Supply assistant: assists supply (and sales) manager; 
Drivers: a few drivers assist purchasing and delivering tasks. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 
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This chapter is based on: Kotler-1994, chapter 26 and 27, pp. 717-764. lt is not the 
purpose of this research to present extensive implementation and evaluation schemes for 
the TGP casus. Just a few elements will he considered for effective implementation and 
evaluation. Some techniques will he described which should he used, if the company is 
starting production. 

1 
MARKETING IMPLEMENTATION 

Whereas strategy addresses the what and why of marketing actlvtttes, implementation 
addresses the who, where, when, and how. Strategy and implementation are closely related 
in that one 'layer' of strategy implies certain tactical implementation assignments at a lower 
leveL Por example, top management's strategie decision to 'harvest' a product must he 
translated into specific action and assignments. Bonnema identified four skilis related to 
the effective implementation of marketing programs216

: 

1. Skilis in recognizing and diagnosing a problem; 
2. Skilis in assessing the company level; 
3. Skilis in implementing plans; 
4. Skilis in evaluating implementation results. 

216 Bonnema, Thomas V., The Marketing Edge: Making Strategies Work (New York: Free Press, 1985). 
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DIAGNOSTIC SKILLS 

The close interrelationship between strategy and implementation can pose difficult 
diagnostic problems when marketing do not fulfill their expectations. Was the low sales 
rate the result of poor strategy, action programs, or poor implementation? Moreover, is the 
issue to determine what the problem is (diagnoses) or what should be done about it 
(action)? Each problem calls for specific management tools and solutions. 

COMPANY LEVELS 
Marketing implementation problems can occur at three levels. One level is that of carrying 
out a marketing function successfully. Another level is that of implementing a marketing 
program that has to blend functions into a coherent whole. This problem arises in 
launching a new product into the marketplace. A third level is that of implementing a 
marketing policy. Por example, the company might want to treat the customer as number 
one. 

MARKETING IMPLEMENTATION SKILLS 
A set of skills must be practised at each company level -functions, programs, policies- to 
achleve effective implementation. The four skills are: 
1. Allocating Skills: are used by marketing managers in budgeting resources (time, 

money, and personnel) to functions, programs, and policies; 
2. Monitoring Skills: are used in rnanaging a system of controls to evaluate the result of 

marketing action; 
3. Organizing Skills: are used in developing an effective working organization. 

Understanding the informal as well as formal marketing organization it is important 
to carry out effective implementation; 

4. Interacting Skills: refer to the ability of managers to get things done by influencing 
others. Marketeers must not only motivate the company's own people but must also 
motivate outsiders -marketing research firms, ad agencies, dealers, wholesalers, 
agents- whose objectives might differ from the company's. 

Good market results do not necessarily prove that there was good marketing 
implementation. Perhaps the product or the strategy was exceptional, not the 
implementation. Better implementation may have produced even better results. Clearly, 
companies mustdotheir best to excel in strategy, planning, and implementation217

• 

2 
EV ALUA TION OF THE MARKETING EFFORT 

The marketing department's job is to plan and control marketing activity. Because many 
surprises will occur during the implementation of marketing plans, the marketing 
department has to continuously monitor and control marketing activities. In spite of this 
need, many companies have inadequate evaluation and control procedures. Four types of 

217 Kotler-1994, pp. 738-739. 
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marketing evaluation procedurescan he distinguished. The evaluation procedures are: 
1. Annual-plan control; 
2. Profitability control; 
3. Efficiency control; 
4. Strategie control. 
The types of marketing control are presented in table VIII.1. 

Table VIII.l, Types of Marketing Control 

Type of Control Prime Responsibilities Purpose of Control Approaches 

I. Annual Plan Control Top and middle To examine whether the Sales analysis 
management planned results are being Market share analysis 

achieved Sales-to-expense ratio's 
Financial analysis 
Satisfaction tracking 

11. Profitability Control Marketing manager To examine where the Profitability: 
company is making and product, territory, customer, 
losing money segment, trade channel, 

order size 

III. Efficiency Control Line and staff To evaluate and improve Efficiency of: 
management, the spending efficiency Salesforce, advertising, sales 
marketing manager and impact of marketing promotion, distribution 

expenditures 

IV. Strategie Control Top management, To examine whether the Marketing -effectiveness 
marketing manager company is pursuing its rating instrument, marketing 

best opportunities with audit, marketing excellence 
respect to markets, review, company ethicaland 
products, and channels social responsibility review 

otler-1994, p . 743. 

2.1 
ANNUAL-PLAN CONTROL 

Managers can use five tools to check on plan performances, namely: sales analysis, 
market-share analysis, marketing expense-to-sales analysis, financial analysis, and 
customer-satisfaction tracking. 

SALES ANAL YSIS 

Sales analysis consists of measuring and evaluating actual sales in relation to sales goals. 
The company should look closely at why it failed to achieve its expected sales volume. 
There are two specific tools in this connection218

: 

1. Sales-variance analysis: this is a method to asses underperformance: 
Varianee due to price decline = ($1 - $0.8)*3,000 = $600 
Varianee due to volume decline = $1 *(4000- 3000) = $1,000 

$1,600 

37.5% 
62,5% 

218 Plan's objective: selling 4,000 units at a sales price of $1; Sales performance: 3,000 units at a sales 
price of $0.80. 
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Conclusion: almost two thirds of sales varianee is due to the decline of sales. 
2. Micro-sales analysis: this method focuses on specific products, territories, and so 

forth. Suppose the company sells to several territories or market segments and the 
expected sales per territory differ from the sales performance. Per territory, product, 
or segment the differences between performance and expectations must be explained. 

MARKET-SHARE ANALYSIS 
Another technique is market-share analysis. Company sales does not reveal how well the 
company is performing relative to competitors. For this purpose, management needs to 
track its market share. There are several types of market share, namely: 
1. Overall Market Share: the company's overall market share is its sales expressed as a 

percentage of total market sales. Two decisions are necessary to use this measure. 
The fi.rst is whether to use unit sales or currency sales to express market share. The 
other decision has to do with defining the total market; 

2. Served Market Share: the company's served market share is its sales expressed as a 
percentage of the total sales to its served market lts served market is all the buyers 
who would be able and willing to buy its products. A company's served market share 
is always larger than its overall market share. A company could capture 100% of its 
served market and yet have a relatively small share of the total market; 

3. Relative Market Share (to Top Three Competitors): this involves expressing the 
company's sales as a percentage of the combined sales of the three largest 
competitors; 

4. Relative Market Share (to teading competitor): some companies track their shares as 
a percentage of the leading competitor's sales. 

MARKETING EXPENSE-TO-SALES ANALYSIS 
Annual-plan control requires making sure that the company is not overspending to achleve 
it sales goals. The key ratio to watch is marketing expense to sales. In one company, this 
ratio is for example 30% and consisted of three component expense to sales ratio's: 
salesforce-to-sales (15%), advertising-to-sales (7%), and marketing-to-sales (8%). 
Management needs to monitor these marketing-expense ratios. They will normally exhibit 
small fluctuations that can be ignored. But fluctuations outside the normal range are a 
cause for concern. When an expense-to-sales ratio gets out of control, disaggregative data 
are neerled to track down the problem. 

FINANClAL ANALYSIS 
The expense-to-sales ratios should be analyzed in an overall financial framework to 
determine how and where the company is making its money. Marketers are increasingly 
using fmancial analysis to find profitable strategies and not just sales-building strategies. 
Financial analysis is used by management to identify the factors that affect the company's 
rate of return on net worth. The main factors are demonstrated in figure VIII.l. An 
Example is worked out. The return of net worth is the product of two ratio's, the 
company's ratio on assets and its financial leverage. To improve its return on net worth, 
the company must either increase the ratio of its net profits to its assets or increase the 
ratio of its assets to its net worth. The company should analyze the composition of its 
assets (i.e., cash, accounts receivable, inventory, and plant and equipment) and see if it can 
improve its asset management. 
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Profit margin 

Net profits 

Net Sales 

1.5% 
Asset turnover 

Netsales 

Total assets 

3.2 

Return on assets 

Net profits 

Total assets 

4.8% 

x 

Financial 
leverage 

Total assets 

Networth 

2.6 

Figure VIII.l, Financial Model of Return of Net Worth 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION TRACKING 

Return on 
networth 

Net profits 

Networth 

12.5% 
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The preceding control measures are largely financial and quantitative in character. They are 
important but not sufficient. Neerled are qualitative measures that provide early warnings to 
management of impending market-share changes. Alert companies set up systems to 
monitor the attitudes and satisfaction of customers, dealers, and other stakeholders. A way 
to track customer satisfaction is presented in chapter five concerning the assessment of 
customer delivered value. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION 

When performance deviates too much from the plan's goals, management needs to 
undertake corrective action. Which action depends on the level and kind of differences 
between plan and performance. 

2.2 
PROFITABILITY CONTROL 

Companies clearly need to measure the profitability of their various products, territories, 
customer groups, trade channels, and order sizes. This information will help management 
to determine whether any products or marketing activities should be expanded, reduced, or 
eliminated. There are lots of methods to control profitability. A brief summarization is 
presented concerning most common procedures. 

METHODOLOGY OF MARKETING-PROFITABILITY 

The steps to be taken in order to determine marketing-profitability are219
: 

• Step 1: identifying the functional expenses; 
• Step 2: assigning the functional expenses to the marketing entities; 
• Step 3: preparing a profit-and-loss statement for each marketing entity. 

219 See for more details: Kotler-1994. 
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In genera!, a marketing-profitability analysis indicates the relative profitability of different 
channels, products, territories, or other marketing entities220

• lt does not prove that the best 
course of action is to drop the unprofitable marketing entities, nor does it capture the likely 
profit impravement if these marginal marketing entities are dropped. 

A better tooi to do profitability analysis is the activity-based cost accounting. According to 
Cooper and Kaplan, this tooi 'can give managers a clear picture of how products, brands, 
customers, facilities, regions, or distribution channels both generate revenues and consume 
resources2211

• To improve profitability, the managers can then examine ways to reduce the 
resources required to perform various activities, or make the resources more productive or 
acquire them at thee lower cost. Alternatively, management may raise prices on product~ 
that consume heavy amounts of support resources. The contribution of ABC is to refocus 
management's attention away from using only Iabour or material standard costs to allocate 
full cost to capturing the actual costs of supporting individual products, customers, and 
other entities. 

2.3 
EFFICIENCY CONTROL 

Suppose a profitability analysis reveals that the company is earning poor profits in 
conneetion with certain products, territories, or markets. The question is whether there are 
more efficient ways to manage the salesforce, advertising, sales promotion, and distribution 
in conneetion with these poorer-performing marketing entities. 

SALESFORCE EFFICIENCY 
Sales managers can monitor the following key indicators of salesforce efficiency: 
1. Average number of sales calls per person per day; 
2. Average sales-eaU time per contact; 
3. Average revenuepersales call; 
4. Average cost per sales call; 
5. Entertainment cost persales call; 
6. Percentage of orders per 100 sales calls; 
7. Number of new customers per period; 
8. Number of lost customers per period; 
9. Salesforce cost as a percentage of total sales. 

ADVERTISING EFFICIENCY 
Advertising efficiency is difficult to measure, one can at least keep track of the following 
statistics: 
1. Advertising cost per number of target buyers reached by the media vehicle; 
2. Percentage of audience who noted, sawfassociated, and read most of each print ad; 

22° For common bases of allocation, see Charles H. Sevin, Marketing Productivity Analysis (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1965). 

221 See Cooper, Robin and Kaplan, Robert S., "Profit Priorities from Activity Based Costing," Harvard 
Business Review, May-June 1991, pp. 130-135. 
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3. Consumer opinions on the ad contentand effectiveness; 
4. Before-after measures of attitude toward the product; 
5. Number of inquiries stimulated by the ad; 
6. Cost per inquiry. 

SALES-PROMOTION EFFICIENCY 
To improve sales-promotion efficiency, management should record the costs and sales 
impact off each sales promotion. Management should watch the following statistics: 
1. Percentage of sales sold on deal; 
2. Display costs per sales Tanzanian Shilling; 
3. Percentage of coupons redeemed; 
4. Number of inquiries resulting from a demonstration. 

DISTRillUTION EFFICIENCY 
Management needs to search for distribution economics. Several tools are available for 
improving inventory con trol, warehouse locations, and transportation modes222

• 

2.4 
STRA TEGIC CONTROL 

From time to time companies need to undertake a critica! review of their overall marketing 
goals and effectiveness. Marketing is an area where rapid obsolescence of objectives, 
policies, strategies, and programs is a constant possibility. Each company should 
periodically reassess its strategie approach to the marketplace. Two tools are available, 
namely, a marketing-effectiveness rating review and a marketing audit. 

MARKETING-EFFECTIVENESS RATING REVIEW 
The first strategie control tooi, known as the marketing-effectiveness rating instrument, 
profiles a campany's or a divisien's overall marketing effectiveness in terms of customer 
philosophy, marketing organization, marketing information, strategie planning, and 
operational efficiency. 

MARKETING AUDIT 
Another tooi, the marketing tooi audit, is a comprehensive, systematic, independent, and 
periodic examination of the organization's marketing environment, objectives, strategies, 
and activities. The marketing audit seeks to identify marketing problem areas and 
recommends short-run and long-run action to improve the organization's overall marketing 
effectiveness. The marketing excellence review helps a company grade its practices in 
relation to the "best practices" of high-performing companies. Finally, the company ethical 
and social responsibility review helps the company assess the quality of its performance 
along ethical and social responsibility lines. 

222 For more reading: Goor, A.R. van, Ploos van Amstel, M.J., e.a., Fysieke distributie: denken in 
toegevoegde waarde (Leiden/Antwerpen: Stenfert Kroese Uitgevers, 1989). 
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3 
EV ALUA TION OF THE THE MARKETING EFFORT 
OF TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

It is very difficult to develop an evaluation procedure for Tanzania Gypsum Products. This 
because the degree of freedom is very high. And a proper evaluation depends on the skilis 
of the person who executes it. Nevertheless, TGP should monitor and control its effort in 
the first years of production with the following techniques: 
1. Annual-Plan Control: once a year 

a. Sales analysis: number of square meters sold, sales-variance analysis and 
miero-sales analysis; 

b. Market share analysis: number of square meters sold by the main competitors; 
c. Financial analysis: determination of return of net worth, balance sheet, cash

flow analysis; 
2. Profitability Control: every month 

a. cash-flow analysis; 
b. determination cash in hand; 
c. werking capital requirements. 



CHAPTERIX 
SUMMARY, EVALUATION, 
RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 

Chapter nine consists of three parts. First, a summary of the marketing management 
method will be presented. This is done to offer the opportunity of quick management 
skimming. Executives are able to read it quickly and to get hold on the main ideas behind 
this method. The second part of chapter nine deals with conclusions and recommendations 
concerning the presented method. If some of the steps discussed are not clear, one can read 
for more details the corresponding chapter. The last part of this chapter deals with 
conclusions and recommendations concerning the casus Tanzania Gypsum Products Ltd 

1 
SUMMARY OF THE MARKETING MANAGEMENT METHOD 

This paragraph will present a summary of the 
summary is prepared for quick 
management skimming in order to 
improve ease of implementation of the 
method. This paragraph will also give an 
answer to the basic research question224

: 

What is an appropriate marketing 
management methad that supports the 
building materials industrialization in 
Tanzania? 

1.1 
THE MARKETING MANAGEMENT METHOD 

IN SHORT 

marketing management method223
. This 

Product 
Specifications 

Marketing Research 
Competition Side 

Marketing Research 
Supply Side 

Business 
Planning& 
instruments 

Figure IX.1, Marketing Management Method 

The answer to the basic research question is presented in figure IX.l. As one can see, the 
marketing management method contains nine steps. lf management focus on these steps, 
they will be able to identify, evaluate, and cope with the main environmental problems and 
uncertainties225 as presented in chapter I. The method improves decision-making and will 
finally result in efficient planning. lt is a helpful tooi to deal with a diffuse entrepreneurial 

223 The relevanee of the method is stated in chapter I, Introduction, pp. 1-5 and 9-10. 

224 The basic research question is elaborated in chapter II. See paragraph 3.1, Basic research question and 
definitions, pp. 19-20. 

225 The environmental problerns of developing countries and Tanzania are presented in chapter I, 
Introduction. See paragraph 2, 3, and 4, pp. 5-10. 
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elimate of developing countries. The steps to he indicated are: 
1. Definition of the business philosophy & mission; 
2. Definition of product specifications; 
3. Marketing research into the socio-economie side; 
4. Marketing research into the demand side; 
5. Marketing research into the competition side; 
6. Marketing research into the supply side; 
7. Definition of a business strategy; 
8. Business planning & marketing instruments; 
9. Implementation and evaluation of the market effort. 
These nine steps are worked out below. 

1.2 
SUMMARY OF THE STEPS 

DEFINITION OF A BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY AND MISSION 

The first step of the marketing management method deals with the formulation of a 
business philosophy and mission. lt is elaborated in chapter III of this paper. The personal 
1------- ---- ---1 vision of an entrepreneur must he structured during discussion of 

: 00~r ~ hlsfher plans. This discussion should he led by a list of competitive 
; : scopes. The major competitive scopes that should he considered are: 
! 1\p: -9 1. industry scope: statement of the range of industries that a 
! : I::=::::J company (will) consider(s); 
' - ----------- -' 2. vertical scope: statement of the number of segments from raw

materials to final product in which the company (will) 
engage(s); 

3. products scope: statement of the range of products the company (will) offer(s); 
4. applications scope: statement of the range of applications the company (will) offer(s); 
5. market-segment scope: statement of the type of market or customers the company 

(will) serve(s); 
6. geographical scope: statement of the range of regions, countries, or country groups 

where the company (will) operate(s); 
7. and competencies scope: statement of the range of technological and other core 

competencies that the company (will) master(s) and leverage(s). 
If a company is not established yet, the name and financial structure of a company must 
he stated as well. 

DEFINITION OF THE PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 
After formulating the business philosophy and truss10n, it is necessary to describe the 
characteristics of a product. Therefore, the second step of the marketing management 

method will deal with defining the product specifications. It is 
elaborated in chapter IV of this paper. Products are not developed in 
a few days and the design and style change all the time. Product 
development is a complex and cyclical process. In order to 
formulate reliable specifications, it is necessary that after de.fining 
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the product, it is designed, manufactured, and tested. There are three procedures in order to 
define or obtain product specifications: 
1. Specifications can be bought. Institutions that set norrns for products and that sell 

them are for example, Deutches Institut fur Normung (DIN); British Standard 
Institution (BSI); International Standard Organization (ISO); Australian Standard 
Institution (A.S.); and Tanzanian Bureau of Standardization; 

2. Specificatien can he formulated according to a elaborated check-list. The check-list's 
table of content contains: 
a. a general description: a brief description of the product; 
b. a description of basic functions: description regarding mechanica! 

characteristics; electrical characteristics; kinetic characteristics; pneumatic 
characteristics; hydraulic characteristics: warmth (influence of highflow 
temperatures); material throughput; modulus; peripheral equipment; users 
interface; others and variations; 

c. a description of physical aspects; description regarding size and dimensions; 
shape; weight and density; strength; centre of gravity; energy consumption; 
cooling; earth; wiring; radiation; water as fluid; ice; moisture; rubbing (sand, 
dust, others); wear and tear; sunlight; trembling; and labelling; 

d. a description of chemica[ aspects: description of affecting factors are 
concerning influence of air 0 2 and C02; air pollution S02, NOx, and NH4+; 
affection by salts; affection by sulphates; affection by water as reaction 
medium; 

e. a description of biologica[ aspects: description of affections by mould, fungus, 
mosses, and alga; bacterium; roots of plants; urine and excrement of animals; 
and insects; 

f. a description of functional description: description of duration or life-cycle; 
turn on and turn down; sudden stop; interfaces; user-applications; safety; 
behaviour under extreme circumstances; 

g. a description of environmental conditions: description of werking machinery or 
other processes; stagnation; transportation; packaging; identification and 
packaging characteristics; starage and handling; 

3. Specificatiens can formulated according to a shortened check-list. lt is less time
consuming. The elements to he described are: dimensions; shape; density; weight; 
product-line; price; raw materials and components; additives; and product 
characteristics. 

During the preparatien of specifications, a lot of attention has to he paid to the 
interdependence with the aspects: market; design; materials; production process; and costs. 
The other three parts of the product development process -designing; manufacturing of a 
prototype; and testing- should he executed after the successful preparatien of a feasibility 
study. 
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MARKETING RESEARCH INTO THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC SIDE OF A COMPANY 
The following step deals with marketing research into the socio-economie side of a 
company. The socio-economie side can he represented by a check-list of eight aspects. A 

2. 

3. 

detailed etaboration is presented in chapter V, paragraph 1. The 
aspects of the check-list are: 
1. macro-economie environment: amount, composition, and 

growth of the Gross Dornestic Product; Gross Dornestic 
Product per capita; import & export figures; national savings; 
national financial resources, etcetera; 

mesa-economie environment: amount and growth of value added of the sector; total 
amount of products sold by the sector; gross capital formation of sector; etcetera; 
demographic environment: urbanisation; distribution of population; health; education; 
etcetera; 

4. physical environment: characteristics and status infrastructure: energy; water; 
transport; communication; etcetera; 

5. ecological environment: climate; availability natural resources; waste pollution; 
etcetera; 

6. politica[ environment: politica! climate; development and liberalization programmes; 
subsidies; technology knowledge support; pubHe-interest groups; etcetera; 

7. leg al environment: in vestment opportuni ties; legislation; taxa ti on; labour etcetera; 
8. and cultural environment: core beliefs and values; sub-cultures; religion; etcetera. 

MARKETING RESEARCH INTO THE DEMAND SIDE OF A COMPANY 
After doing research into the socio-economie side, marketing research must he focused 
onto the demand si de of the company. The demand si de includes all individuals and 

organizations that determine the demand of a company. It deals also 
with the assessment of customer needs and wants. This step is 

, elaborated in chapter V, paragraph 2. Marketing research into the D-9 demand side consists of three parts: 
1.------.,y [:==J 1. Determination of the Target Markef26

: the procedure is: 
___ '--_-__ - __ - __ _J, a. determination of the buying situation; 

b. determination of the type of market; 
c. and determination of the target market 

2. Assessment of the industry and company safes Jarecast with the methad of least 
squares: this will he clone according the following sequencé27

: 

a. the collection of rough hlstorical data; 
b. the preparation of rough data and the assessment of the historie industry 

mar ket; 
c. the determination of growth by arithmetic (y = ax + b) or exponential 

(lny = ax + lnb) trend; 
d. the forecast of the industry and company sales volume, and finally the market 

share. 

226 See for more detail: chapter V, paragraph 2.1, pp. 50; and chapter lil, paragraph 1.3, pp. 29-33 

227 See for more detailschapter V, paragraph 2.2, pp. 59-69. 
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To determine whether the assessment of growth by the least square method is valid, 
the correlation coefficient must be calculated. lt should be near 1 or -1; 

3. Indication of the customer delivered value: The assessment of customer delivered 
value will be done with a written questionnaire. The customers' apinion conceming 
the campany's product is compared with the apinion regarding the competing 
products228

• 

a. Total customer value is the bundie of benefits customers expect from a given 
product or service. In other words: what is the opinion of customers 
concerning ..... : 
i. quality; 
11. service; 
iii. ease of use; 
iv. personnel; 
v. and image of the product; 

b. Total customer cost is the bundie of cost a customer is faced if a product is 
purchased. In other words: what is the opinion of customers conceming ..... : 
i. pnce; 
ii. availability; 
111. and time to purchase the product. 

Presentation of the response can be done with the techniques percentages ( 100 respondents 
or more); quantities; sample median; sample mode; and ranking. The ranking of customer 
delivered value is determined by dividing the customer-value-ranknumher by the customer
cost-ranknumher. Validity of the obtained response can be determined by calculating the 
sample error. 

MARKETING RESEARCH INTO THE COMPETING SIDE OF A COMPANY 

Marketing research into the competition side of a company includes a survey into all 
competitors and other companies offering a product or service on 
the target market In order to measure the competition, the industry 

\~==~); concept of competition is used. An elaboration of this step can be 
: n-D found in chapter V' paragraph 3. The industry concept of 
i Md{ 6 competition includes all companies making the same product or 
'---------------' class of products. lt can be assessed as follows: 
1. Numher of sellers and degree of differentiation: the starting point for descrihing an 

industry is to specify whether there are one, a few, or many sellers and whether the 
product is homogeneaus or highly differentiated. This can be done with help of the 
classification of the five industry structure types. Namely, pure monopoly, pure 
oligopoly, differentiated oligopoly, monopolistic competition, and pure competition; 

2. Entry and mohility harriers: every company, in an open market situation, should be 
able to enter a market freely. But, it is in almost all cases confronted with entry 
harriers. These include high capital requirements; economies of scale; patents and 
licensing requirements; scarce locations, raw materials, or distributors; cost 
disadvantage independent of size; 

3. Exit and shrinkage harriers: assessment whether the investments can be eamed back; 

228 See for more detailschapter V, paragraph 2.3, pp. 70-84. 
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4. The threat of horizontal and vertical integration: like new entrants, suppliers or 
buyers who decide to produce substitute products; 

5. Global reach: some industries are local and others global oriented. 

MARKETING RESEARCH INTO THE SUPPLY SIDE OF A COMPANY 

Marketing research into the supply side of a company includes a description of all 
individuals and organizations responsible fortheinput of a company. lt includes the supply 

of financial resources, factory supplies, raw-materials, spare-parts, 
human resources, infrastructure services, distribution, suppliers of 

: ; services, and machinery. In order to estimate the requirements of 
i ltJ-0 materials and supplies during future operatien of the plant, 
i r ó requirements should be identified, analysed and specified, both 
1
---- · · · · ·' quantitatively and qualitatively. In carrying out this work, 

consideration must be given to a number of socio-economie, financial, and teehuical 
factors that could have a strong influence on the types quantities and qualities of the 
project inputs., in particular the following: 
1. Socio-economie factors: social and cultmal environment, socio-economie 

infrastructure; 
2. Commercial and financial factors: project size, skill and productivity of the labour 

force, market demands regarding product quality, product mix, competition for 
materials, supplies and services; 

3. Technica[ factors: type of industry, technology and production process, type of 
machinery, production capacity, and estimated production. 

Choices can be based on the outcomes of the weight factor analysis. In chapter V 
paragraph 4, this step is elaborated. 

DEFINITION OF A BUSINESS STRATEGY 
The business strategy deals with the development of specific objectives for the planning 
period, goal formulation, and definition of a strategy, based on the analysis of the current 
,--------------, environment and opportuni ties. This step is elaborated in chapter VI. !' ! The formulation of a strategy depends heavily on the outcomes of 
i ~ the formulation of the business philosophy and mission; definition 
! i ~. mu-Il of the product specifications; and marketing research into the socio-
i 

1 
: Ó economie, demand, competition and supply side of a company. As 

: ------------' described in the previous steps. In order to formulate a reliable 
strategy the following steps must be taken: 
1. Internat and External Environment Analysis: opportunity/threat analysis and 

strengths/weaknesses anal ysis; 
2. Goal Formulation: goals should be formulated hierarchically; quantitative and 

measurable; specific to magnitude and time; realistic; consistent; feasible; 
3. Strategy formulation: strategies should include the following steps: opportunities and 

risks; the company's material, technica!, financial, and managerial resources; personal 
values and aspirations of senior management; acknowledgement of non-economie 
responsibility to society; and allocation. Strategies should focus on statements 
concerning: target market; positioning; product line; price; distribution outlets; 
salesforce; service; advertising; sales promotion; research and development; and 
marketing research. 
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MARKETING PLANNING AND INSTRUMENTS 

The previous step dealt with the formulation of a business strategy. The next step concerns 
business planning and marketing instruments. This step is worked out in chapter VII. 
,--------------~ Business planning is a marketing plan that forms the central 
d ~\~ I i instrument for directing and coordinating the marketing elf ort. The 

i : -· instruments like: 
! \\SP· marketing effort allocates resources to the different marketing 

: :. ____L_ 1. products· 
: I 1: L_j . ' '-- -- · · · · - 2. przce; 
3. place; 
4. and promotion. 
The strategies must he transferred into action programmes or plans. lt is of importance that 
action assignments are executed in a manner that accomplishes the plan's stated objectives. 
Each plan must include the answer to the following queries: 
1. what will he done?; 
2. when will it he done?; 
3. who will do it?; 
4. and how much will it cost? 

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 

Implementation is the process that turns marketing plans into assignments and ensures that 
such assignments are executed in a manner that accomplishes the plan's stated objectives. 

This step is elaborated in chapter VIII. Four skilis are required that 
c==j are related to effective implementations of marketing programmes: 
~ 1. Skilts in recognizing and diagnosing a problem; 
1 ~D-0 2. Skilts in assessing the company level; a • 3. Skilts in imptementing plans; 

------------' 4. Skilts in evaluating implementation results. 
Evaluation of market effort is the process of continuously monitoring and cantrolling the 
marketing activities. Four types of marketing evaluation procedures can he distinguished. 
The evaluation procedures are: 
1. Annual-plan control; 
2. Profitability control; 
3. Efficiency control; 
4. Strategie control. 

2 
EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this paragraph, the marketing management method will he evaluated and a condusion 
will he presented concerning usage. It will also he elaborated per step. 

2.1 
THE MARKETING MANAGEMENT METHOD 

One of the main advantages of the marketing management method is that it covers the 
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sequence: definition, research, strategy formulation, planning, implementation, monitoring, 
and evaluation. The procedure of 'gathering data' is clearly structured and well-ordered. 
Nevertheless, the main inconveniences are: 
1. The methad is extensive and execution is time-consuming; 
2. Most steps can not he taken in chronical order, they are interrelated. Especially, with 

regard to the steps: business philosophy, product specification, and marketing 
research; 

3. Execution of the method requires know-how conceming: 
a. method of least squares and calculus; 
b. preparation of a written questionnaire; 
c. modem business statistics; 
d. SWOT analysis; 
e. weight factor analysis; 
f. spreadsheets, etcetera; 

4. The techniques mentioned per step may differ per casus, uniformity is therefore not 
guaranteed; 

5. The method heavily depends on validity and availability of information and data; 
6. The following steps must he added: 

a. financial planning (commercial feasibility study); 
b. prescription-hook concerning the composition of the product; 
c. design of the production process (technica! feasibility study). 

Validity of the method depends also on the skilis of the person that implements it. 

2.2 
EV ALUATION OF THE STEPS 

DEFINITION OF A BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY AND MISSION 

This step has proven its relevanee and ease of use. Nevertheless, a few competitive scopes 
require some adjustments: 
1. The procedure to determine the market segment can he improved by executing the 

following sequence229
: 

a. Market segmentation: the act of identifying and profiling distinct groups of 
buyers who might require separate products andfor marketing mixes: 
i. identify segmentation variables and segment the market; 
ii. develop profiles of resulting segments; 

b. Market targeting: the act of selecting one or more market segments to enter: 
1. evaluate the attractiveness of each segment; 
ii. select the target segment(s); 

c. Market positioning: the act of establishing and communicating the product's key 
distinctive benefits in the market 
i. identify possible positioning concepts for each target segment; 
ii. select, develop, and communicate the chosen positioning concept. 

229 Kotler-1994, p. 265. 
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2. The procedure to determine the competencies scope should be improved. Key 
characteristics must be defined concerning competencies like spare-parts, machinery, 
capital requirements, Iabour, sales price, quality etcetera. Further research should be 
focused on improving this scope. 

The element financial structure should be added to the competencies scope. 

DEFINITION OF THE PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 

One of the major inconveniences of the method is that it requires a lot of know-how. 
Especially with regard to the step definition of product specifications. One requires 
knowledge concerning mathematics, physics, and chemistry. Above all one should be able 
to execute the sequence of product development, namely: definition, design, manufacturing, 
and testing. Knowledge concerning the production process is therefore essential. lt is 
advised that formulation of product specificatien should be sub-contracted to experts. lt is 
important to have insight in the main functions and characteristics of a product before one 
brings it to the market Addition of a technica! and commercial feasibility study is a 
necessity in this stage. If done, the following problem will occur namely the demand, 
supply and competition must be measured and this is done in the following steps. As one 
can see this step is related with the steps that follow. The best way to obtain the product 
specificatien is to buy the specifications. The definition with the elaborated check-list of 
Maas and Bollen comes second but is very difficult. The shortened procedure is far from 
sufficient, but is an easy to use summary of the main characteristics. Further marketing 
research can be based on it. The shortened procedure should be accompanied with one of 
the above mentioned types of product specification. An important aspect to add to the 
definition of defining product specifications is whether the product is applicable in a 
country. For example, gypsum plasterboards can not stand water or a high relative 
humidity. 

MARKETING RESEARCH INTO THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC SIDE OF A COMPANY 

A lot of statistica! data and information required for this step can be purchased at 
statistica! institutes. Reports on taxation, legislation, development and liberalization 
programmes can be obtained at ministries. An inconvenience is that this step's degree of 
freedom is enormous. It is essential that one focuses on just the key-elements of the socio
economie side. Key elements are: growth and amount of the GDP (per capita); population 
growth and amount; investment opportunities; physical and ecological environment; and 
legislation. The existence of an institute like the Tanzania Investment Promotion Centre is 
almost an essential condition in order to gain the necessary information. They also consult 
entrepreneurs concerning the formation of a business enterprise; legislation; taxation; 
politica! programmes; etcetera. lf such an institute does not exist in a country. It is then 
advisable to gain information from ministries; registration offices of enterprises; or 
chambers of commerce, industry, and trade. 

MARKETING RESEARCH INTO THE DEMAND SIDE OF A COMPANY 
Marketing research into the demand side of a company consists of two elements, namely: 
1. forecast of the market demand; 
2. statement of the customer delivered value. 
This step should be executed with care. It can easily result in misleading outcomes. Results 
should be based on facts and not on wishful thinking. 
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Forecast of the Demand 
The utmost caution should be exercised in the use of demand forecasting technigues, in 
order to avoid highly misleading results that could be derived from existing data. The 
following points must be noted230

: 

1. characteristics should be precisely defined. A distinction between different kinds of 
product must be strictly made, because their process of production differs, and break 
even points can vary widely; 

2. when identifying averages, norms, standards, trends, and coefficients account should 
be taken of a fairly large number of observations; 

3. data and coefficients associated with one market segment cannot be transplanted to 
others; 

4. assumptions made in the analysis and application of data, and the formulation of 
coefficients and correlations must be distinctly expressed; 

5. the selection of statistica! techniques for estimating, analysis and forecasting should 
be appropriate to the nature of the product; 

6. in the identification of trends, coefficients and relationships, only the aberrant case 
ought to be eliminated; 

7. simple averages should be avoided, in preferenee to weighted averages; 
8. when data are not available, it is sametimes advocated that the analyst be content 

with a few rough estimates. The purpose of demand studies is to generate statistica! 
information when it does not already exist and to analyse and process what does 
exist. Hence there is no justification for rough estimates unsupported by dependable 
data, especially since these may mislead the investor. 

The usage of the least square method depends heavily on the kind of data available. One 
needs information conceming local production volumes and imports. lf these data is not 
available, it will become very hard to determine the sales forecast. Another disadvantage is 
that demand forecasting is based on a few historica! figures. This means that the reliability 
of outcomes will be arbitrary. Other methods todetermine the demand are231

: 

1. Survey of buyers' intention: this is forecasting based on the question "what are 
customers likely to do under a given set of condition?"; 

2. Expert opinion: companies can also obtain forecasts by interviewing experts. Experts 
include dealers, distributors, suppliers, marketing consultants, and trade associations; 

3. Market-test method: where buyers do notplantheir purchases carefully or experts are 
not available or reliable, a direct market test is desirable; 

4. Time-series analysis: the forecast can be prepared on the basis of historie sales. 
Historiesales are analyzed into four major components: 
a. trend; 
b. cycle; 
c. season; 
d. erratic events; 

230 UNID0-1991, p. 362. 

231 The first five steps are elaborated in Kotler-1994, pp. 250-261. Steps eight and nine are described in 
UNID0-1991, pp. 362ff. 
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5. Statisticai-demand analysis: is a set of statistica! procedures designed to discover 
most important real factors affecting sales and their relative influence. The factors 
most commonly analysed are price, income, population, and promotion; 

6. Consumption-level method: the consumption-level method considers the level of 
consumption, using standard and defined coefficients, and can he usefully adopted for 
consumer products; 

7. End-use or consumption method: all possible uses of a product are identified. And 
the input -output coefficient of the product and the industries using the product are 
obtained or estimated. It is then possible to derive the demand for a product, that is 
for consumption plus imports and exports, from the projected output levels of the 
consuming industries. 

Further research must gain information conceming advantages, disadvantages, data 
requirements, reliability, and implementation of these methods. 

Assessment of the campany's future market share should also he handled with care. lf a 
company enters an existing market, stating the market share is a very difficult task. lt 
should he based on facts instead of wishful thinking. As a guide line one should set the 
market share not increasing the 10%. But he very careful, the market share figure will 
determine success or failure. lf it is set too high, a low capacity utilization will definitely 
occur and bankruptcy will then he unavoidable. 

Statement of the Customer Delivered Value 
To assess customer delivered value, one should also he cautious when interpreting the 
results. The reliability depends on the manner the survey is executed. Special care should 
he taken conceming: 
1. determination of the target market (population of the survey) and the sample; 
2. the formulation of a questionnaire; 
3. determination of variables and questions; 
4. interpretation of the response with statistica! techniques. 

To increase uniformity of the statement of the customer delivered value, the variables and 
questions should he defined as follows: 
1. introduction: An opening question 
2. usage: Have you ever used the product for .. ..... ? 
3. customer costs: 

a. price: What is your apinion concerning the price of the product? 
b. availability: What is your apinion concerning the availability of the product? 
c. time: What is your apinion concerning the time it takes to purchase the 

product? 
4. customer value: 

a. quality: What is your apinion concerning the overall quality of the product? 
b. service: What is your apinion concerning the service that accompanies the 

product?; 
c. ease of use: What is your apinion concerning the application of the product? 
d. image: What is your apinion concerning the image of the product? 

5. general: Ifyou have any suggestions or questions, please write down below? 
Presentation of the response should he clone with the techniques percentages ( 100 
respondents or more); quantities; sample median; sample mode; and ranking. The ranking 
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of customer delivered value is determined by dividing the customer-value-ranknumber by 
the customer-cost-ranknumber. Validity of the obtained response can be determined by 
calculating the sample error. 

A few inconveniences of the assessment of the customer delivered value are: 
1. the method requires know-how conceming: 

a. modem business statistics and calculus; 
b. preparatien of a questionnaire; 
c. sampling; 
d. and interpretation of response 

2. the addresses of the (future) customers must be available. Data can be obtained from 
branch-organizations, chambers of commerce, ministries, telephonebook, etcetera; 

3. one should have at least a response of 34 units (10 to 20% response). 

MARKETING RESEARCH INTO THE COMPETITION SIDE OF A COMP ANY 
Marketing research into the competition side is a difficult task. The check-list is an easy to 
use tool and not very large but depends heavily on the information available. lt is a very 
important step. An entrepreneur has to deal with its competitors. Companies need to know 
five things of their companies: 
1. Who are the competitors? 
2. What are their objectives? 
3. What are their strategies? 
4. What are their strengthand weaknesses? 
5. What are their reaction patterns? 
The first query is hard to answer but the other four are even harder to answer. This is due 
to scarcity of information. Therefore it is a necessity to focus further research on marmers 
to obtain more reliable data. 

Some findings concerning the implementation of this step are presented below: 
1. lt is very difficult to gather data concerning local competitors in developing 

countries. Most companies do not have promotion material and the archives of 
chambers of commerce are not structured; 

2. It is even more difficult to obtain information concerning imported products and 
foreign competitors. Only the importers know land of origin of competing products 
and they are not willing to share this information. lf one has addresses, one can mail 
competitors or gain information from the chambers of commerce in the home
country; 

3. To obtain information concerning product differentiation one is, at this moment, 
dependable on information gained at hardware shops or end-users. 

Ideally, the step marketing research into the competition side has to contain the following 
aspects (bench marking): 
1. Identifying the campany's competitors: determination of the industry concept of 

competition. This is done in chapter V, paragraph 3;. 
2. Identifying the competitors' Strategies: one should determine the strategie groups. A 

strategie group is a group of firms following the same strategy in a given market; 
3. Determining the competitors' objectives: What is each competitor seeking in the 

market place? What drives each competitor's behaviour?; 
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4. Assessing the competitors' strengths and weaknesses: one should gather recent data 
on each competitor's business concerning sales; market share; profit margin; return on 
investment; cash flow; new investment; and capacity utilization; 

5. Estimating the competitors' reaction patterns: each competitor has a certain 
philosophy of doing business; 

6. Selecting competitors to attack and to avoid. 
With this sequence, the step marketing research into the competition side will he improved. 
But the bottie neck availability of information stays. So further research must he executed 
in ways to gather data. 

MARKETING RESEARCH INTO THE SUPPLY SIDE OF A COMPANY 

This step is very time-consuming. For each component or raw material, the socio
economie; commercial; financial; and technica! factors must he determined. An important 
aspect that is not brought forward by the method is: determination of the reliability of 
suppliers, for example, on time delivery and capacity utilization. This has to he included in 
the marketing research into the supply-side of a company. lt can he executed by gaining 
information from embassies, chambers of commerce, ministries, end-users of the raw 
materials, etcetera. To improve this step one has to develop a check-list conceming the 
main characteristics of the following input items: human resources, infrastructure services, 
spare-parts, machinery, etcetera. The checklist for raw materials and components is 
presented in chapter IV, definition of product specifications. 

The type of analysis required to identify the characteristics of materials and inputs depends 
on the nature of the inputs and their usage in the particular project. A properly executed 
commercial and technological feasibility study of the project is therefore a necessity. There 
may he inadequate or no experience in the use of a particular material input. In such case, 
where a body of experience has to he accumulated, a pilot plant and other tests may he 
necessary. 

DEFINITION OF A BUSINESS STRATEGY 

The sequence in order to define a business strategy is according to a proven procedure. 
Nevertheless, the strength and weakness analysis has to he improved. The presented form 
is not completely usabie for companies that are not established yet. lt is therefore 
recommended to state only the relative importance of the different business's competencies 
like: marketing, financial, manufacturing, and organization232

• After a year of production, a 
company can evaluate its performance and, if necessary, adapt the accompanying 
strategies. The method is developed for existing companies. The degrees of freedom are 
enormous. Management can decide which competencies they want to include or not. 

One of the main problems consiclering the definition of strategies is that there is no main 
procedure for formulation. Besides that strategies can he applied in a lot of different ways. 
Therefore, it was decided just to summarize the main elements that must include a 
strategy. These elements are based on theories of Porter, Kotler, and Andrews. Further 
research and application into several casus should improve this check-list. 

232 See chapter VI, paragraph 2.1 internatand extemal enviromnent analysis, pp. 101-103. 
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MARKETING PLANNING AND INSTRUMENTS 

The marketing instruments are proper tools to support stated strategies. These tools are 
commonly used and have proven their suitability. The presented table of content of a 
marketing plan includes all elements that should he indicated233

• 1t is an easy to use guide
line for the presentation of the results. The presented action program is focused on 
supporting marketing strategies. lt deals especially with monitoring and cantrolling the 
environment of a company. An entrepreneur can easily add other elements to this program, 
if he/she wishes. A commercial feasibility study is required in order to formulate a proper 
action program. 

IMPLEMENT A TION AND EV ALUA TION 
The last step is just a summary of types of cantrolling the marketing effort. The methods 
are not applied in the casus yet. So, it is hard to evaluate these techniques. One of the 
main problems is that it requires knowledge concerning modem business administration 
and business economics. This step must he executed under two conditions: first, the 
company must he established and in production. And second this step must he executed by 
a manager with the previous mentioned skills. So, in order to imprave this step it has to he 
implemented and then he adjusted where-ever necessary. 

3 
CONCLUSIONS 

3.1 
CONCLUSIONS WITH REGARD TO THE USE OF THE METHOD 

Inconveniences of the method in general are: 
1. Method requires management, business administrating, and business economie skills.; 
2. Time consuming. Method is extensive; 
3. Requires reliable data and information. If some key information is not available 

certain steps can not he executed; 
4. A distinction betweenstarting and existing companies has to he included; 
5. Adaption must he made, if techniques do not correspond with a particular casus; 
6. Method is only tested in one situation, namely a starting enterprise in the building 

materials sector in Tanzania. Uniformity can he proven, if the method is tested on 
more cases; 

7. The steps marketing instruments and planning, implementation and evaluation are not 
applied properly. This is due to the fact that the company is in appraisal stage. lf a 
company exists, it is more easy to apply these steps into the casus; 

8. Method requires also information that is not specified by the method, like production 
methods, and a prescription-hook of the product. 

Advantages of the method are: 
1. Method covers: definition, research, strategy formulation, planning, implementation, 

monitoring, and evaluation; 

233 See chapter VII, paragraph 1.2 marketing planning, pp. 108-109. 
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2. Procedure of 'gathering data' conceming the environment is systematic, clearly 
structured, and well ordered. Each step is based on theories of several authors; 

3. The method takes into account the main problems entrepreneurs in developing 
countries are faced with234

; 

4. Information needed for one step does not require all specified data of a previous step; 
5. Reliable data and action programmescan easily he formulated. 

Recommendation concerning the method are: 
1. In order to imprave the method the following aspects must he added: 

a. financial planning (commercial feasibility study), commercial feasibility study; 
b. prescription-hook conceming the composition of the product, step product 

specifications; 
c. design of the production process, technica! feasibility study; 

2. The method must he tested on other industrial sectors in different developing 
countries; 

3. Description per step must he added conceming what do if some information is not 
available; 

4. Consultancy or a helpdesk should accompany the method to assist entrepreneurs what 
to do if some steps are not applicable; 

5. The method should make a distinction between: 
a. existing companies: this method should accent the steps marketing research; 

definition of a strategy; marketing instruments and planning; and evaluation 
and implementation; 

b. and starting companies: this method should emphasis the steps: definition of a 
business philosophy & mission; definition of product specifications; marketing 
research; and definition of a strategy; 

6. The steps definition of a strategy; marketing instruments and planning; and 
evaluation and implementation should he applied on an existing company. And tested 
on appropriateness. 

3.2 
CONCLUSIONS WITH REGARD TO THE CASUS TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD 

THE TANZANIA ENTREPRENEURlAL CLIMATE IN GENERAL 
The main problems entrepreneurs in the building materials sector in Tanzania are suffering 
from are listed below. These constraints heavily influence entrepreneurship: 
1. lack of knowledge regarding natura! resources available; 
2. entrepreneurs have no insight in actual demand and supply; 
3. production snags: there are a few problems an entrepreneur in the building material 

industry must take notice of. The following aspects influence productivity heavily: 
a. scarcity, accessibility, quality, and availability of natural resources, factory 

supplies235
, and raw-materials; 

234 See chapter I, paragraph 3 and 4, pp. 6-10. 

235 Especially water supplies. There is a shortage of water. 
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b. shortage of equipment, and lack of spare-parts; 
c. power interruption, and shortage of fuel; 
d. lack of skilied technica! and higher educated management personnel; 
e. foreign exchange problems to import raw-materials; 
f. competition problems regarding substitute problems and unequal government 

policies; 
4. locally produced building materials do nat correspond with the need; 
5. scarcity of capita[ accompanied with enormous high interest rates; 
6. The Tanzania economy is faced with structural problems. 
As one can see, the method focuses on most of these problems. 

In order to deal with production snags, entrepreneurs in developing countries should put a 
lot of effort in rnanaging the basic processes like: 
1. process of new product realization; 
2. process of raw-materials to finished products; 
3. process of sales leads to orders; 
4. process of customer problems to resolution time; 
5. production process; 
6. and so on. 

In order to improve the entrepreneurial climate. The Tanzanian government should focus 
on the foliowing specific objectives: 
1. Establishment management training institutes and improverneut of existing training 

facilities; 
2. Establishment of governmental research and development institutes; 
3. Improverneut of infrastructure: water, electricity, roads, mining of natura! resources; 

etcetera; 
4. Providing soft loans and special incentives in specific-sectors, and to smali-scale 

entrepreneurs; 
5. Decrease of import duty on not localiy produced inputs. 

TANZANIA GYPSUM PRODUCTS LTD. 

The main findings conceming Tanzania Gypsum Products Ltd are: 
1. The target market is diffuse. The sales volume is substantial but differences may 

occur because no insight is gained conceming strategies and objectives of 
competitors; 

2. If the company is able to decrease customer costs availability and price TGP has a 
change to make impact on the target market; 

3. A main problem is that gypsum plasterboards can not stand a high relative humidity. 
Further research on the product should he executed in order to increase humidity 
resistance. The product must he designed, manufactured, tested, and improved; 

4. The availability of raw-materials is questionable. It will he very difficult to obtain 
enough natura! gypsum and water for the production process; 

5. The application of the new product requires a new way of constructing. Partition 
walis are not as often constructed in Tanzania as in developed countries. It is up to 
this moment cheaper to build concrete walis; 

6. The production process consists mainly of local technologies. Local human resources, 
local raw-materials, and local factory supplies can he used. 
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Further research should he focused on: 
1. Development of an appropriate product; 
2. A technica! feasibility study with a further etaboration on the production process; 
3. Development of a smali-scale pilot plant that delivers products to Herkin Builders 

Ltd (building contractor and assigner of this study); 
4. Financiers of soft loans. 

A go or no-go decision depends on outcomes of the development of an appropriate 
product, and the technica! and commercial feasibility study. Por more details conceming 
the go- or no-go decision one should read Part IJ, a prejeasibility study of a gypsum 
plasterboard factory236

• Based on the outcomes of the marketing research, it is advised to 
do further research to a smali-scale pilot plant that delivers gypsum plasterboards and 
blocks to Herkin Builders Ltd. and a few other building contractors. In this way: 
1. less finance capita! for fixed investments is required; 
2. delivery of spare-parts, natmal resources, raw-materials, and factory supplies is more 

secured; 
3. experience can he gained conceming inputs, usage of the product, the production 

process, and the development of the product. 
This, of course under the restrietion of commercial and technica! feasibility. If the pilot 
plant is successful one can expand it. 

236 Dijk, Jan W., Part II: A Pre-feasibility Study of a Gypsum Plasterboard Factory (Eindhoven: 
Eindhoven University of Technology, August 16, 1994) For Master of Science Research "Technology & 
Development Sciences", Eindhoven University of Technology. 
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS OF ÜYPSUM PLASTERBOARDS 

1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

According to the standard DIN 18180, different types of boardscan be distinguished1
: 

1. normal gypsum plasterboards: Boards for general use. Produced with different kind 
of edged profiles, dependent on the finishing of the joints. The surface has to be 
smooth without severe irregularities; 

2. fire-resistant gypsum plasterboards: These boards have mineral fibres, for example 
glass fibres, and/or other additives in the gypsum core to improve core cohesion at 
high temperatures. The addition of the glass-fibres with a length varying between 3-
30mm should be 0.2% of the dry weight of the gypsum. The edges are bevelled. 
These boards are used when relatively high fire-resistance is required; 

3. gypsum plasterboards with reduced water absorption rate or impregnated 
plasterboards: These boards have additives in the core and the paper liners are 
impregnated to make the gypsum plasterboards more water-resistant. They are 
suitable for special applications in buildings where reduced water absorption 
properties are required to improve the performance of the board: e.g. bathrooms, 
kitchens, and toilets. The gypsum may not be in direct contact with water, so a 
finishing layer has to be added, like bathroom tiles; 

4. gypsum plasterboards with special surface: These boards have a surface suitable to 
receive gypsum plasterer. The edges of these boards are rounded to assure a good 
sticking of the plaster to the joints. To assure a good adhering of the plasterer on the 
paper, astrong moisture absorbing paper is being used forthese kind of boards. 

Due to product development and innovations in Europe. Other versions are now on the 
market These types are: 
1. insulating boards: These boards have a thickness of 9 .5mm, with bevelled edges and 

insulating material on the backside. This isolating material can consist of polythene 
foam of 15 or 25mm thickness or polystyrene foam with 20, 30, 40, or 50mm 
thickness; 

2. sandwich panels: these boards consist of two gypsum panels, joined by a paper 
honeycomb; 

3. decorated gypsum plasterboards: These are gypsum plasterboards with a special 
covering or relief structure. 

2 
BASE-FUNCTION 

The first aspect which will be described is the base-Junetion of the gypsum plasterboards. 
The panels belong to the group of mineral boards. This group can be divided in two sub
groups: mineral bounded boards and mineral woolboards. Gypsum plasterboards belong to 

1 Based on: Rijkenberg, Saskia, gypsum -gypsum plasterboard, a preliminary study of aspects concerning 
the production of plasterboard in Tanzania-, (Eindhoven: Eindhoven University of Technology, July 1994), p. 17. 
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the first sub-group: boards contatmng organic as well as inorganic parts and a mineral 
functioning as binding materiaL 

Gypsum plasterboard consists of a gypsum core encased in, and firmly bounded to strong 
durable paper liners to form flat rectangular boards. The paper surfaces may vary 
according to the use of the board, and the core contains additives to impart additional 
properties. The paper at the front side is folded down the longitudinal sicles and glued on 
the paper at the back side. The gypsum serves as binding material and the card-board as 
reinforcement 

A few marketabie characteristics of gypsum plasterboards are: 
1. light in weight; 
2. a lot of strength and stiffness; 
3. fire-resistant and not flaming; 
4. not smoke producing and no building up of root; 
5. ease of construction; 
6. insulation against warmth and noise; 
7. ease of construction; 
8. a lot of utilizations. 

The mechanica! characteristics should be conform the requirements set by the standards of 
non-load hearing, partition constructions. The mechanica! strength depends largely on the 
additives used and the size of the board. Por example2

: 

1. gypsum chipboard: This type of boards can be used as lining to load-bearing and 
non-load-bearing inner and outer walls, as wainscoting to ceiling constructions or as 
subsoil for inlaid flooring and other suspended floors. The boards have to be fixed on 
a wooden or metal frame. A gypsum chipboard of 80% gypsum and 20% pressed 
wood chips must have a bending strength between 8 and lON/mm2

• The tensile 
strength of a board with right angles to board surface is between 0.3 and 0.5N/mm2

• 

While the tensile strength of a parallel to board surface should be between 3.2 and 
4.2N/mm2

; 

2. gypsum fibreboard: These boards, as mentioned before contain materials for which 
different kinds can be used. Here three examples will be mentioned: 
a. Cellulose fibres with perlite: these boards consists of three layers: two hard, 

smooth outer layers of natura! gypsum with cellose fibres and a core of gypsum 
with expanded perlite and cellulose fibres. These boards can be used as 
partition walls, or as lining for finishing walls and ceilings. The three layers are 
mixed and produced one by one. After that they are pressed logether to one 
board. The strengths of these boards depends on the thickness. There are 
several standard thicknesses on the market, namely 8, 9.5, 12.7, 15.9mm. The 
bending strengths of these boards varles from 6.5 to 9.5N/mm2

; 

b. Paper fibres: Boards that consist of gypsum, paper fibres, and water have also a 
bending strength which varles with thickness of the board. lt has a minimum 
bending strength of 5.0N/mm2

• The mixed substance will be pressed to the 
desired thickness; 

2 Based on: Rijkenberg, Saskia, RIGIPS docwnentation, GYPROC docwnentation, and DIN standards. 
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c. Wood fibres: these boards consists of gypsum, water, and wood fibres. The 
substance of these three inputs is also pressed. During this pressing, it hardens 
and a close bond between gypsum and wood fibres is developed, without 
adding glue or other additives. These gypsum fibreboards are used for non-load 
hearing inner walls. The bending strength is 8.0N/mm2

• The Tensile strength is 
3.5N/mm2

• The compressive strength is 9.5N/mm2 

d. Sisal fibres: these boards consists of gypsum, water, paper, and sisal 
reinforcements. The Bending strength varies between 5.0 and 7.5Njmm2

• The 
compressive strength can differ between 7.5 and 8.5N/mm2

• The tensile strength 
is often between 3.0 and 3.5N/mm2

• 

Table 1.1, Lean Maximum Temperature, Average for Several Years (Bureau of Statistics) 

Temperature in Degrees Centigrade, average for several years (13:00) 

DsM Am ani Moshi Arusha Bukoba Kigoma Tabora Dodoma Mbya Songea Mtwara 

31.5 27.4 32.6 28.1 26.3 27.8 28.3 26.3 23.2 27.4 30.5 

32.2 28.2 33.2 28.7 26.5 28.1 28.7 26.5 23.5 27.4 30.8 

32.2 27.6 32.0 27.9 26.4 28.3 28.8 26.4 23.6 27.6 30.3 

30.7 25.5 29.3 25.2 25.8 28.4 28.5 25.8 23.1 26.1 30.1 

29.8 24 26.7 23.2 25.5 29.1 28.9 25.5 22.3 25.2 29.9 

29.2 22.7 25.8 22.0 25.7 29.1 29.0 25.7 21.6 23.9 29.2 

28.8 22.0 25.4 21.8 25.4 28.8 29.0 25.4 21.7 23.4 28.9 

29,3 22.0 26.4 22.9 25.8 29.7 30.2 25.6 23.2 24.8 29.5 

30.1 22.9 28.5 25.3 26.1 30.3 31.6 26.1 25.4 27.1 29.8 

30.9 24.2 30.1 27.2 26.2 28.9 32.3 26.2 26.8 29.1 30.3 

31.3 25.7 31.5 27.1 26.0 27.5 30.5 26.0 26.2 29.3 31.1 

31.6 26.9 31.7 27.2 26.0 27.4 28.3 26.0 23.9 29.1 30.6 

Electrical characteristics; Kinetic characteristics; Pneumatic characteristics; and Hydraulic 
characteristics: are not applicable. 

Warmth (influence of highflow temperatures): The thermal coefficient of expansion of the 
product will become Apr. 18*10-6K1

• While the thermal coefficient of conduction will 
reach approximately 0.12W/(m*K). The gypsum boards can not stand temperatures 
continuously exceeding 50°C. The temperature in Tanzania does not exceed 50°C, see 
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table 1.13
. Brief exposure to temperatures up to 100 °C will not damage the gypsum and/or 

paper. In table 1.2, thermal resistance to thickness of the board is shown. Low temperatures 
will not affect the boards. 

Material throughput: not applicable. 

Modulus: The gypsum plasterboards can he part of a modulus. The gypsum plasterboards 
will he attached to a frame. The boards can he 
constructed on a metal or timber frame or on concrete Table 1.2, Thermal Resistance 

wall. This must he clone with special fasteners, like 
nails, screws, damping profiles or rustproof rivets. 
The strength of the modulus of non-load hearing 
partition walls depends on construction type. The 
construction type is of importance as a guide for the 
attachment of objects like small apparatus, closet, 
toilets to the non-load hearing partition walls. The 
categones of construction are4

: 

1. light weight objects construction: objects lighter 
than ca. lOkg, paintings, etcetera attached with 
nails or screws; 

2. medium weight objects construction: objects 
weighing between 10 and 25kg per attachment 
point fastening with special boardplugs; 

Thickness 
(mm) 

9.5 

12.5 

15 

18 

Thermal 
resistance 

(R) m2K/W 

0.05 

0.06 

0.07 

0.09 

3. heayy weight objects construction: objects weighing up to 45kg per fastening or 
attachment point. Construction should he clone on the back of the board with a 
specially constructed timber or metal frame. 

Peripheral equipment; Users interface: not applicable. 

Others and variations: gypsum chipboard; gypsum fibre board with cellulose fibres and 
perlite, paper fibres, wood fibres or sisal fibres; gypsum impregnated boards; fire-resistant 
gypsum boards; and boards with special surfaces. 

3 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

In this paragraph, the physical aspects of gypsum plasterboard will he described. The items 
elaborated are dimensions, shape, weight, density, strength, centre of gravity, energy 
consumption, cooling, earth, wire, radiation, water as fluid, ice, moisture, rubbing (sand, 
dust, others), wear and tear, sunligthing, trembling, and labelling. 

3 National Bureau of Statistics, Statistica[ abstract: 1992, (Dar es Salaam: Bureau of statistics, President's 
Office, Planning Commission, February 1994), p. 11. 

4 Based on: information of RIGIPS Benelux bv. 
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Size and dimensions: The width of the boards differs from manufacturer to manufacturer. 
Width of the boards are often between 
600 up to 1250mm. The width of the Table 1.3, Varlation in Sizes. 

boards is based upon the most occurring 
widths in Tanzania, namely 600, 900, and 
1200mm. The length of the boards differ 
between 2000 and 4800mm. Length 
mostly occurring are 2000, 2500, 2700, 
and 3000mm. TGP will produce boards 
with a length of 1220, and 2440mm. 
Every length within 600 to 4800mm is 
optional. lf a customer prefers a special 
length, it can be delivered. Most 
occurring board thicknesses are 9.5, 12.5, 
15, or 18mm. In the future boards with a 

Varlation 
(mm) 

Thickness 

Width 

Length 

Board Thickness (mm) 

9.5 12.5 15 18 

±0.5 ±0.5 ±0.5 ±0.5 

±3.0 ±3.0 ±3.0 ±3.0 

±10 ±10 ±10 ±10 

thickness between 9.5 and 12.5mm can he produced. TGP will produce boards with a 
thickness of 12.5mm. The varlation of all sizes are presented in table 1.3. 

J Square Edge 

3cm for all 

-------:=--=J-~ Bevelled Edge _l 0.2cm 
5cm 

----------======:.., r 45 degrees 

--------~) 1 o.scm Tapered Edge 
~ 
0.5cm 

Rounded Edge 
JWD/0895 

Figure 1.1, Edge Profil es. 

Shape: Boards can be produced with different type of edged profiles, see figure 1.1. 1t 
depends on the way the joints are being finished. The types are: 
1. sguare edge: for joints that will remain visible or are covered with profiles; 
2. bevelled edge: for joints that are made invisible with band or joint filler; 
3. tapered edge: for joints that remain visible; 
4. rounded edge: for joints that remain visible or for joints between gypsum 

plasterboard. 
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The TGP boards will have squared edges. Once production is started, and sales is 
successful, other types of edges can be introduced by TGP. The priority of shapes is as 
follows: 
1. square edge; 
2. rounded edge; 
3. tapered edge; 
4. bevelled edge. 

Weight and Density: The density of gypsum board will approximately be 850kg/m3
• DIN 

18180 describes the relation to thickness 
and board type. The weight of a gypsum 
plasterboard differs according to length, 
width, and thickness. Also differences 
can occur between boards with different 
types of additives. The range of weight is 
presented in table 1.4 5

• The 
2.44*1.2*0.0125m gypsum plasterboard 
will weigh 33kg. The 2.44*1.2*0.0125m 
will weigh 9kg. 

Strength: the to be produced 
plasterboards will have a tensile strength 
in width direction between 1.0 and 

Table 1.4, Weight 

Board Weight 
thiclmess (mm) {kg/m2

) 

9.5 8.1 - 8.5 

12.5 11.2 - 12.0 

15.0 13.7 - 14.5 

18.0 16.2- 16.5 

Varianee 
{kg/m2

) 

±0.7 

± 1.1 

±1.2 

±1.5 

1.2Njmm2 and in length direction 1.8 and 2.5N/mm2
• Compressive strength measured at 

right angles to the board will be 8 and 9.5N/mm2
• The compressive strength parallel to the 

surface will be 7 and 10N/mm2
• Extensive effort should be taken in constructing a 

prototype. 

Centre of gravity: the centre of gravity lies in the middle of the board. If one draws lines 
too the opposite corners, the intersection or crossing point is the centre of gravity. 

Energy consumption; Cooling; Earth: not applicable 

Wire: a wire is not necessary for the functioning of the product. But wiring tubes can 
easily be constructed to the back or the front of the board. 

Radiation: all natura! materials contains radium, so if used in building materials these 
building materials will be more or less radioactive. In traditional building materials the 
radium content in 226Radium pCI/g is 0.1 - 2. The Radiation of the new plasterboard will 
be <0.5 pCifg .. 

Water as a fluid: water as a fluid will affect gypsum plasterboards. The boards willloose 
strength. The durability of the boards will decrease.. Direct contact with water has to be 
prevented as much as possible. lf water affects the paper, it is very important that the 

5 Based on: information of Eternit, nieuwe Doelenstraat 20-22, Amsterdam, tel 020-63711, SfB (22) (35) 
(42) R/7, December 1972. 
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paper has the opportunity to dry thoroughly. 

lee: the boards will not be affected by ice. The boards does not contain water. Melting ice 
on or in cracks will reduce strength of the board. 

Table 1.5, Percentage Relative Humidity at 9:00am and 3:00pm. 

Mean Relative Humidity (% ), average for several years, .. / .. is at 9:00am/3:00pm 

DsM Amani Moshi A rus ha Bukoba Kigoma Tabora Dodoma Mbeya Songea Mtwara 

Jan 79/64 86/73 72/42 80/50 83/69 87/70 85/55 81/51 81/69 86/63 84/72 

Feb 78/62 84/69 72/40 80/48 83/69 87/69 84/54 82/53 82/67 87/63 84/73 

Mar 82/67 86/73 76/45 84/53 84/68 85/68 83/54 81/53 81/69 88/66 86/75 

Apr 87/73 89/82 85/57 91/65 85/71 85/70 81/54 81/53 79/69 87/63 86/73 

May 86/66 90/83 86/63 90/68 83/71 81/60 73/45 73/47 75/62 83/55 82/64 

June 84/58 87/80 82/58 87/64 76/66 75/53 65/36 76/12 74/53 78/49 79/57 

July 85/56 56/79 82/54 86/60 74/64 72/51 61/32 73/41 72/47 76/48 80/54 

Aug 84/54 89/79 80/50 83/54 77/66 66/50 57/31 69/39 57/44 68/44 77/54 

Sept 78/53 88/77 77/44 80/48 79/68 67/52 54/29 69/36 57/39 68/39 77/57 

Oct 74/76 87/77 73/40 80/45 79/68 74/63 53/30 67/34 57/40 66/37 77/60 

Nov 75/62 86/78 73/42 82/53 81/69 83/70 67/42 68/36 64/50 70/44 73/63 

Dec 78/65 86/77 74/45 82/55 83/70 81/74 80/54 76/46 77/64 81/58 80/70 

Moisture: normal plasterboards can be exposed to a relative humidity (R.V.) of 70 to 75% 
without any danger for damage. If the relative humidity continuously exceeds, the paper 
layer will be affected. This has a negative impact on the breaking strength of the board. 1t 
is not possible to use normal type of plasterboards in Tanzania, see table V6

• To make an 
applicable product, the plasterboard must be impregnated to beat the relative humidity. 

Rubbing sand, dust, others: rubbing sand and dust will not affect the board. Nevertheless, 
the boards need to be protected against scratches. Scratches decrease strength of the board. 

Wear and tear: wear and tear can take place during, storage, handling, transport, and 
construction. Scratches influence strength of the board. 

Sunligthing working onto the object (ultra violet lighting): will not affect the gypsum 
plasterboard. Nevertheless, the colour of the papercanturn into yellow. If temperatures do 

6 National Bureau of Statistics, pp.l3-14. 
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not exceed the 50°C, no harm is done to the strength of the board. 

Trembling of machinery ar heavy traffic: will not affect the gypsum plasterboard. 

Labelling: will he done with stamps. The stamps will he placed on the backside cardboard. 
In this way front and backside can he distinguished. The labels will contain the following 
subjects: 
1. Name of the company: Tanzania Gypsum Products Ltd; 
2. Type of board, length, width, thickness, type of additives used, and type of 

impregnation; 
3. Address (Area, district, plot number, P.O. Box number); 
4. Telephone number; 
5. Production date (day, month, year). 

4 
CHEMICAL ASPECTS 

Chemica! aspects can he characterized as factors affecting products. The sub-groups of 
affecting factors are influence of air 0 2 and C02; air pollution S02, NOx, and NH4+; 
affection by salts; affection by sulphates; affection by water as reaction medium. 

Influence of air 0 2 and C02: Will not affect strengtiL 

Air pollution S02,1 NOX' and NH4+: Will not affect strength. 

Affection by salts: Small amounts will not affect the strength of the gypsum plasterboard. 
The boardscan he impregnated tostand a certain amount of salts. A vinyl coating can also 
stands the affection of salts, like poly-ethaanfoam. 

Affection by sulphates and acid: low concentrations will not affect the strength of the 
boards. The boards can he impregnated to stand a certain amount of sulphates or acid. A 
vinyl coating is also appropriate, like poly-ethaanfoam. 

Affection by water as reaction medium: Water and other fluids will damage the gypsum 
plasterboards. It is possible to increase water resistance to impregnate and/or inserting 
special additives to the gypsum andfor paper cardboard. 

5 
BIOLOGICAL FACTORS 

The biological factors affecting boards are mould, fungus, mosses, alga; bacterium; roots of 
plants; affection of urine and excrement of animals; and insects. 

Affections by mould, fungus, alga, mosses: mould and fungus will only occur if boards are 
not dried properly. There are special impregnating products on the market to give the 
product proteetion against these attacks, for example poly-ethaanfoam. 
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Affection by bacterium: will only occur, if the boards are not dried properly. Poly
ethaanfoam can give protection. 

Affection by roots of plants: not applicable 

Affection of urine and excrement of animals: unne will affect the board, like water, 
aulphate, and salts do. 

Insects and others: Insects will not affect the board. They can start nests between the 
boards in the hollow wall. Mice and rats can bite their way trough the panels. 

6 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

In this chapter the functional description will he given. The functional description consists 
of seven aspects, namely durability; turn on and turn down; sudden stop; interfaces; user
applications; safety; behaviour under extreme circumstances. 

Durability: the durability heavily depends on the relative humidity, and possible affection 
by water. Under normal western conditions gypsum plasterboards have a long life-cycle, if 
they are painted properly and constructed according prescriptions. Durability can he 
increased by impregnating the boards. They will last under normal circumstances about 30 
to 40 years. 

Turn on and turn down; Sudden stop; Interfaces: not applicable. 

User-applications: the first main field for the use of gypsum plasterboard is finishing or 
covering of walls and or ceilings. The second main filed is panels for non-load hearing 
partition walls. They are especially handy for lowering ceilings. They are sound-absorbing 
and can he constructed on frames of aluminium, iron, steel, timber or concrete. One or two 
layers can increase the fire resistance. A disadvantage is that the product cannot he used as 
load hearing or stuffing material in constructions. The partition walls or ceilings must he 
constructed under dry circumstances. Windows (glass) and doors must he placed. And 
concrete must have dried for at least 10 days. The boards must he screwed with special 
screws. 

Safety: the boards are fire resistant. According to NEN 6069, the boards will not he 
affected by fire between 30 and 60 minutes. This depends on the use of additives and 
width of the board. Smoke development is small. According to NEN 6066, smoke density 
will he < tm·1

• The overall fire reproduetion is small. NEN 6065 classified plasterboards m 
class 2. 

Behaviour under extreme circumstances: In case of fire, the chemica! connected water 
molecules must he driven out of the board. 20% of the weight of the board is caused by 
H20 molecules. Temperature inside the board will remain 100°C. Crystallisation on the 
surface will prevent driving the water molecules out of the board. 
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7 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

In this paragraph the envirortmental conditions are described. These conditions consists of 
six aspects, namely working machinery or other processes; stagnation; transportation; 
packaging; identification and packaging characteristics; storage and handling. 

Working machinery or other processes: the processing of gypsum plasterboard consists of 
storage raw materials, transport equipment like conveyors and pipelines, mixing equipment, 
a drying kiln, a cutting device, and bundling equipment. The productions of plasterboards 
consists of a continues process. The continuous process once started can not he stopped 
without affecting the products in flow. There are no semi-manufactured articles in stock, 
during process. If both cardboards are glued and not heated, the products can he taken in 
stock. But will he more sensible for humidity, moisture and water. 

Stagnation: Only stagnation between cutting and drying kiln, and drying kiln and storage 
will not harm the products. Other stagnation will harm the quality of the products. 
Stagnation during process should he prevented. 

Transportation: The gypsum products will he transported with a truck. The truck must he 
covered with a shield. The gypsum plasterboards will he transported horizontal per batch. 
And single boards must he transported vertically. The bundled packages shall not increase 
400 to 500mm. And between bundled packages, timber planks will he placed. 

Packaging: The gypsum plasterboards will he packaged bundled. With front-side to front
side. This will prevent the boards for damaging. The boards must he bundled with tape or 
small plastic bandages. 

Identification and packaging characteristics: Identification characteristics, see labelling. 
Packaging characteristics should he done in bundies of two, front-side to front-side. And 
bundled with tape or plastic bandage. 

Storage and handling: most important aspect regarding storage is dryness and flatness of 
the floor-surface. Besides that, the bundled packages must he stabied on timber planks. Not 
more than 4 packages of each 400 - 500mm can he stabled. 

8 
ÜTHER CHARACTERISTICS 

Other characteristics can he divided up into the following subgroups testing methods; 
efficiency; maintenance and availability; product specifications and tools; installation 
characteristics; documentation and training. 

Testing methods: static load test: a plasterboard should he placed on two timber blocks. 
The load should he increased in the middle of the board. The bending and the load when 
the board is breaking are measured. Hardness: hammer throw test is done with a spherical 
stealth hammer. The hammer falls from a height of 1 meter at five different places on the 
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board. The diameter of the hit will be measured. Sand sling test. See testing methods 
developed by the British Standard Institute. 

Efficiency: not applicable. 

Maintenance and availability: maintenance of the product is simple. Broken boards can 
easily be changed, painted, or sauced with a brush or filling knife. A vailability depends on 
production numbers, demand, availability of energy, raw materials, and location. 

Tools: Gypsum plasterboards can easily be sawn with a rough handsaw or cut with a sharp 
knife. Hammered with a hammer and special nails. Screwed with a screwier and special 
screws. The edges can be rubbed. The panels can be painted with paint and a brush. And 
sauced and filled with a filling knife. All tools are available in Tanzania. 

Installation characteristics: is not described in this research. 

Documentation and training: Training facilities for own persounel and customers must be 
developed and formalized. Promotion materials must also accompany the product. 

Service: all semi-manufactured articles and tools will be delivered by Tanzania Gypsum 
Products Ltd. Herkin Builders Ltd can sub-contract the construction of non-load hearing 
partition walls. 
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Appendix 11, Step 1: The Colleetien of Rough Historie Data 

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
LOCAL PRODUCTION 

a. TotalLocal Production Plywood 

1. Twico Folder Cu.M 1,734 1,572 1,078 1,568 1,009 630 

2. Twico Report Cu.M 1,853 1,662 1,370 1,587 1,996 1,571 

3. Bureau of Statitics Cu.M 1,589 1,938 2,094 2,250 1,687 1,525 1,642 1,162 673 482 

4. Ditterences Twico & BoS Cu.M NA NA NA (2) 58 (523) (516) (115) (447) (74) (153) (43) NA 

b. Total Local Production Hardboard 

1. Twico Folder M.T 2,727 5,204 6,204 6,439 4,930 4,147 

2. Twico Report M.T 1,589 2,817 4,810 

3. Bureau of Statitics M.T 3,535 5,347 5,010 4,827 5,028 5,739 5,504 4,930 4,219 3,229 

4. Ditterences Twico & BoS M.T. NA NA NA NA NA NA (2,100) 176 465 935 0 (72) NA 

c. Total Local Production Chipboard 

1. Twico Folder Cu.M 4,275 3,613 2,912 2,967 2,390 2,667 

2. Twico Report Cu.M 2,688 

3. Bureau of Statitics M.T 2,423 2,701 2,325 4,452 2,464 2,219 3,059 1,989 3,966 1,859 

4. Ditterences Twico & BoS 

IMPORTED PRODUCTS 
d. 631100 Veneer Sheets Sq.M 2,535 250 150 5 38 850 2,250 1,385 1,535 

e. 631210 Plywood Sq.M 1,017,069 698,354 81,041 30,723 52,314 333,008 226,743 349,268 410,759 

f. 631220 Cellular Wood Panels Sq.M 28 123 439 0 0 0 5,765 6,130 9,239 

h. 631420 Recon. Wood Sq.M 950 7,829 7,576 592 191 102 287 575 390 

i. 641600 Fibre Boards Sq.M 1,071 6,502 7,994 481 225,373 182,267 19,586 61,300 92,390 
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Appendix 11, Step 2: Preparatien of Rough Data and the Assessment of the Historie lndustry Demand 

Square meters 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 

LOCAL PRODUCTION 

a. TotalLocal Production Plywood Sq.M 116,872 104,825 86,408 100,095 125,891 99,085 109,366 99,149 67,991 98,896 63,639 39,735 30,401 

1. Twico Folder Sq.M 0 0 0 0 0 0 109,366 99,149 67,991 98,896 63,639 39,735 0 

2. Twico Report Sq.M 116,872 104,825 86,408 100,095 125,891 99,085 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3. Bureau of Statitics Sq.M 0 0 0 100,221 122,233 132,072 141,911 106,402 96,184 103,564 73,289 42,447 30,401 

4. Ditterences Twico & BoS Sq.M NA NA NA (126) 3,658 (32,986) (32,545) (7,253) (28,193) (4,667) (9,650) (2,712) NA 

b. TotalLocal Production Hardboard Sq.M 522,697 926,645 1,582,237 1,162,829 1,758,882 1,648,026 897,039 1,711,842 2,040,789 2,118,092 1,621,711 1,364,145 1,062,171 

1. Twico Folder Sq.M 0 0 0 0 0 0 897,039 1,711,842 2,040,789 2,118,092 1,621,711 1,364,145 0 

2. Twico Report Sq.M 522,697 926,645 1,582,237 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3. Bureau of Statitics Sq.M 0 0 0 1,162,829 1,758,882 1,648,026 1,587,829 1,653,947 1,887,829 1,810,526 1,621,711 1,387,829 1,062,171 

4. Ditterences Twico & BoS Sq.M NA NA NA NA NA NA (690,789) 57,895 152,961 307,566 0 (23,684) NA 

c. TotalLocal Production Chipboard Sq.M 0 0 159,289 227,913 254,062 218,695 253,333 214,104 172,563 175,822 141,630 158,044 174,862 

1. Twico Folder Sq.M 0 0 0 0 0 0 253,333 214,104 172,563 175,822 141,630 158,044 0 

2. Twico Report Sq.M 0 0 159,289 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3. Bureau of Statitics Sq.M 0 0 0 227,913 254,062 218,695 418,765 231,770 208,724 287,737 187,090 373,051 174,862 

4. Ditterences Twico & BoS Sq.M NA NA NA NA NA NA (165,432) (17,666) (36,161) (111,914) (45,460) (215,007) NA 

IMPORTED PRODUCTS 
d. 631100 Veneer Sheets Sq.M 2,535 Q. 250 150 5 38 850 2,250 1,385 1,535 Q. Q. Q. 
e. 631210 Plywood Sq.M 1,017,069 0 698,354 81,041 30,723 52,314 333,008 226,743 349,268 410,759 Q. Q. Q. 
f. 631220 Cellular Wood Panels Sq.M 28 Q. 123 439 0 0 0 5,765 6,130 9,239 Q. Q. Q. 
h. 631420 Recon. Wood Sq.M 950 Q. 7,829 7,576 592 191 102 287 575 390 Q. Q. Q. 
i. 641600 Fibre Boards Sq.M 1,071 0 6,502 7,994 481 225,373 182,267 19,586 61,300 92,390 0 0 0 

CORRECTION 
a. Local production Sq.M 127,914 206,294 365,587 298,167 427,767 393,161 251,948 405,019 456,269 478,562 365,396 312,385 253,487 

b. lmportation Sq.M 102 165 0 71 306 9,720 3,180 27 792 51,623 25,463 41 866 51 431 0 0 0 

TOTALSq.M 1,891,301 1,237,764 2,977,884 1,895,924 2,601,583 2,664,676 2,079,536 2,710,207 3,198,136 3,437,117 2,192,375 1,874,309 1,520,920 

a. Local Production Sq.M 767,483 1,237,764 2,193,521 1,789,004 2,566,602 2,358,968 1,511,687 2,430,113 2,737,612 2,871,373 2,192,375 1,874,309 1,520,920 

b. lmported Products Sq.M 1,123,818 0 784,364 106,920 34,981 305,708 567,850 280,094 460,524 565,744 0 0 0 

SHARE PARTITION AND CEILING Sq.M 

Correction Figure Local Production 0.2 

Correction Figure lmportation 0.1 
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Appendix 11, Step 3: Arithmetic or Exponential Growth 

Arithmetic Growth 
y=ax+b a b Abs(R) x y n sx sy 

Plywood (4,459) 8,953,141 0.7206 1988 89,642 11 3.75 23,198 

Hardboard 11,418 (21 ,268,037) 0.1120 1988 1,434,211 11 3.69 376,346 
Chipboard (4,001) 8,153,663 0.3973 1989 194,958 9 3.39 34,151 
Sheets 253 (502,308) 0.7768 1988 923 7 2.56 835 

Plywood (8,029) 16,267,441 0.0938 1988 307,355 7 2.56 219,374 
Wood Pannels 892 (1 ,768,411) 0.9581 1986 2,497 5 3.39 3,156 
Recon (308) 614,079 0.3593 1987 1,509 7 3.13 2,687 
Fibreboards 10,795 (21 ,396,357) 0.5486 1987 53,016 7 3.37 66,246 

Exponential Growth 
lny=ax+lnb a b Abs(R) x y n sx sy 

Plywood (0.0599) 130.3475 0.7041 1988 11.36 11 3.75 0.32 
Hardboard 0.0095 (4.7866) 0.1261 1988 14.14 11 3.69 0.28 
Chipboard (0.0198) 51.4785 0.3905 1989 12.17 9 3.39 0.17 
Sheets 0.4003 (789.4937) 0.6867 1988 6.17 7 2.56 1.49 
Plywood 0.0688 (124.3607) 0.1901 1988 12.34 7 2.56 0.93 
Wood Pannels 0.6918 (1 ,367.6791) 0.9894 1986 6.32 5 3.39 2.37 
Re con (0.1830) 370.1405 0.4780 1987 6.49 7 3.13 1.20 
Fibreboards 0.4631 (910.2666) 0.8727 1987 9.89 7 3.37 1.79 
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Appendix 11, Step 4: The Forecast of the lndustry Sales Volume 

Square meters 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
LOCAL PRODUCTION 

a. Total Local Production Plywood 47,360 42,819 38,305 33,818 29,358 24,925 20,518 16,096 11,724 7,400 3,125 0 0 0 0 0 
b. Total Local Production Hardboard 1,516,987 1,523,643 1,530,232 1,536,751 1,543,202 1,549,585 1,555,899 1,558,110 1,560,198 1,562,156 1,563,990 1,565,699 1,567,282 1,568,739 1,570,071 1,572,130 
c. Total Local Production Chipboard 161,155 156,721 152,311 147,925 143,562 139,224 134,910 130,263 125,699 121,160 116,664 112,213 107,805 103,442 99,123 94,899 
MPORTATION 

d. 631100 Veneer Sheets 3,237 3,477 3,716 3,952 4,188 4,421 4,653 4,872 5,087 5,299 5,509 5,716 5,920 6,122 6,320 6,519 
e. 631210 Plywood 230,236 221,621 213,054 204,535 198,064 187,641 179,267 170,499 161,819 153,228 144,726 136,311 127,985 119,747 111,598 103,593 
. 631220 Cellular Wood Panels 12,170 13,013 13,850 14,681 15,507 16,328 17,144 17,906 18,662 19,406 20,140 20,865 21,580 22,285 22,960 23,678 

h. 631420 Recon. Wood 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. 641600 Fibre Boards 159,194 169,354 179,451 189,482 199,448 209,350 219,187 228,368 237,430 246,374 255,198 263,904 272,491 280,960 289,309 297,702 

GYPSUM 
·. Gypsum Plasterboards type 1 22,895 28,707 34,555 40,437 46,356 52,309 56,298 70,169 82,111 94,124 106,206 118,425 130,921 143,535 156,269 169,121 
. Gypsum Plasterboards type 2 2,544 3,190 3,839 4,493 5,151 5,812 6,478 7,797 9,123 10,458 11,801 13,158 14,547 15,948 17,363 18,791 
. Gypsum Blocks 2,544 3,828 5,119 6,419 7,726 9,041 10,364 11,695 13,034 14,360 15,734 17,106 18,514 19,935 21,370 21,476 

vORRECTION 

a. Local production correction 345,100 344,637 344,170 343,699 343,225 342,747 342,265 340,898 339,524 338,143 336,756 335,562 335,017 334,436 333,839 333,406 
b. lmportation correction 40,464 40,747 41,007 41,265 41,521 41,774 42,025 42,165 42,300 42,431 42,557 42,660 42,798 42,911 43,021 43,149 
TOT AL 2,543,906 2,551,756 2,559,607 2,567,457 2,575,307 2,563,157 2,591,008 2,598,858 2,606,708 2,614,558 2,622,409 2,631,656 2,644,860 2,658,061 2,671,262 2,664,464 
Percentage Panels lor Partilion and Ceilings 50.0~1 

Gypsum Plasterboards type 1 of sold square meters 

~~ Gypsum Plasterboards type 2 of sold square meters 
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Step 1 Step 2, 3 and 4 Step 5 Step 6 

Nr. Name Theoretica[ Variabie Nr. Name Raw Variabie 
Collection B Type Type Type 

Answering categories 
Type 

(values) I) Il) lil) IV) 

1. Type of Deciders 1.1. Class of Building Definition of types of building Sq c 1 Class: I, ll, ill, IV, V, VI, VII y 

Contractor contractors: to classes 

1.2. Region Idem.: to region of headquarters Sq c 1 Dar es Salaam, Dodoma, Arusha, y 
Kilimanjaro, Mwanza, Kagera, Tanga, 
Mbeya, others: 

1.3. Ownership Idem.: to ownership Sq c 1 Foreign, Local, Both Local/Foreign y 

2. Usage of Selected Panels 2.1. Type of Usage Other Qualitative determination of: Th c 1 Yes/no y 
than Partitional/Ceiling type of construction 

2.2. Number of Usage wrt Idem: number of usage per type Th c 1 Always, Most of the time, Sometimes, y 

Partition Purposes of panel Never 

2.3. Number of Usage wrt Idem.: number of usage per Th c 1 Always, Most of the time, Sometimes, y 

Ceiling Purposes type of panel Never 

3. Preferenee Panel Type to 3.1. Land of Origin Qualitative determination of Sq c 1 Locally produced, lmported y 

Origin preference: to origin of product 

4. Decider's Customer Costs 4.1. Purchasing Time and Qualitative determination: of Th c 1 Always available if needed, Most of the y 

Energy availability to panel type time available, Sametimes available if 
needed, Never available if needed, Not 
appropriate 

4.2. Sales Price per Type of Idem.: of price to panel type Th c 1 Cheap, Reasonable, Expensive, Very y 

Board expensive, Not appropriate 
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Step 1 Step 2, 3 and 4 Step 5 Step 6 

Nr. Name Theoretica[ Variabie Nr. Name Rough Variabie 
Collection B Type Type Type 

Answering categories 
Type 

(values) I) ll) lil) IV) 

5. Decider's Customer Value 5.1. Overall Quality Locally Qualitative determination: of Th c 1 Very good, Good, Bad, Very bad, Not y 
Produced Panels overall quality wooden-based appropriate 

panels 

5.2. Overall Quality Idem: of quality gypsum based Th c 1 Very good, Good, Bad, Very bad, Not y 
Imported Panels products appropriate 

5.3. Importance Quality 
Characteristics 
-Ability to absorb high 

loads 
-Easy to construct 

Idem: of relative importance Very important, Important, Less 
-High duration 

regarding quality characteristics 
Th c 1 

important, Not important 
y 

- Maintenance 
Required 

-Biologica! factors 
-Fire resistance 
-Insulation 

5.4. Ease of Construction Idem.: of ease of construction Th c 1 Very high, High, Low, Very low, Not y 
per panel type appropriate 

5.5. Amount of Idem.: of amount of Th c 1 Very low, Low, High, Very high, Not y 
Maintenance maintenance per panel type appropriate 
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Step 1 Step 2, 3 and 4 Step 5 Step 6 

Nr. Name Theoretica[ Variabie Nr. Name Rough Variabie 
ColZeetion B Type Type Type 

Answering categories 
Type 

(values) I) I/) I/I) IV) 

5.> Decider's Customer Value 5.6. Service 

-Guarantee 

-On Time Delivery 

-Product Information 
Qualitative determination of Very important, Important, Less 

-Construction relative importance Service-mix Th c 1 Important, Not important, Not y 
lnformation aspects appropriate 

-Construction Training 

-Delivery of nails, 
screws, construction 
frames 

5.7. Image Qualitative determination of Th c 1 Very favourable, Favourable, y 
image per type of panel Unfavourable, Very unfavourable, Not 

appropriate. 

1). Type of question Th: Technica[ question. This kind of question is used to come to research results. 
Sq: Selection question. This kind of question is used to determine strati.fication among respondents. 
Fv: Filter variable. This kind of question is used to filter refer to another question or group of questions 

11). Type of question C: Closed-end question 
0: Open-end question 

ill). Answering system: 1. Piek 1. 
N. Not Appropriate 

IV). Answering instruction: Y. Yes 
N. No 
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APPENDIX IV, CODE BOOK XXI 

No 
Variabie 

Variabie 
Description Answering Code 

BC/Ar Code 

- - IDENNUM Identification number 001 up to 300 

- 1.0 ARCCON Architect/Contractor 1 =Architect; 2 =Building Contractor 

1/- 1.1 BCCLASS Class 1 =class I; 2=class 11; 3=class lil; 4=class IV; 
5 =class V; 6=class VI; 7 =class VII; blank=no 
answer/not filled in (n.a./n.f.) 

2/1 1.2 REGION Region 1=Dar es Salaarn; 2=Dodoma; 3=Arusha; 
4=Kilimanjaro; 5=Mwanza; 6=Kagera; 
7=Tanga; 8=Mbeya; 9=others; blank=n.a.fn.f 

3/2 1.3 OWNERSP Ownership 1 =local; 2=foreign; 3=local and foreign 

4/3 2.1a USAPART Usage for partition walls 

2.1b USACEIL Usage for Ceilings 

2.1c USASTAIR Usage for staircases 

2.1d USAFLOO Usage for floor 
underlayments 1=yes 

2=no 
2.1e USADOOR Usage for flushdoors blank=n.a.fn.f. 

2.1f USAROOF Usage for roofpanels 

2.1g U SASHUT Usage for concrete 
shuttering 

2.1h USAOTHR Usage for other 

5/4 2.2a PARHDB Hardboard partition wall 

2.2b PARPLY Plywood partition wall 

2.2c PARCHIP Chipboard partition wall 1=always 
2=most of the time 

2.2d PARGYPL Gypsum plasterboard 3=sometimes 
partition wall 4=never 

2.2e PARTAG T &G partition wall 
blank=n.a.fn.f. 

2.2f PARGYBO Gypsum Blocks partition 
wall 

6/5 2.3a CEIHDB Hardboard Ceiling 

2.3b CEIPLY Plywood ceiling 1=always 
2=most of the time 

2.3c CElCHIP Chipboard ceiling 3=sometimes 
4=never 

2.3d CEIGYPL Plasterboard ceiling blank=n.a./n.f. 

2.3e CElTAG T&G Ceiling 
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No 
Variabie 

Variabie 
Description Answering Code 

BC/Ar Code 

7/6 3.1a ORIHDB Hardboard land of origin 

3.1b ORIPLY Plywood land of origin 
1=imported 

3.1c ORICHIP Chipboard land of origin 2=locally produced 

3.1d ORITAG T &G land of origin 

8/- 4.1a AVAHDB A vailability hardboard 

4.1b AVAPLY A vailability plywood 1 =always available 

4.1c AVACHIP A vailability chipboard 
2=most of the time available 
3=sometimes available 

4.1d AVAGYPL A vailability gypsum plasterboard 4=never available 
9=not appropriate 

4.1e AVATAG A vailability T &G blank=n.a./n.f. 

4.lf AVAGYBO A vailability gypsum blocks 

9/7 4.2a PRIHDB Price hardboard 

4.2b PRIPLY Price plywood 1=cheap 
2=reasonable 

4.2c PRIGYPL Price gypsum plasterboard 3=expensive 

4.2d PRICHIP Price chipboard 4=very expensive 
9=not appropriate 

4.2e PRITAG Price T&G blank=n.a./n.f. 

4.2f PRIGYBO Price gypsum blocks 

10/8 5.1a IMPHGLO lmportance high loads 

5.1b IMPEATW Importance easy to work 

5.1c IMPHGDU Importance high duration 
1 =very important 

5.1d IMPMAIN Importance ease of rnainterrance 2=important 
3=less important 

5.1e IMPWECO Importance wheather constancy 4=not important 

5.1f IMPFUNIN lmportance fungi, insects, etc. 
blank=n.a./n.f. 

5.1g IMPFIRE lmportance frre-resistance 

5.1h IMPINSUL Importance insulation 



APPENDIX IV, CODE BOOK XXIII 

No 
Variabie 

Variabie 
Description Answering Code 

BC/Ar Code 

11/9 5.2a QUALHDB Hardboard quality locally produced 

5.2b QUALPLY Plywood quality locally produced 1=very good 

5.2c QUALCHIP Chipboard quality locally produced 
2=good 
3=bad 

5.2d QUALTAG T&G quality locally produced 4=very bad 
9=not appropriate 

12/10 5.3a QUAIGYPL Gypsum plasterboard quality blank=n.a./n.f. 

5.3b QUAIGYBO Gypsum blocks quality 

13/- 5.4a EACOHDB Hardboard ease of construction 

5.4b EACOPLY Plywood ease of construction 1=very high 

5.4c BACOCHIP Chipboard ease of construction 
2=high 
3=low 

5.4d EACOGYPL Gypsum P.b. ease of construction 4=very low 
9=not appropriate 

5.4e EACOTAG T&G ease of construction blank=n.a./n.f. 

5.4f EACOGYBO Gypsum blocks ease of construction 

14/- 5.5a MAINHDB Maintenance hardboard 

5.5b MAINPLY Maintenance plywood 1=very low 

5.5c MAINCHIP Maintenance chipboard 
2=low 
3=high 

5.5d MAINGYPL Maintenance gypsum plasterboard 4=very high 
9=not appropriate 

5.5e MAINTAG Maintenance T &G blank=n.a./n.f. 

5.5f MAINGYBO Maintenance gypsum blocks 

15/- 5.6a SERVGUA Service guarantee 

5.6b SERVDELI Service delivery 

5.6c SERVININ Service information wrt installation 
1 =very important 

5.6d SERVTRAI Service training facilities 2=important 
3=less important 

5.6e SERVCONS Service consulting 4=not important 

5.6f SERVDEN A Service delivery of nails, screws 
blank n.a./n.f. 

5.6g SERVAVAl Service availability 

5.6h SERVPRIN Service product information 
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No 
Variabie 

Variabie 
Description Answering Code 

BC/Ar Code 

16/11 5.7a IMAGHDB Image hardboard 

5.7b IMAGPLY Image plywood 1 =very favourable 

5.7c IMAGGYPL Image gypsum plasterboard 
2=somewhat favourable 
3=somewhat unfavourable 

5.7d IMAGCHIP Image chipboard 4=very unfavourable 
9=not appropriate 

5.7e IMAGTAG Image T&G blank=n.a./n.f. 

5.7f IMAGGYBO Image gypsum blocks 

As mentioned before, two types of questionnaires are formulated. One for building 
contractors and one for architects. BC/ Ar=Question number corresponding questionnaire 
Building Contractors/Question number corresponding questionnaire Architects. The 
Collumn Variabie presents the variabie number. Variabie Code presents the SPSS+ code. 



APPENDIX V, WRITIEN QUESTIONNAIRE XXV 

Dar es Salaam, September 20th, 1995 

Dear Sir, 

We would kindly ask your attention for the following. 

At present we are doing a market study for a range of new locally produced building 
matenals for partitioning and ceiling purposes. As a part of this research study, we like to 
make a market analysis. To be able to eventually make a product that meets the 
requirements set by the customer, an investigation amongst architects and contractors in 
Tanzania is wished to take place. 

We are interested in your opinion of the most commonly used matenals in partition walls 
and ceiling constructions. It is of importance to us to determine the wishes of the person 
who deals with the product. In this way we hope to make a product that meets the real 
expectations of the construction sector. Therefore we would like to ask you some questions 
in the form of a questionnaire. We can guarantee you that this questionnaire is completely 
anonymous. 

We hope you can find some time to fill in the questionnaire and post it before.... Por this 
purpose a return envelope is enclosed. 

If you are not in touch with the advantages and drawbacks of the building matenals, please 
hand over this letter to somebody in your organization who has more information on this 
subject. 

Thank you in advance for your kind cooperation. 

Y ours sincerely, 

Mr Jan W. Dijk 
Annex: questionnaire, return envelope 
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Please, will you mark the answering category you choose as follows: 0 

1. To which registered class does your organization belang? (Please, mark the one your company is in) 

0 Class I 0 Class // 0 Class /// 0 Class IV 0 Class V 0 Class VI 0 Class VII 

2. In what region of Tanzania is the headquarters of your company situated? (Please mark one region 
your Tanzania headquarters is situated. IJ your region is notpresent mark others, and write down your 
Region) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Dar es Salaam 
Dodoma 
Arusha 
Kilimanjaro 
Mwanza 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Kagera 
Tanga 
Mbeya 
Others: 

3. Will you state the type of ownership ofyour company? (Please, mark only one) 

-A Tanzanian company 0 

-A foreign company 0 

-A part Tanzanian and a part foreign company 0 

4. Have you ever used wood-based boards for ... (Please mark~ or no for each aspect) 
Yes No 

... partition walls 0 0 

... ceilings 0 0 

... staircases and other joinery 0 0 

... floor underlayments 0 0 

... flushdoors 0 0 

... roofpanels 0 0 

... concrete shuttering 0 0 
... other: 0 0 

5. IJ your company has to construct an indoor non-load-
hearing partilion wall, how aften do you use ... (Ifyou 
have not constructed with a panel type, please jill in Most of 
'Never') Always the time Sometimes Never 

... Hardboard? 0 0 0 0 

... Plywood? 0 0 0 0 

... Chipboard? 0 0 0 0 

... Gypsum Plasterboard? 0 0 0 0 

... Tongued and Grooved? 0 0 0 0 

... Gypsum Blocks? 0 0 0 0 

6. Ifyour company has to construct ceiling panels, how 
aften do you use ... (Ifyou have not constructed with a Most of 
panel type, please jill in with 'Never') Always the time Sometimes Never 

... Hardboard? 0 0 0 0 

... Plywood? 0 0 0 0 

... Chipboard? 0 0 0 0 

... Gypsum Plasterboard? 0 0 0 0 

... Tongued and Grooved? 0 0 0 0 

... Gypsum Blocks? 0 0 0 0 
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7. Do you prefer imported or locally produced ... (Please markfor every product your Locally 
preference) Imported produced 

... Hardboard 0 0 

... Plywood 0 0 

... Chipboard 0 0 

... Tongued and Grooved 0 0 

8. What is your apinion regarding availability Most of 
of .. (lf your company has never Always the time Sametimes Never 
constructed with one of the building available available available available Not 
materials please jill in 'not appropriate ') if needed if needed if needed if needed appropriate 

... Hardboard? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Plywood? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Chipboard? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Gypsum Plasterboard? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Tongued and Grooved? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Gypsum Blocks? 0 0 0 0 0 

9. What is your apinion concerning the 
price of .. (/fyour company has never 
constructed with the material please jill Very Not 
in 'not appropriate') Cheap Reasonable Expensive expensive appropriate 

... Hardboard? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Plywood? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Gypsum Plasterboards? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Chip board? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Tongued and Grooved? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Gypsum Blocks? 0 0 0 0 0 

10. What is your apinion regarding the following 
characteristics concerning partition-walls or ceiling 
panels? (Please mark for each characteristic your Very Less Not 
apinion regarding the level of importance) important Important important important 

-Ability to absorb high loads 0 0 0 0 
-Easy to work with 0 0 0 0 
-High duration of product's life cycle 0 0 0 0 
-Not required much maintenance 0 0 0 0 
-High weather constancy 0 0 0 0 
-Durable to fungus, mosses, insects. 0 0 0 0 
-Fire-resistance or -retarding 0 0 0 0 
-Thermal and acoustic insu/ation 0 0 0 0 

11. What is your apinion regarding the overall quality of locally produced ... (/fyour company has never 
constructed with the material please jill in 'not appropriate ') 

Not 
Very good Good Bad Very bad appropriate 

.. . Hardboard? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Plywood? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Chipboard? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Tonqued and Grooved? 0 0 0 0 0 
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12. What is your apinion regarding the overall quality ofimported ... (lfyour company has never 
constructed with the material please jill in 'not appropriate ') 

Not 
Very good Good Bad Very bad appropriate 

... Gypsum Plasterboard? 0 0 0 0 0 

... Gypsum Blocks? 0 0 0 0 0 

13. What is your apinion regarding ease of constructing of .. 
(/fyour company has never constructed with the Very Very Not 
material please fill in 'not appropriate ') high High Low low appropriate 

-Hardboard? 0 0 0 0 0 
-Plywood? 0 0 0 0 0 
-Chipboard? 0 0 0 0 0 
-Gypsum Plasterboard? 0 0 0 0 0 
-Tongued and Grooved? 0 0 0 0 0 
-Gypsum Blocks? 0 0 0 0 0 

14. What is your apinion of the amount of maintenance 
requiredfor ... (/fyour company has never constructed Very Very Not 
with the material please fill in 'not appropriate') low Low High high appropriate 

-Hardboard? 0 0 0 0 0 
-Plywood? 0 0 0 0 0 
-Chip board? 0 0 0 0 0 
-Gypsum Plasterboard? 0 0 0 0 0 
-Tongued and Grooved? 0 0 0 0 0 
-Gypsum Blocks? 0 0 0 0 0 

15. What is your apinion concerning the following service 
aspects which should accompany parrition or ceiling 
panels? (Please mark for every service aspect your Very Less Not 
apinion regarding level of performance) important Important important important 

-Guarantee 0 0 0 0 
-On Time Delivery 0 0 0 0 
-lnformation about installation panels 0 0 0 0 
-Training facilities for construction 0 0 0 0 
-Consulting service 0 0 0 0 
-Delivery of nails, screws, frames 0 0 0 0 
-Availability 0 0 0 0 
-Product information 0 0 0 0 

Others: 0 0 0 0 

16. Please will you state, what your apinion is concerning each product (/fyour company has not 
constructed with one of these building materials, please fill in 'not appropriate). 

Hardboard? 
Plywood? 
Gypsum Plasterboards? 
Chip board? 
Tongued and Grooved 
Gypsum Blocks? 

Very 
favourable 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Some what Some what Very Not 
favourable unfavourable unfavourable appropriate 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

17. If you have any suggestions or questions, please write down below? (If you want a reply to your 
questions or suggestions, please write down your adress) 



Appendix VI, Raw Data of Response psr Respondent 

I 4 I 4 0 I .., 1.2 
1.3 r~~ 2.2 2.3 3.1 4.1 .., 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 . , • ' d . , • • . • ' d . , . • ' d . , . • ' d . • ' d . , . • ' d . , . • ' d . , .. . • ' d . • . • ' d . , . • ' d . , . • ' d . , • • . . ' d . , 

A B c 0 E F G H I J K L M N 0 p a R s T u V W x y ZAAM~~~·~~~~AAa~~~~~~~M~~-AAM~~MOC~~~OO~~~~~~~~~ro~~~W~~~~~~ 

0 I I 2 I I I 2 I 2 I I 3 I 3 4 2 4 3 4 2 4 3 4 2 2 2 2 I 3 9 2 3 9 4 2 I I I I I I 2 I I 2 9 9 3 2 9 I 2 9 

0 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 4 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 2 3 3 4 1 1 1 2 9 2 3 3 2 • 2 I 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 3 4 3 2 2 9 2 2 2 3 3 

0 3 I 3 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 4 4 I 4 2 4 I 4 1 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 • 3 • 3 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 • 9 1 1 • 1 I • 
0 4 1 3 I 1 3 2 3 3 4 3 2 3 3 4 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 • 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 

0 s 1 1 I 1 1 2 I 2 I 4 4 3 3 2 4 4 4 3 2 2 4 1 1 1 2 1 2 4 2 3 9 4 I 2 I 1 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 1 • 4 3 1 2 I • 
0 • I 1 I 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 4 4 4 3 3 4 2 4 2 4 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 9 9 3 2 9 4 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 9 9 2 9 9 2 1 9 

0 7 1 1 I 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 I I 2 3 3 2 2 1 2 
0 9 2 1 2 2 3 4 3 4 3 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 
0 9 1 1 I 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 4 3 2 4 3 4 3 4 2 4 3 4 1 1 2 2 1 3 9 2 4 9 4 2 2 1 3 3 1 2 3 2 2 2 9 • 2 1 9 1 1 9 

10 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 4 2 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 2 4 1 1 1 2 1 2 4 2 2 9 4 2 2 1 3 1 I 2 2 3 3 2 2 • 3 1 2 2 2 • 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 4 3 3 4 3 2 4 4 2 2 3 4 1 1 2 2 2 3 4 2 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 I 1 3 3 2 2 2 2 4 2 I 1 1 1 

I 2 I 1 1 I 2 1 I 2 2 1 4 2 3 4 2 4 3 4 2 4 2 4 2 I 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 4 1 2 2 2 1 I 1 2 2 2 2 1 9 4 2 2 1 1 9 

I 3 • I I 1 1 I 1 1 1 3 3 3 2 3 3 4 2 3 3 4 2 I 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 3 3 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 I 

I 4 I 3 1 1 1 2 I 2 I 2 4 3 3 2 4 4 3 2 3 2 4 1 1 1 1 3 4 3 3 9 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 4 3 4 1 9 

IS 1 1 I 1 1 I I 2 I 1 3 2 1 3 I 3 2 4 1 3 1 3 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 2 3 3 1 I 2 2 1 1 I 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 9 1 1 9 

1. I 3 I 1 2 2 1 2 I 2 2 3 4 2 4 3 3 2 4 2 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 9 3 2 9 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 I 2 2 2 1 9 9 I 1 9 1 1 9 

I 7 1 I I I 1 I I 2 1 1 3 2 2 4 2 4 3 2 1 4 2 4 1 1 I 2 2 3 9 3 4 9 4 2 4 3 3 3 2 I 1 1 1 1 9 9 2 2 9 2 1 9 
2 • 1 I I 2 3 4 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 1 2 2 2 3 9 2 2 9 3 2 2 1 3 4 2 3 2 1 9 9 9 • 9 9 

2 9 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 3 4 2 2 2 3 3 1 I 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 1 2 1 1 

20 9 1 I 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 4 3 4 3 4 2 4 3 4 3 4 2 I 1 2 2 3 • 2 4 9 4 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 2 9 9 2 1 9 1 2 9 
21 • I 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 4 4 3 4 3 4 1 3 1 4 3 4 1 I 2 2 2 2 9 2 3 9 4 2 3 3 3 1 1 2 3 4 1 2 9 9 2 2 9 1 2 9 

22 1 3 I I 1 2 I 2 1 1 4 4 3 4 2 4 4 4 2 4 2 4 I 2 2 • 9 9 3 2 9 4 1 I 1 1 1 1 2 9 9 2 2 9 9 9 3 9 2 2 9 
2 3 7 9 I 2 I 2 I 2 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 3 4 3 4 2 1 1 2 2 4 4 4 3 9 2 9 • 4 3 9 3 1 2 2 4 3 3 2 2 9 2 2 9 9 1 9 2 9 2 9 2 9 I 9 1 9 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 1 2 9 9 1 1 9 
24 1 1 I I 1 1 I 1 2 1 2 3 ' 4 4 2 4 ' 4 2 4 3 4 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 9 1 9 2 3 9 2 ' 9 3 1 I 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 9 2 2 2 • 3 9 2 1 3 9 1 9 3 1 1 2 2 ' 1 2 2 2 9 1 2 • 
25 3 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 3 1 3 2 3 3 2 1 1 2 4 2 2 9 9 9 . 9 9 • 9 9 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 
26 s 4 1 I 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 4 2 4 ' 4 2 4 2 4 3 4 2 1 2 2 3 3 1 9 9 9 3 • 4 9 4 2 I 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 9 3 2 9 2 9 3 3 3 9 2 9 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 I 1 2 1 1 2 
27 7 9 I 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 4 4 2 2 1 2 9 9 1 1 I 1 1 2 3 2 4 9 9 9 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 
2 9 3 4 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 4 1 ' 4 I 4 . 4 1 4 4 4 1 2 2 1 I 1 . 1 . ' 4 • ' ' 9 ' 2 1 2 2 2 2 ' 2 3 2 1 9 9 ' 2 2 9 2 9 3 2 2 9 I 9 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 2 1 • 1 1 9 

2 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 . 2 . 2 2 2 ' 2 4 I 1 2 2 1 I 1 • 1 9 ' 4 • . 4 9 ' 1 1 1 3 1 ' 3 2 2 2 9 9 ' 2 2 9 2 9 ' 2 2 9 I 9 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 ' 2 9 1 1 9 

' 0 
9 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 3 1 4 4 4 ' 1 1 3 ' 4 4 I I 1 2 1 ' ' 4 ' . 2 ' • 3 . 9 4 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 9 9 1 1 2 • 2 9 1 1 I 9 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 2 9 3 1 9 

'1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 4 3 4 4 2 ' 2 2 2 2 • 2 2 9 2 • 2 2 9 1 1 1 2 . 2 2 9 9 2 • 2 2 9 2 9 2 2 9 2 2 1 2 • 1 1 9 

'2 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 ' 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 2 9 • 9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 9 3 2 2 • 2 9 3 3 ' 9 3 9 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 2 1 9 

'' 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 ' 2 1 4 2 ' 1 1 1 ' I 4 2 2 2 2 1 I ' 1 3 2 2 9 ' 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 9 9 2 2 2 • 1 9 2 2 2 9 9 9 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 • 9 1 9 

'. 7 I 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 4 3 4 2 4 3 . 2 ' I 4 2 2 2 2 1 2 ' 9 1 9 2 ' 9 4 3 9 3 1 2 2 2 I 2 2 2 4 2 1 9 9 1 2 3 • 2 9 1 2 ' 9 2 9 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 9 2 2 9 

' s 4 9 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 3 . 2 3 2 4 2 4 2 ' 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 9 2 2 9 ' 4 . 4 1 2 2 3 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 9 9 I 2 1 9 ' 9 3 3 2 9 2 9 2 1 3 ' 3 2 2 2 2 9 1 1 9 
36 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 2 3 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 4 ' 4 I 1 1 2 2 2 2 • 2 9 2 2 9 2 2 9 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 3 3 3 2 9 9 2 2 2 9 2 9 1 1 1 9 2 9 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 7 3 4 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 I 3 2 ' 4 4 1 1 1 ' 3 3 3 3 3 ' 3 3 4 2 3 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 I 1 1 ,, 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 3 3 3 3 3 . 3 3 2 4 3 4 I 1 1 2 ' ' 2 9 ' 9 2 2 9 2 3 9 2 1 I 1 2 1 1 1 3 3 3 2 9 9 2 2 2 2 2 2 ' 3 ' 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 1 ' ' I 2 2 1 
39 . 9 I 2 I 1 2 1 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 1 ' . 4 4 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 9 9 9 3 2 9 2 ' 9 3 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 4 2 2 2 9 9 9 2 2 9 2 9 9 2 2 9 1 9 1 1 2 . ' ' 2 9 1 9 2 1 9 
• 0 1 2 I 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 4 4 2 ' 3 3 4 . 2 3 3 4 1 1 1 2 3 3 2 4 1 9 2 ' 4 2 2 9 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 3 4 4 2 1 2 9 3 3 2 2 2 9 3 3 2 1 2 9 2 1 3 4 3 ' 1 ' ' I 2 2 9 

4 I 4 1 1 I I 2 2 1 1 1 3 3 ' ' ' 4 2 3 1 3 2 4 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 3 1 . 1 1 ' 2 ' 4 4 1 2 2 1 1 I 2 2 2 2 2 I 1 1 1 1 2 3 4 3 4 3 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 ' 2 I 2 1 2 2 1 2 ' . ' 3 1 1 I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 ' 3 ' ' ' ' ' 3 3 3 3 4 2 ' 2 I 1 1 1 3 3 ' 2 2 ' ' 9 9 2 1 2 2 2 I 1 1 2 2 I 2 9 9 1 1 2 3 3 3 2 1 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 ' . 
• 3 7 1 1 I I 1 2 1 1 1 2 4 I ' 4 3 4 I 3 4 4 2 4 1 2 I 2 1 1 2 9 1 9 ' ' 9 3 3 9 4 1 ' 3 I 4 4 4 2 2 2 1 9 9 3 3 2 9 1 9 . 3 3 9 2 9 4 1 2 1 2 I 4 2 2 9 2 1 9 
4 4 ' 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 ' ' 4 4 3 . 3 3 3 . 3 ' 1 1 I 2 3 2 2 4 2 4 ' 4 9 4 4 9 4 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 ' ' ' 2 9 9 ' 3 2 9 2 9 3 3 3 9 2 9 2 2 1 1 3 2 2 3 4 ' 9 . 4 9 
4 s 7 5 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 . 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 4 ' 4 1 2 2 2 1 1 9 9 9 4 4 9 . 9 9 1 2 ' ' ' 1 1 I 2 2 2 9 9 9 2 2 2 9 9 9 2 2 3 9 9 9 2 2 1 1 2 2 I 1 1 1 9 1 9 9 
4 6 1 9 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 3 2 4 3 3 1 1 ' 1 1 I 2 2 2 2 9 2 9 2 ' ' ' ' 3 3 2 1 2 I 1 1 1 3 ' 1 1 2 9 2 2 2 3 3 9 3 2 3 1 9 1 1 2 I 1 2 I 1 1 2 2 1 1 9 

4 7 1 5 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 2 4 3 ' 3 4 2 4 3 4 1 I I 2 2 3 2 9 I 9 2 3 9 2 ' 9 4 1 2 2 2 1 3 2 3 3 2 2 9 9 2 2 2 9 2 9 2 2 2 9 2 9 2 1 2 2 1 3 I 1 2 1 9 1 1 9 
4 9 1 I 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 3 2 4 3 4 3 3 ' 4 3 4 2 2 I 1 ' 3 1 4 2 4 . 4 4 ' ' 4 2 1 2 2 ' 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ' 2 ' ' ' ' 1 2 2 2 1 ' 3 3 I I ' 1 1 2 2 2 
4 9 1 3 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 3 4 4 . 3 4 4 . ' 4 ' 4 2 2 2 2 3 4 2 9 2 9 3 3 2 2 I 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 9 1 1 9 9 3 ' 9 9 2 9 ' 3 4 9 2 9 2 2 2 ' 2 2 9 9 2 9 2 2 

5 0 • 5 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 4 3 3 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 . 3 3 9 3 9 3 I 1 2 I 1 3 3 2 2 2 3 9 9 2 2 2 9 2 9 2 2 2 9 2 9 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 9 2 2 9 
51 2 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 ' ' 4 3 3 2 4 3 4 2 1 2 2 1 I 2 9 I 9 2 2 9 3 2 9 4 2 1 I I I I 2 2 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 ' 2 3 2 ' 2 1 2 1 2 2 ' ' 4 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 3 
s 2 3 5 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 ' ' 4 4 4 ' ' . 4 4 2 2 2 3 3 3 9 9 9 3 3 9 3 9 9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 9 9 2 2 2 9 9 9 2 2 2 9 9 9 1 2 1 2 2 2 9 2 9 9 

s 3 • 1 I 1 I I I I 1 I 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 3 1 I 1 I 
5 4 7 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 I 2 3 3 ' 4 4 4 ' ' 4 4 . 2 2 2 1 I 1 I 9 9 9 ' 3 9 3 9 9 4 2 1 I 2 1 2 ' 2 2 2 9 9 9 2 2 2 9 2 9 2 2 2 9 2 9 2 I 3 2 2 . 1 1 1 1 9 9 2 9 
s s 4 9 I I I 2 2 1 2 2 1 3 4 ' 4 ' 4 1 4 3 4 3 . I 2 1 2 2 9 3 4 3 9 3 9 9 4 4 9 3 I 1 1 2 3 I 2 ' 9 2 2 9 9 1 9 2 9 3 9 2 9 2 9 1 9 I 2 2 1 1 ' 1 1 2 9 9 2 2 9 

5. 7 9 I I I 2 I 2 I 1 4 • 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 I 3 2 2 3 . 1 9 9 9 9 1 1 I 1 1 9 9 9 1 I 1 9 9 9 ' I 2 ' ' 2 2 I 2 2 9 2 9 9 
5 7 1 s I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 2 3 2 2 1 2 I 1 3 4 4 4 4 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 I 3 2 1 4 4 ' I I I 2 ' 2 1 I 1 2 2 I 1 2 
5 • 7 1 1 I I 1 I 1 1 I 1 2 3 3 4 3 4 2 3 I 4 ' 4 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 3 2 . 2 2 9 3 2 9 I 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 ' 2 ' 2 2 3 ' ' ' I 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 I 1 1 1 1 

5 9 7 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 ' . 4 2 4 4 ' 2 3 . 2 2 2 2 I 1 4 1 . 2 2 9 ' 3 9 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 9 9 2 2 2 9 2 9 2 2 2 9 2 9 2 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 I 2 9 1 2 9 
• 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 ' 3 3 ' 2 . ' . 2 3 3 . 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 1 9 3 3 4 2 3 9 3 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 I 2 2 1 2 2 2 3 3 9 2 2 3 2 2 9 4 1 2 3 3 2 1 2 I 2 1 1 
6 1 3 4 1 1 1 2 2 2 I 1 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 ' 2 . 4 . 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 9 9 9 2 2 9 3 9 • 1 2 I 3 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 9 9 9 2 2 2 9 9 9 2 2 2 9 9 9 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 ' 2 2 9 1 9 

• 2 2 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 2 3 4 3 4 ' 2 • ' . 2 1 2 2 2 3 3 • 2 9 4 3 9 3 2 9 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 9 9 2 3 2 9 2 9 3 2 4 9 1 9 1 2 ' 3 2 3 1 1 3 2 9 2 I • 
• 3 7 5 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 3 3 3 . . 4 I 3 2 4 3 • 1 2 I 2 1 1 1 9 1 9 2 2 9 3 2 9 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 9 9 2 2 2 9 3 9 2 2 2 9 3 9 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 I I 3 1 2 9 
• 4 4 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 I 1 2 2 2 . 2 4 2 3 1 . 2 4 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 9 I 9 3 3 9 2 3 9 2 2 2 2 3 1 1 4 2 2 1 2 ' 2 1 9 1 9 3 3 3 9 3 9 1 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 I 1 9 1 I 9 

• s s 1 I 1 1 2 1 1 I 1 2 4 3 I 4 1 4 2 4 1 4 2 4 1 2 1 2 1 I 1 4 1 4 2 2 ' 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 9 9 3 2 2 9 2 9 2 2 I 9 I 9 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 1 1 9 

• 6 ' 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 I 4 2 4 2 4 3 4 I I 2 2 3 2 2 9 I 9 ' ' 9 2 2 9 3 ' 2 2 9 9 2 2 2 9 ' 9 1 1 I • 2 9 1 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 9 1 2 9 

• 7 1 1 ' I 1 1 1 I 2 I 2 2 4 2 4 2 . 2 2 3 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 3 I 1 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 I 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 . ' I 2 2 2 ' 2 2 1 3 

6 • 1 1 1 I 1 1 I I 1 I 1 2 1 ' 2 ' I 1 2 1 I 2 4 1 4 3 2 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 I 2 3 2 ' 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 2 I 

6 • 4 I 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 I 1 ' 2 2 4 2 4 ' ' 1 4 I . I 1 2 2 1 1 I 4 1 4 2 2 9 2 9 2 2 I 1 I I 2 2 2 2 1 1 9 9 2 2 1 9 1 9 2 2 2 9 3 9 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 9 1 1 9 
70 4 I 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 4 3 3 4 3 4 ' 3 3 3 3 ' 2 2 2 2 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 3 3 2 3 3 I 2 2 2 I 2 1 2 2 1 I 1 2 2 . ' ' 2 2 2 I 2 2 ' 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
71 1 

7 2 

7' 
7. 
7 5 

7. 
7 7 
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Appendix VIl, Sampling Error 

1.1 1.2 1.3 2.1 2.2 2.3 3.1 

a b c d e f g h a b c d e f a b c d e f a b c d 

1 6.4 5.7 4.7 3.7 2.5 6.2 6.1 2.6 6.1 4.1 7.2 2.6 3.2 3.2 0.0 4.2 0.0 4.1 2.9 5.0 1.6 3.6 0.0 6.1 6.2 6.0 3.4 

2 3.7 0.0 3.1 3.7 2.5 6.2 6.1 2.6 6.1 4.1 7.2 5.0 5.2 5.7 1.6 5.7 2.2 5.3 3.6 6.2 2.8 5.4 1.5 6.1 6.2 6.0 3.4 

3 6.2 1.4 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 6.3 6.4 5.7 6.0 3.9 6.2 6.3 5.3 5.1 6.2 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

4 5.4 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 6.0 5.2 5.8 4.4 4.3 5.2 6.5 2.6 5.6 4.9 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

5 3.1 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

6 3.1 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

7 6.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

9 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 45 70 69 68 68 64 64 66 65 65 48 64 61 60 62 66 64 64 59 66 61 64 65 65 65 68 64 

4.1 4.2 5.1 5.2 5.3 

a b c d e f a b c d e f a b c d e f g h a b c d a b 

1 7.4 7.3 7.3 2.3 7.4 3.1 4.0 1.5 0.0 1.6 0.0 0.0 4.6 6.2 6.2 6.1 6.3 6.1 5.9 6.2 2.8 2.6 4.5 5.6 4.6 3.6 

2 6.9 6.5 7.4 0.0 6.2 0.0 6.1 6.1 2.2 6.2 5.9 1.6 4.8 6.1 6.0 6.2 6.1 5.6 5.0 6.2 5.8 6.2 5.8 6.1 4.9 4.5 

3 6.2 6.1 6.1 5.9 5.4 4.3 5.7 6.1 5.2 6.3 6.2 4.7 5.7 1.5 3.6 3.3 5.4 4.3 3.6 4.4 5.0 5.3 4.6 2.1 0.0 0.0 

4 0.0 3.6 2.2 7.0 2.2 6.5 2.9 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.8 2.3 6.1 0.0 1.6 0.0 1.6 1.5 2.2 3.1 3.1 3.8 1.5 1.5 0.0 0.0 

5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

9 2.2 3.0 0.0 7.6 5.1 7.3 2.5 3.3 6.1 0.0 3.4 5.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 3.3 1.5 3.3 5.9 5.4 

Total 45 46 44 43 45 44 67 65 62 62 63 61 63 66 64 65 61 65 64 63 69 65 68 66 66 64 

5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 

a b c d e f a b c d e f a b c d e f g h a b c d e f 

1 6.0 5.2 5.5 3.8 4.7 3.1 5.0 5.1 5.0 5.2 6.5 4.3 7.3 7.4 6.9 6.8 5.6 6.6 7.7 7.3 5.3 5.6 4.8 6.2 6.2 3.9 

2 7.3 7.3 6.3 4.3 7.4 3.1 7.3 7.5 7.3 4.8 7.5 3.1 7.5 7.4 7.5 7.2 7.4 7.4 7.6 6.9 6.2 6.2 5.1 6.1 5.9 3.9 

3 6.0 5.5 3.1 5.2 6.0 4.3 6.8 6.6 7.0 3.1 5.2 3.8 4.8 0.0 5.7 6.4 7.5 6.4 0.0 2.9 4.5 4.3 2.2 1.5 2.2 3.4 

4 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 3.6 3.1 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 2.2 2.2 4.2 3.9 3.1 2.4 2.9 3.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 1.6 1.6 

5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

9 4.1 3.8 2.2 6.9 4.7 6.1 3.0 3.7 2.2 6.9 5.2 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.1 3.0 3.6 6.2 2.6 3.0 5.8 

Total 47 44 44 44 45 44 46 45 46 44 44 44 44 46 45 45 43 45 41 47 65 65 63 65 64 64 
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APPENDIX VIII, SUMMARY OF GYPSUM DEPOSITS XXIII 

Table V.24a, Location of Natural Gypsum 

Nr Location (Northem and Central Accessibility Geology Reserves Remarks 
Tanzania) 

1 Pagani/Revu Depression: Seasonal track 14 km An earthy or sandy form of Pitting in 1979 indicates about Most Gypsum is used as cement 
Makanya Same district. lt is connecting Moshi-DsM gypsum called gypsyte found 4.25 million tonnes at a grade of retarder. Other upgrading tests 
mined at the moment railway line (Makanya in lake beds 66%. Washing, crushing, and should assess wether the 

Railway station) and road screening could upgrade the material cou1d be used for PoP 
gypsite toabout 75% 

2 Mkomazi Depression: Mkomazi; The localities can be Gypsite within the lake beds Cilek (1970) estimated 942,600 
Lake Manka; Area C; Lasa Kitele reached from Mkomazi tonnes in the Mkomazi 
area; SW Bank of Mkomazi railway station and road depression. The gypsum content 
River; Kihurio area. It is minedat Moshi-DsM varles 70% to 80% 
the moment 

3 Itigi (Manjoni district). It is Situated close to the Gypsite of the Mbuga type Gypsite forms layers of 3 to 5ft A report of Geology department 
mined at the moment Central railway Line thick, 25 to 50ft in width and not state that the reserves are 

more than 1,000ft in length. High- exhausted. Further geological 
grade material contains 60 to 70% investigation may reveal another 
gypsum. Upgrades to 80% deposit in the vicinity 

4 Msagali (Mwapawa district). If it Situated on the central Mbuga type deposit occurs as Pitting proved existence of Deposit needs further geological 
is mined is unknown railway line layers from 5 to 20ft or more material running 60 to 70% investigations. 

in thickness, in the form of gypsum over an area of half by a 
gypsum crystals in clay and quarter of a mile 
as white powdery material 
resembling earthy limestone 

Basedon information obtained from: Kimambo 1988, pp. 367-368; S.l. Kishimbo; Tirdo; Tanzanian Railways Cooperation; 
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Table V.24b, Location of Natural Gypsum 

Nr Location (Southem Accessibüity Geology Reserves Remarks 
Tanzania) 

5 Mkomore The deposits lies in a rather Beds of high grade gypsum Mkomore: Massive gypsum reserves The material is of good quality for 
remote area very far from associated with salt, shales, embedded with anhydride rock salt and Plaster of Paris and other similar use. 
possible market areas. and limestone of Jurassic black shales From a writing of the director of 
Pindiro is more extensive but age. Gypsum outcrops in the Tanzania Mining Projects is learned, 
Mbaru is better situated with cores of two parallel, located that it is tried to find investors for the 
respect to roads and loading north-north-westerly striking exploitation of these gypsum deposits. 

6 Mbaru facilities. It is located at a anti-clinal structures in the Mbaru: High-garde gypsum. Average The government is constructing at this 
distance of 2 km Lindi-DsM Pindiro and Mandawa area is quality above 80% gypsum. It outcrops moment a high-way linking Kilwa and 
Road and Pindiro is at proven for distance of about 500ft along both DsM. Also transportation by sea is a 
distance of 80 km from banks of the Mbaru stream. A total of possibility. 
Lindi. Mkomoro lays 13 km about 2 million tonnes reserves after 
from Mbaru. evaluation of data from boreholes. 
Mkomore, is not mined 

7 Pindori Small quantities are mined in Pindiro: Excluding impure sections, the 
Mbaru, and Pindori at this average grade is about 86%. 16,000 
moment tonnes of high-grade gypsum per foot of 

depth. Recent evaluation of the deposit 
puts about 1 million tonnes as probable 
and 2 million tonnes as possible reserves. 

8 Mtugu (Lindi district) Close to Lindi-Mtwara road Pieces of clear, crystalline Unknown It should be of interest to establish the 
also by sea, it is not mined gypsum of various sizes souree of gypsum pieces. The 

reported to occur scattered occurrence needs further geological 
throughout beds of work to establish presencefabsence of 
gypsiferous clayey marl an economie gypsum deposit 

9 Between Songwe and Accessible from Mbeya The area has been mapped Unknown Further follow-up research is necessary 
Longozi Rivers in Mbeya Cement Plant, it is not mined as Cretaceous but samples to assess the occurrence of gypsum 
District collected seem to indicate a 

lake environment 

10 Lupa Riverin Chunya Could be reached from Teale (1931) found crystals Unknown The occurrence needs to be assessed 
district, Mbeya region Chunya town, it is not mined of gypsum in some of the 

lake beds 

Basedon information obtained from: Kimambo 1988, pp. 367-368; S.I. Kishimbo; Tirdo; Tanzanian Railways Cooperation; Director, Tanzania Mining Projects Lirnited. 


